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In The Sound Pattern of Bn~lish, Chomsky and Halle describe '¥1ieUntverstt
phonology of modern Englis in terms of about fourteen phonological, Y
distinctive features. One· can, using their features a:i:id conventions.;"
provide some insight into the historical phenomenon known as palatal .
umlaut, or as it is sometimes called: ·i-mutation, i/j-mutation,
i-umlaut, or i/j-umlaut.

Palatal umlaut is the phonological process responsible, fo'r the
difference in the quality of'the vowels in such obviously related forms
as .mouse mice,. full/fill., doom deem,. tooth/teeth, foot/feet'· goose/
fieese, onf en~tfi, strong strengt , heal/hale, man/men, and so on.
istorical y, t ese· words contained a suffixal palatal sound segment
(hmrein .indicated by the vowel graph "i". and the glide. graph· "y'1~ to
which the vowel·in the stem word assimilated. In feature notation,
this '!i" and !'y" (as in· *musiz ·(mice) and *fullyan (fill))· may be
minimally characterized as -consonantal; +high; -back, and -round.
In some cases this palatal segment is a causative s~ffix as in *full~an
whitb meant "to cause to be full." In other instances, it is a par.t·
o~ the plur.al suffix as in *musiz (mice), a· plural form of *mus
(mouse). Elsewhere, it is a part of a nominalizing suffix (~u)
as . in *long!j>u (length) .an.d *brad.!/>u (~.read th).
.
Palatal umlaut is a matter of regres~ive (~nticipatory) .assimilatio~,
whereby +back sound segments become -back. In the chart below, the
vowel graJ?hs. "y" and 11 y 11 · indicate phonetic I U] ai_id { Q] reslectively.
A macron indicates the feature +tense. The Germanic ·.symbol " "
.
(thorn) indicates ,.phonetic [ fJ] (theta) as in *longiku · (lengt ) , ·
*Pre-Old English
1.

*inW.

2.' *miis'iz

3. *full
4. ' *fullyan
5. t.dor.1
6. *domyan

7.

'*g~s

Old Engiish

Modern English

miis
mys
full
fyllan
dom
·
deman

mouse
mice
full·
fill
doom
deem
goose

. g~s

0
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8.
9.

*gosiz
*long
*longipu
*brad

16.

*halyan

-

IN

geese
·long
length
broad
breadth
man
men
hale
heal

ges
long
lej!ijiu
brad
br&<i df.u
mann
menn
ha1
haalan

10.
11.
12. *bradi~u
13. ·*mann
14. *manni
15. *ha1

u~u,AUT

The relevant feature description.of the vowel segments (+vocalic,
-consonantal) which are involved in palatal umlaut is sketched out
below in the table where o1otense (long) vowels are marked with a
macron, and where -tense (short,lax) vowels are unmarked.
"

-back
-round

+high
-low

+back
-round

-back
+round

+back
+round

"f/i

"3.1u_

u/u

-high
-low

e/e

il8

011·

-high
+low

ae/ae

a/a

(5/::>)

'

In terms of a distinctive feature phonological rule, one can state
the·process of palatal umlauting in the following rule, where. V=
vowel, c=consonant, II= word boundary:
·
Rl.

v

-back

I

1

~low")

C

II

0

a a]

-cons
+high
-back
-round

o]

and
[ (') I ·
fall
Later in the history of English [
I
together .with their -round congeners [ T / /
Jand[e /e J
respectively. This change can be expressed as R2 which states that
rounding correlate~ with backness.
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V -~) [round]

R2,

3

I
- low
OG back
.V

The 'net effect of palatal umlaut then can.be charted phonetically as
follows:
Pre-Old
1.

2.

3,
4,.

s.

6.

Bnglhh,\

u
u

0
0

a
a

/

Old Engiish

\) )>
;le

~

Modern English

-

ay

i.

iy

~

(mice)
(f])l)

(d~m,g~e)
_(l~ngth)

ey/iy(hAle, h!!!,i!.l)
't!le/e (man, men)

- -

The modern form qreadth, phonetic [brete], presupposes fro]lting of

b:radl:w. to phonetic [braedej which laxes its vowel which then vowel

Sh"if'ts to phonetic [e].

Finally, regressive assimilation converts
the sequence [d El] to [t S]. One shoulft. · .also note that in some instance:
prior to the deletion of. the umlaut-ca~~:ing segment, there is
gemination (doubling) orthographically of the' consonant which precedes
the palatal segment as in Germanic *satyan (to cause to sit) which
emerges in Old English as settan (modern set).

A similar kind of vowel alternation can be seen in the modern English

forms that follow: wallet, well, weal, wealth, wale (northern British)
and in water,~. weather, aia-so"""iiii:" Finally,-uie·frontness and
~ackness alternation of phonetically +low vowels can be seen in such
doublets as: gad/god, strap/stroll, drat/drot, catch/cock, and latch/lock 1
These forms are, of course. anot er matter for another day..
·
In summary, then, .,it has been our purpose to demonstrate that distinctivt
featu-re phonology as developed by Chomsky and Halle is a useful tool
in historical English linguistics and this we think we have done without
extreme violence to minute detail.which we. of course have neglected.
Reference
Chomsky, Noam, and Halle, Morris, The Sound Pattern of English, Harper
and Row, 1968,
Nota bene: I am extremely indebted for both the material and the
theory in this paper to my esteemed colleague, Professor .Silas Griggs.
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INFORMANT-INTERACTIO,\ AS' TRAINING IN CROSS-CULTURE
COMMUNICA,TION IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
'/:William F. Marquardt, .Professor of English Linguistics·
Fort H~ys Kansas State College
Last !$pring while in Chicago observing the Chicago Bilingual
Education Centers with Ned Seeleye and expounding some rather
simple notions ~bout helping kids become effective in .tom.
municating in a second language and culture. I didn't dream that
in no time at all I would be in a situation where I would have
to "fish or cut bait". Or, ·to put· it j,n a less quaint more
.current equivalent I found on checking this expression· in the
Dictionary of American Slang, "Blank or git off the pot."
I had said that current efforts to describe in detail the
essential features of cultures and to devise means <of teaching
them to foreign language learners we~e worthy activities but a
more roundabout· than necessary way to make learning competen.t:
communicators in the languages they were studying~· I agreed
that making the values, assumptions, beliefs, traditions, .
ina;titutions, int.erpersonal relations, and living patterns of a
culture explicit to a student of its language was probably a
step in the right direction -- that immersing him at times in a
world that looks, sounds, and feels different from his own,
involving hiin in rolfl!.~:,.;.and games to make features .of that
culture come alive for him, and quantifyi!.>g for him the adequacy·
of his performance in those involvements would surely take· a.
student farther toward becoming a communicator"in a foreign
language than was the case in past decades. Language teachers,
I pointed out, when asked what percentage of their former students
use the languages they have studied· f,r,:r. genuine communication
generally consider that a depressing question to answer.
What was I driving at, Ned wanted.to know.
We;1'.l, I said, language teachers are~' t using fully enough j ~•.. ,
their classes the most plentiful, the most authentic, the most
appealing, the most motivat:i'lifnal kind of realia available--.
native speakers of the target language living iit the area of ~he
school. ,
.
.·
'':"'{~;f:·.
>'~ouldin't ordinary speakers of the target language with their'
lack of training in teaching Americans and their lack· of knowledge
of the structure of their language :fnd culture confuse and
discourage the students regardless of whether they talked in

:·. -. . ./ ,;:.
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their native language or in their non-native
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~fi~lish?

They probably would, I said, if they ~~re used as lecturers or
teacher-substitutes but not if they were treated as guest-··.
informants ready to give the s~udents practice, with the guidance
of the teacher, in learning to interact in their langua,r.e with
members of their culture. The most important thing for the student
to understand at the outset of his language study is that his
progress depen~s on the extent to which he wants to be a
communicator in the language. In face-to-face interaction with
willing informan:ts guided by their instructor the students can
be made to feel from their first day in the course that the
language studied is for genuine communication and that they
should think of themselves as communicators in it to the extent
that they have made a commitment to communicate whenever possible
with any member of the culture available.
But wouldn't the desire to communicate in the target language
with "any member of the culture· available" be a rather grandiose
. ambition for the student in the Uni~ed States just starting a
course in a foreign language?
. Not necessarily, I said. Students and teachers of languag~s
have still not shaken loose from the attitu~es toward language
learning that prevailed throughout the centuries of inst:f!iaction
in Latin and Greak and that were shifted with little modification
to the study of living languages -- that meticulous drill
leading to "over-learrUng of the code features of the target
language must precede any eff~t to really communicate in it.
Despite the accelerated intermingling and interaction among
the people of the world brought about by jet travel, intercontinental telephone, and Com-sat television, languages are still
taught through frozen messages on the printed page or on audiovisual aids. And the student·~s interaction with a Computer
Assisted Inst~~ction ~rogram is considered the latest breakthrough
in language learning. With Marshall McLuhan shouting that the
world is a global village !Dilny language teachers still work as
if living speakers of the languages they teach -- themselves
sometJ~es excepted -- are light-years away.
The fact is that in most parts of the world there is within
hailing distance an abundance of speakers .0.f almost any language
students want to learn and that most ~f them are delighted to
help the langtj.age teacher train young persons of the mainstream
culture in which they now reside to become comi!l,un:!'.cators in their
own language. In bringing the~e informants to ~is classes the
language teacher can show his students how to begin interacting
with a member of the ·tareet language and culture, how through
use of a few controlling expressions, such as "Sprechen Sie ein
bischen Jangsamer, bitte," or "No lo he entendido, repitalo por
favor" or "Paftari tye pazshaloostah" or "Vous avez ndson, mais
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je voudrais·,:~~voir qu' est-ce que veut dire ce que vous avez
dit" or "Sansei shimas ga dozo sore wo motto kuwashiku ni
setsumei shite kudasaimasen ka" the student can elicit from
the informant the cultural information he is ready to receive
in the language pattern he is ready to assimilate.
But in smaller communities might it not be difficult to find
tar?et-culture informants in the less commonly t">.ught languages
available often enough to make this method usable regularly?
You'd be surprised, I replied, how many speakers of particular
-languages are around when you begin to hunt for them. Many of
them may be second or third generation ~~,lllbers of families of
ethnic groups that have maintained loyalty to their original
culture while functioninP in the mainstream American culture. One
"fay of making students a~are that the lan2uage they are studying
is for now-communication is to inv .. lve them in tracking down all
the speakers of the language in th~.ir vicinity.
But even if there are no·,native !')r near native members of the
target .cul tre available in the neighborhood, there is alwa:ys the
telephone. Informants can be brought into the classroom via
the telephone with a "speaker" att~ched as quickly from a
distance of a thousand miles as of a hundred miles or one block.
The interaction can have been carefully prepared in advan~e or
set up on the spur:;\'lf the moment. It can be between the informant
at the other end of the line and the teacher alone with the
studel!J.:ts only listening, or it can be with the students seated
around the "speaker" and asking questions as the informant answers
them. The stimulus of the interaction can be some snecial aspec·t · -.s·
of the informan1; 1 s' culture in which he is known to be an expert,
some .. item of realia both the studei.i,ts and the informant are looking
at, some graphic display ranging from a simple photograph to a
famous painting, from an article in today's paper to a wellknown sonnet that the informant may or may not have a copy of.
As you can see, the informant can be used viva voce in any foreign
'language class, from the most elementary to the most advanced.
(Incidentally, an additional, more conventic;nal, bnnefit can be
the students through taping or video-taping th.ese
·.
interaction ses'sions and making them available in the language
lab so that the students can replay and study them with a view
to imprO.ving theirf::f,;:ture performance. Or the tapes can be
replayed later and discussed in class with the teacher pointing
out areas for improvement.}

of£~ed

In areas in which no informant can be found to meet with the
students in person; and in which schools cannot afford to have
the telephone company install in the ¢lassroom a telephone and
"speaker" there is available a delayed-interaction type of direct
communication with an informant- -the tape-cassette s~.nt th!I'1:>ugh
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the mail. The teacher or any of the students after establishing
contact with appropriate informants through any of the tapecorrespondence organizations (World Tape Pals or Tape Respondents
International) or through institutions in the target culture
can share playback of the informants' responses to previously
asked questions about the informant's language to send for
the informant to answer and mail back in turn. Once the students
have had a taste of such collective tape-respondent interaction
with informants they can be encouraged to continue on their own
with informants they have found themselves.
But is this kind of cross-culture interaction with individual
informants likely to give the students much organized knowledge
of the target culture of the kind you read in books about the
culture? It is the most economical way for the student to proceed
toward becoming an accomplished communicator in the target language
in1·all possible situations?
If we recognize, I said, that the highest priority in getting a
student to communicate· well in a second language and culture is
to get him to commit himself to becomin~ a communicator in it as
s~pn as possible, then the first step to take is to_ let him see
how through the use of ·a few key questions and exnressions in the
target l,anguage with a live .informant that he
·
·
.
can get responses that he can understand and re-use and from which
he can discover new questions to ask so as to gain new understanding
and competence in the target language and culture.
The essence of a.culture, after all, is not the physical reality
of the environment in which members of the culture live but the
characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling, acting, and talking
of members of the culture that they exhibit to one another and
to members of ct,~er cul tu res. The natives of a cul tu re do not . ·
know all the culture's songs, museums, cathedrals, institutions, ··
·railroads, tivers, and rules of ettiquette equally well. But
they all ahare a greater capacity and readiness to communicate with
one another than with members of another cv~ture.~- uil?ss as a
result of some key experience and·,<-insight they have committed
themselves to becoming communicators with members of other cultures
as well as to taking advantage of every opportunity to do so.
So the essence of "knowing" the target culture is having made the
commitment to interact with members of that culture as often as
possible and to discover through that interaction ~~at they
"know" and how they think, feel, and act in typical situa:tions.
Degree of commitment .to interact with members of the target culture,
then is what we are trying to spot and to increase in students.
Weren't -informants used in the ASTP langua:ge courses during World
War II and though found effective for wartime conditions and goals
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In what way

Mainly, I said, in that the ASTP informant was hired to serve
with linguists as a subordinate member of the team, paid to
demonstrate the patterns of his language that the linguist
specified and to help drill the students until they achieved
fluency in producing selected language patterns tied to largely
military conc:epts and vocabil!J.)iry. At war's end the forced learning,
the mechanistic view of the informant, and the narrow wartime
performance goals no longer seemed attractive. Language teachers
then· returned to what Nelson Brooks refers to in his "A Guest
Editorial: Culture - A New Frontier" in the October 1971 FL Annals
as the "Olympian" view of culture they had always preferreO. .:.. ··''':
Through bringing the student in contact with all types of informants
volunteering their services as bridges between their culture and
that of the student language teachers can make Professor Brooks
preferred Hearthstone view of culture prevail.
Each informant is regarded as representing some unique aspect of
his culture understandable through interaction with him in his
own language. In the prGcess of learning to understand him
through guided interaction with Ji,;im the learner steadily gains
skill toward interacting effectively with other members of the
target culture. Through being brought into contact with informants
whose interests and backgrounds appeal to the student he will be
motivated and challenged ·to learn to communicate in the target
language more than students usually are.
What evidence do you have to sugge·s.t that learning to communicate
in a second culture through interaction with a vari·ety of informants would be more efficient for all language learners than
conventional language classes in which the teai!;her is the informant, drill master, and evaluator rolled in-ti one?
My primary evidence, I said, is ·from mv own experim<ui.ts with this
methoJ. I have made it I! rule wh.en·· I__trqv~l~.~]J,;c.oa.d to.. begin
communicating with the first available informant I see a few
minutes after my arrival. If I have a phrase book or can buy one
immediately I will begin with an appropriate word of greeting -Konnichiwa-Gomen nas~i -- Dobri dyehn -- in the local language,
followed by a short question regarding the location of some
obvious thing. I will be ready t~ use some control-words if the.
response ~is incomprehensible untdlthe informant has produced
· some·~hing I can understand., This I write down as well as I can so
that I can produce it as i heard it. From this statement I ·~ill
try to derive a related question and from the answer, still
another until I think I have taken enough of the man's time. If
I·have no phrase book I try to use a bilingual approach with
the chosen informant, eliciting from him some key- control-word
and questi0n-forms which I wrote down as phoneticallly as possible
for use with my next informant.
··
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I have used this method in brief stops in countries like Taiwan,
Malaysia, Ceylon, India, Italy, Greece, Lebanaon, Jor<Ol.an, Syria,
Egypt, Nigergc:;.a, Ghana, Sierra Leone, Senegal, Spain and no longer
ones in France, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Roumania, Venezuela,
Columbia, The Congo, and Japan. In every situation I considered
myself enroute to becoming a communicator in the language and
cu{ture of the country ready to resume interaction with
members of the culture any time I had the chance.
The.language I h•ndle most comfortably, Spanish, I learned entirely
by this method, plus later extensive reading of literature and
newspapers and magazines. The other laneuages which I had
studied in courses -- French, German, Italian, and Japanese -came alive for me only after I applied this method to them.
Last spring I experimented with this method in an Applied
. . ·-i~!f')'.'
Linguistics course for language teachers. To givet;them exposure
to learning a language a.1niw I brought into the class foreir,nstudent-informants in each of the following languages: Th"ali,
Russian, Persian, Japanese, German, and Spanish. The students
were startled at the fact that within a half-hour they had been
led to elicit in a language they had never used before information
about where the informant was born, wher he had lived, w.hat his
interests were, and what his plans for the future were and to ;.;t.·i
produce in response such information about themselves.
The present semester I have applied this technique to tho teaching
of a class in English for Foreign Students. Two of the three
·
class periods a week are devoted to having as guest informants
members of the community, members of the faculty, or stuJent
leaders. Each of the students in the class has improved markedly
in ability to ask questions and interact with the American
informants. The informants, in turn, have expressed surprise
at the insights they have acquired abou the cultures of the
foreign students from their experiences.
Quite a simple, intriguing technique. Do you think you could
demonstrate it in the class of any foreign language teacher who
might be interested in it?
I'd be happy to try. Think what the consequences would be if all
the language teachers in the world would each lead a stream of
informants into their classrooms or tal<e their students out to
where the real-life action-with-informants is. What an awakening
there wou.ld be among the ethnic minorities everywhere as the
word goes out that they are needed, tha:•t they are valued in
helping mainstream kids become better cross-culture communicators!
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Zelig Harris' Discourse Analysis:
An Application to Hemingway 1 s· A Fa·r·ew·e·11 ·to· Arms

The chief advantage to be gained from the application of linguistic
analysis to literary analysis is the possession of a method which
minimizes the subjectivity of the investigator who may otherwise
find in a text what he wants to find and not what is there,
something from which concerns with Hemingway's style have traditionally
suffered.
The method of discourse analysis of Zelig Harris provides
such an advantage. 1 It is Harris' thesis that ''discourse analysis
within on discourse at a time yields information about certain
correlations of language with other behavior. 11 2 More extensively:
The reason is that each connected discourse occurs
within a particular situation -. whether of a person
speaking or of a conversation or someone sitting
down occasionally over a period of months to write
a particular kind of book in a particular literary or
scientific tradition.3
Harris rules out meaning as a vital aspect of the investigation
on the grounds that meaning constitutes an examination of the
contents ·of the discourse. The investigator, he warns, should not
be interested in elements chosen in advance for the interest
of the investigator should not be in the fact that certain
elements occur but in how they.occur.
He should be interested
in "which ones occur next to which others, or in the same
environment as which others, and so on - that is, in

111 Discourse Analysis," The Structure E.i_ Language, eds.
Fodor and Katz (New Jersey, 1964), pp. 355-383.
2
3

p. 357.
p.

35 7.

J

!

the relative occurrence of these elements with respect to each
other."4 The task is to collect equivalent classes, that is,
elements in equivalent environments.
This is simple when two
elements have identical environments.
But this rarely occurs
in any discourse and therefore the collecting of equivalent
classes must rely on setting up a chain of equivalences connecting
the two environments.
''This is done in descriptive linguistics
when we say that the class of adjectives A occurs before the
class of nouns N, even though a particular A (for example,
voluntary) may never occur before a particular N (say, subjugation).
It is done in discourse analysis when we say that two stretches
which have the same environment in one place are equivalent even
in some other place where their environment is not the same."5
For example, operating on a simple advertisement consisting of six
sentences, Harris finds the following equivalence:
The title of
the advertisement is "Millions Can't Be Wrong." Later in the
text he finds ''Four out of five people can't be wrong." Ther•fore,
"Millions" and "Four out of five people" constitute members of an
equivalent clas·s.
The equivalence that exists, it should be noted
again, is not to be taken as an equivalence in meaning or
imRortance but simply as an equivalence in environment.
(1)
I departed from.Harris' treatment of meaning. An equivalent
class for Harris was based on position alone.
To this was
added the notion that meaning need not be separated from the
method under certain circumstances, that the consideration of
meaning need not diminish the effectiveness of the method as an
objectively descriptive·approach.
(2) There was no\ attempt made to exhaust the potentialities
of the whole text.
It was felt that the survey of a single
element would reveal the existence or non-existence of a pattern
of distribution.
(3)
Harris, in his efforts,~o extend the •quivalence classes
l
quantitatively, urges the use of the text and evidence outside of
the text.
In the first instance the investigator could achieve
transformation of a particular element by proving that a similar
construction appears in the text.
In the second instance
transformational operations could be justified by the existence
of .the sought for construction in the language itself.
In this
study the latter was not used, simply because it was felt that a
stronger case could be made for the existence of a pattern by
confining the study to the text. As it turned out, suprisingly few
transformations were needed to enlarge the number of members of the
two equivalent classes examined.
(4)
In Harris' method single words are used to establish classes •••
Harris suggests, however, that any units of the sentence may be
used.
In this study, though single words were used, the words
had to be structured so that they were immediate constituents of
larger units.
For example, the word "Outside'' was discovered to be

4Harris, p. 359.
5
p. 36 0.

J

an important word in the text.
In some instances, however, it
occurred as part of a phrase and in other instances it occurred
alone. Compare "outside the window" to"outside it was getting
dark." The cut in the first instance would produce ''Outside/
the window'' which would produce a meaningless intonation.
The
second instan~e produces outside/ it was getting dark" with an
obvious meaningful intonation.
The first step, then, was to discover which word or words were
particularly important to the text.
This is a long but not
particularly difficult task, for frequent readings of any text
will soon make the reader aware of these important words,
important not only because of their quantity but their functions
as well.
It became a matter of counting to determine quantitative
weight.
The ten moat often used words were found to be:
out,
bed, room, window, rain, road, mountains, car, girls, war.

Of l::hese words, "rain" was found to be the most important in terms
of emotional content.
It requires little
critics never tire
the word "rain" in
selected at random

effort on the par-t of a reader to realize what
of pointing uut, the high connotative value of
A Farewell to Arms.
The following passages,
from many available ones, indicate this:

At the end of the first chapter:
At the start of the winter came the permanent rain
and with the rain came the cholera.
But it was checked
and in the end only seven thousand died of it in the
army.
Part of a dialogue between Frederic and Catherine:
"All right.
I'm afraid of the rain because sometimes
I see me dead in it."
"No."

"And sometimes I see you dead in it.''
"That's more likely.''
"No, it's not, darling.
Because I can keep you safe.
I know I can.
But nobody can help themselves."
At the death of Aymo:
"Let's go then," Bonello said,
We went down the
north side of the embankment.
I looked back.
Aymo lay
in the mud 'with the angle of the embankment.
He was
quite small and his arms were by his side, his putteewrapped !egs and muddy boots together, his cap over his
face.
He looked very dead.
It was raining. 11
After the death of Catherine:
But after I had got them out and shut the door and
turned off the light it wasn't any good.
It was like
saying good-by to a statue. After a while I went out and
left the hospital and walked back to the hotel in .the rain.

t

The importance of this connotative strength is increased by the
quantitative weight of the word, and its even distribution throughout
the text.
After the word "rain" was chosen because of its association with
emotion and its quantitative distribution the following steps were
taken:
(1)
The collection of those constructions which contained
the word ''rain'' and had a relatively frequent occurrence.
The
constructions eventually chosen:

"the rain,

11

"in the rain,"

11

it was

raining," "it was still raining."
(2)
The collection of those
constructions which were in the immediate environment of those
constructions chosen in (1).
These, too, had a relatively frequent
Occurrence

a

The cons true t·ions chosen:

"outside," "in the dark," "in

the room," "in the hall," "through the window."
(3) The search
for a pattern throughout the novel, based on these constructions
or "equivalent classes.''
(4)
The application of transformational
rules to those constructions which had their analogies in the
constructions chosen in (1) and (2).
For example, in one of
the early sentences the following construction is found:
''In
the dark it was like summer lightning ... "
(Adv. Ph. + N + V + Adj.
Ph.)
This is transformed into "It was like summer lightning in the
dark''
(N + V+ Adj, Ph. +Adv. Ph.) by analogy with a construction
found in the text, ''It was empty in the dark"
(N + V +Adj. +Adv.
Ph.).
By this re-positioning the two constructions can be part of the
same class by their relation to "in the dark." For greater
clarification of the method the first few equivalences can be
shown.
(equivalent to)

(l)

A1 is "It was like summer lightning" and B is "in the
1
dark" in the construction."It was like summer lighcning
in the
dark."
2.

A is "sometimes" and B is again "in the dark" from the
cbntext "sometimes in ti\e dark." "Sometimes" becomes a member
of the equivalent class A because it appears in the same context
in which "It was like summer lightning" appeared and this latter
construction had, again, appeared in the same context in which the
key construction ''in the rain'' had appeared.

3.

dark"

A

2

A2 is "the world all unreal'' and B is again "in the
in the ·context ''the world all unreal 1 in the dark,"

Obviously, the procedure can become quite complex, but by limiting
the number of key construccions a fairly simple yet revealing
pattern (though tediously achieved) can be secured, That a pattern
emerges may be seen from citation of a few of the ·examples forming
equivalences further along in the pattern:

J

•

''outside
''outside
"outside
''outside
''outside
''outside
"outside

it was getting dark"
the rain was falling"
through the window"
the mist turned to rain''
it was nearly dark"
something was set down"
we ran across the brickyard"

in turn:
"the breeze came in through the window"
"and I saw the sun c·on1:i'ng through the window"
I think that it can be seen here that once the proper constructions
are isolated the equivalency classes emerge quite clearly. The first
52 of the complete pattern which comprised 145 instances, proceeding from top to bottom, from Row # 1 to Row # 2, etc:

Row II 1

II 3

II 2

II 4

Al :Bl T*

Al4:Bll

A25:Bl9

A42:Bl6

A2:Bl

A15Bll

A26 Bl4

A43 Bl6

Az:Bl

Al6:B11

A27:Bl6

A7: Bl2

A3:Bl

A9:Bl2

A9 :B9

A43: Bl6

A :B
3 1

A9: B7 .

A28:Bl7

A44:Bl6

A4:B2

Al7:Bll

A29:B7

A45:Bl4

A :B
5 3

AlB:Bll

A30:Bl6

A46:Bl7

A :B
6 3

Al9 : B11

A3l:Bl7

A47:B21

A :B
9

A

A

7

21

:B

7

A

33

:B

17

14

T

T

!

•
A

9

:B

A

6

A

:B

9

15

35

:B

11

*

T indicates transform~
ational procedure.

It is well to recall at this point that the members of the classes
do not ~ the same thing but that because of their association
with pa·rticular constructions they have connotative values which
are similar. This connotative association emerges originally
from the word "rain" whi.ch not only has a high connotative value in
the novel but a quantitative strength (one of the ten most often
repeated words, occurring 105 times} and an even distribution
throughout the novel.
Obviously, such anaLysis does not exhaust
the full meaning potential of the work, if such a thing can ever be
realized, ·for that po ten ti al emerges from other sources as well.
Further, other words could also produce patterns of relationship
though because of~toe connotative and quantitative strength of
''rain" it is doubtful if other words could produce the 148
equivalences nroduced by "rain.'' Possibly such analysis places at
least part of criticism within the realm of computerized research.
However grimly this may fall on literary ears, it should be recalled
that the chief purpose is not merely the reduction of a text to
a series _of equivalence classes but the more accurate explanation
of how an author creates effects. A Farewell to Arms is a novel
which has a poignant tone from beginning to end:" One of the ways
through which Hemingway achieves this is by endowing a word with
great emotional reference and then distributing it throughout
the work. Words are dynamic elements altering the meanings of other
words in the same context.
The method used here reveals to some
degree the extent to which a vital word· does function in this
dynamic process and thus helps to explain the continuity of effect
achieved by Hemingway.
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It is an elementary matter to call attention to the morpheme. Perhaps we have been so used to considering that the word is the smallest
functional unit of discourse that carries an invariable meaning that
it comes as a· shock to find that such is not the case. Words carry
not a meaning, but meanings, Therefore, the term "invariable"· itself
is misleading,
·
In English, at least, a word is to be defined as that which carries
primary stress and has at least one vowel. ·we need to stay with
that definition, for such is the i.nvariable case, Now,· a word !llay
be composed of a free morpheme, more than one free morpheme, at least
two bound morphemes, or a combination of free morphemes and bound
morphemes. Let us take a look at the term "free." We define "free
morpheme" to be that word which carries primary stress and at least
one vowel and which cannot be broken down any further or farther:
boy, macaroni, it, Massachusetts--as examples.
·

.

There are words which are more than free morphemes. When we take
a bound morpheme such as /-ness/ and add it.to the free morpheme
"pert•: we obtain the word. "pertness~" "Pertness," then, is composed
of a free morpheme plus a bound morpheme.
·
We have words composed of purel,y bound morphemes: /micro-/ + /-cosm/
yields "microcosm." Then we have such an example as " hypo-/
+ /-dermic/ yielding "hypodermic," Obviously, there are many
thousands of such examples.
We have another clustering of.morphemes involving the use or usage
of what is, in one instance, a free morpheme, and, in another
insta,nce, a bound morpheme. We consider that "ship" and " let" tre
words. Howeve~, when we use them as suffixes, we view them as
"bound mo.rphemes." We have friend + /-ship/ as "friendship."
We have ham + /-let/ as "hamlet," In the . case cf /-ship/, we use
that term as "the condition of." In the case of /-let/, we use that
term as "small,"
Then we have compound words fusing two free morphemes. We have such
examples as "blackboard," "greenhouse," "toothpaste," or "cornmeal."

1~

V/.

'

. "A Brief Look at Compound Words"
Then, there are compound words needing or
the hyphen.

2
requiring the use of

There are hosts of words employing the hyphen.
words as
top·-heavy
baby-sitter
close-eyed

well-known
recently-employed
crash-dive

There are such
down-the alley
jack-of~dll-trades

man-on-the-spot

Although I have not made such a subclassification, I could list te:'ms.,
that.; Pore classified as compound while being composed of words
on a free morpheme "+" basisw As an example of such a "basis,''
I use the co:opound "living room." Here we are thinking of one
unit. The word "room" is a free mor!"heme. The word "livingr;
--rs a"free morpheme +" becA.use we have the word "live" as a free
morpheme, but"-ing" as a bound morpheme. Other.such words might
include "racing horse," " ·traveling man," or ""dancing girl."
At this point, I
in handling such
as one extreme,
'an0ther extreme ·

wish to point out how much difference still exists
language or linguistic problems as this. I, take,
William D. Drake's The Way to Punctuate *, and at
Stageberg's An INtroductory Enr:lish Grammar **

First, let us consider Drake's hook. In his Part II, Drake
opens his rliscussion from a chapter entitled ''Arbitrary Marks
and Usages." After laying down some basic rules as to usine; the
hyphen in diyiding rules, as to not using the hyphen to break
single-syllable words, and as to not dividing number and names
of organizations, Drake introduces his prescriptions under
a special section "The Hyphen Joins the Parts of Some Compound Words•;
The specific rules on compounding with the hyphen then occur:
A compound word is one which consists of two or more
normally independent words:
broad jump
living room

top-heavy
baby-sitter

toothpaste
cornmeal

Com::-ound words appear in three styles, as these
examples show: open',, hyphenated, and solid.
Generally speaking, the hyphen is used in compounds much
less often than either the solid or open form, and the
trend in recent ye~rs has been increasingly in that
direction. You will be safer when in doubt to select
the solid or open form. Following is a brief summary
of kinds of compounds and the forms in which they
should occur. ***
··----- - -··-r- · - - - - -

.. W.D.Dra.Jce, The Way to Punctuate, Scranton, Chandler,
1971, xii, 154 pp.

**

Norl.llan StagebP..J"g, An Introductory English Grammar,
N.Y., Holt et al, xvii, 506 pp.

***

Drake, 6p. cit., pp.86-87.
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. perhaps, is that point
The point that needs to be survey.ed
;•when there is doubt. 11 Let us see how Drake moves to make
his position more specific:
NOUN COMPOUNDS DERIVED FROM A VERB
AND ENDING IN -ER OR IN -ING
Many such compounds are hyphenated:
baby-sitter
f'ace-liftin~
well-digger
apple-polishing
Still, this type contains more forms written solid or open than
hyphenated:
troublemaker
proofreader
housekeeper

lawnmower
freight handler
horse trader

The hyphen is a most useful item when it helps avoid
confusion in meaning. For example ., a well digger might be a
digger who feels well, but a well-digger is a diggerc of' wellsl***
Then, Drake goes on to develop compounds derived from a verb
and adverb. He points out that Modern English uses many verbadverb combinations such as "take over," "drive in," "make up,"
and "hand out." He points out that these are never hyphenated when
used as verbs.
However, when they are used as compound nouns or adjectives, they
are usually hyphenated .• He then considers that compound adjectives
derived from participles are usually hyphenated, but invariably so
when used before the noun:
hot-tempered
wide-eyed
double-spaced

well-advised
well-known
well-groomed

*****

He considers that there are cl!llilpound adjectives in which the
two components keepi~&h#~eir own meaning are always hyphenated:
(husband-wife team)
·
Among other prescriptions for hyphenation are those where a
phrase is used as a comoound --Jack-of-all-trades, He takes up the
suspended compound situation with such a statement as " a 10or 12-f'oot pole. The hyphen is also to be used for clarification-slow-moving van-- for bound morphemes followed by a base word
that is capitalized--pro British-- and for indicating that
two like vowels are in danger of fusing --semi-invalid. Then,
finally, munters from" twenty-one''throughlninety-nine'' are to be
1'*****
hyphenated.

** *""*'

Drake, Op. cit., p.87.

*****
******

Ibid., pp. 87-92.
Ibid. , p . 9 3.
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Without debating the correctness of the prescriptions, I f:lnd that
the treatment of hyphenation by Drake does involve some seventeen
rules. In a way, I would have to agree that some of the rules are
descriptions, and that Linguistics is certe.1nly a descriptive science.
Further, in fairness to this approach used by Drake--an approach
Which is quite characteristic of a reasonably well-organized
view of grammar and punctuation from a • ravi(l'•' point of view•
from a drill point of view, and from the traditionalism that
makes little specific difference between structure and function
I would agree that those following the rules would do a reasonably
good job in writing.
The fact that Drake's book reflects a real effort to
some kind of patterning is not without considerable
But his repeated statements which reflect such terms
"doubt," "usually," almost invariably," and "often"
too well that there are problems in such an approach

establish
merit.
as
reveal only
to hyphenation.

Now, it is true that it is not always possible to render the
phonology basic in speech in any one-tc-·one relationship in written
utterances of at least sentence length. Such matters as oral interprEl:ation, fragmentation, and
laizk of language-rhythms mal{e
transferring the juncture in the oral utterance to the graphic
representation difficult at times. Nevertheless, in Drake's
listinri: there are very few rules which carry the invariability
requisite to the patterning and orderin?- I consider basic to
language as used in its normal and everyd9.y sense. Let us look
at the Stageberg approach, one which is almost purely phonological.
Stageberg tackles the problem from "Stress." (The assumption is m9.de
that the readers or students agree with the position that in
English there are thirty-three phonemes th~t can be represented
in some kind of letter form graphically. Additionally, there are
twelve more phonemes: four pitch, four iuncture, and four stress,
In his intr.:>duction to his chapter on ",,~ress," Stageburg
indicates that the four kinds of stress are primary, aecondary ,
tertiary, and unstress (weak stress ),1• *** 1!***
He develops his approach to compounding by a set of rules called
"Patterns." His Pattern 1, for example reads:
Pattern 1. A compound is usually accomp~nied by t9e stress
pa:ttern of I \ . It is exempJ..ified by bluebird, high scho'ol,
di'ning r'iiom. A compound m'l.y be spelled as two words• as
one, or as a hyphenated word. Both "sidewalk" and "drug store'!
are compounds, because of their stress patterns, regardless
of the fact that one is written as a single word and the
other as two.********
l<*!I****

Stageberg. Op. cit., pp. 45-88, passim.
******** Ibic'l
-D . 48

--·.
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of his patterns as follows:

Pattern 2: The modifier + noun pattern is signaled
by the stress pattern of I' /as in sick nurse, poor house,
working man.
Pattern 3: A qualifier + adjective or adverb often takes the
twn--three str~s~A qualifier
is a word that can occupy
the position of "very.n It qualifies or modifies, an adjective
or adverb. Common qualifiers are "very," " quite," "more,"
"rather," "somewhat•" and "too."
Pattern 4: The verb + noun-object grammatical pattern
has a stress pattern of/" I , as in "They love birds" and
"They are baking apples:" This pattern occasionally
contrasts witb the compound noun stresses I~ , as you
will see.
·
Pattern 5: The verb
adverbial gram.matical pattern
also has a / \ ' stress pattern, as inllYou must look out," and
"The tent had been pushed over." The compound noun derived
from such verb + adverbial combinations he.s the usual
" '
pattern , as in "The lookout had· a long vigil," and
"This probably is no pushover."
Pattern 6: In Pattern 1 we observed the.compound-noun
stress pattern of/~ , as in "greenhouse ~1 This is heard
extensively. There is also another compound noun stress
pattern which reverses that of Pattern 1. It is ' ( ,
as in''Rhode Islci.nd ."This pattern is used in a smaller
number of words, many of wqich are proper names. Some
compound nouns take either of the two, as short story or short
story. ****** **l<
This approach certainly does much more for the phonology
that is a part of grammar. Works in the traditlon represented
by Drake invariably pay some attention to syntax and
morphology, with strong emphasis on the semantic components
of the language. Stageberg represents a more modern and
systematic approach to handling the language in including
phonology, togewher with syntax and morphology, in defining
grammar.
Yet, the work by Stage berg in '.compounding would be more
effective, perhaps, had he not "dodged" the "hyphen" issue.
He avoids the issue, indicating that "hyphens are somewhat
deceptive." This simply cannot be done, Since the entire
English Grammar in his approach is so carefully structured,
the presence and operation of hyphens cannot be so ignored,
or left to the dictionary.
Stageberg's work cited is
to be open to criticism on the grounds of its treatine;
pitch, stress, and juncture in a consistently-less-thansentence -utterance. H aving committed himself to the
compound of one word, to the compound of two words, and to the
existence of hyphenation, there simply must be some patterns
for the class he cited, but then ignored--the hyphenation class.
*****~

Stageberg, Op. cit., pp. 49-54.
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It is true that a thorough inspection of the use of the hyphen
should involve a reference to several traditional grammars, transitional grammars, thoroughly-modern grammars, and specific articles
or treatises on the use of the hyphen. Nevertheless the treatment
by Drake and the lack of treatment by Stageberg indicate more concern by the linguist with compound words as single or as multitermed than with the hyphenation subclass. Yet, hyphens are to be
used in a context wider than that used where the word is simply
carried from one line to the next.
I shall take another look at the whole area of compounding. I can
certainly make one more descriptive observation. It is not certain
that we can always distinguish a secondary stress from a tertiary
stress. Nor is it always certain that we can distinguist a primary
stress from a secondarystress. It can be urged that one can always
go to the dictionary. But, in so doing, he may ·· J•un into certain
embarrassing variations.
The dictionary, a collection of certain items as words, indicates
through its item< the range of meanings that can be carriPd through
the single word. It is not likely--nor is it desirable-- that the
words will be u1!.lized or scanned as separate entities. The complete
dictionary is one which reveals much about the language through its
handling of the individual word items. However, for thP individual
user of words, each word will be in a specific and unique context.
The context is more than likely to be that of the sentence-or greater. While there is ·always the rich benefit of being able to
obtain from a dictionary all that is needed for a single oral or
written utterance, there should be the recognition that a dictionary
is more likely to indicate the range of possibilities for
the word than to indicate the specific certainty. It does occur
to me that it is a valid objection on the part of those urging
reference .to the dictionary to point out that our >i:.111i.~,rtdged
dictionaries carry the range of virtually all meanings and forms
at one time. Therefore, each individual should be able to select
that one form appropriate ~c.his specific.ccridition. If the dictionary
does not carry such a value, then its definition in itself is useless.
On the other hand it can be urged with force that the dictionary
is not that definitive insofar as compound words are concerned, that
it is not feasible for the individual to refer to the dictionary
for each individual item in an almost stimulus-response fashion for
each particular word he needs, and that the dictionary is always
at least ten years behind our contemporary use and usage. I believe
that the answer comes about through reconciling the claims of
grammatical rules, on the one hand, with the claims or demands of
the dictionary, on the other hand. Insofar as compounding is concerned,
I believe that there is one solid rule that is always operative.
Where there are two words with each a free morpheme and where the
two terms are subsumed as one word or term and where the stress
in context is heavy on the first word, the two words are blended as
oneo
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Thus, in the following sentences, we would have the
words, as a compound, fused into the single word.

two

The breakthrough was succ<>ssful.
The blackboard was tci!o . f'aJ? ,a~ray >for me to see clearly.
I had the pleasure of seeing the blackbird sitting on
the birch tree near my front window.
toothpaste was his noon meal today.
The haby's
I enjoy a dish of cornmeal when the weather is
very cold--near freezing point.
When would I have the situation where the words that e.re
subsumed as a single term from the point of view of meaning are
found as two words? Again, I go to phonology, but I go to
phonology in the sentence --or greater--context.
In the case where the free morphemes constitute, semanticallyspeaking, one term but consist of two words, at least, thP.re
will be two words if the strP.ss in context is as much on the
second word es en the first or more--cnthe second word tl:an on
the first. -I give some examples for reference:
broad jump
high jump
br~ak th1>ough
C:rive in·
hand out
long hand

gi:oeen house
brown bread
raisin cake
black bird
hot house
high chair

Thus far I have kept my "rules ;'--descriptions-- tightly-restricted to
to two free morphemes. I have not considered the compounds where
one or both of the words may consist of a free morpheme + a
bound morpheme. In order to make my meaning clear, I refer,
specifically, to such cases as
traveling man
dancing girl
te.tin tencher
smoking room

walking horse
racing horse
cutting up
handing out

As I look at the list, I am inclined to say that where we have
two words and where the two words are to he subsumed as one whole
term or action and where one or both of the words is a"free
morpheme +,"
I will find that I need to kAep the two
words separated. In order to verify my observation and tentative
conclusion, I arld to the list. I can easily do so, and, in so
doing, proviae
several hundred. such items. However, I then
run into the followlng instances:
outspoken
ongoing
incoming

loudspeal~er

headmaster
outgoing

Then, of course, I become somewhat unhappy. For each of the
terms consists of two words; one of wach, at least, consists of
a"free morpheme +."Therefore, Icannot say that when there are
two words subsumed as one but where one, at least, is a ''free
morpheme +~ the two words must always be separated.
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I then go back to test my first-"::lescriptive rule. I find that
when I stress the first word--in context --much more than I
stress the second word, I have the two w.<;>rds ·· r~presented
graphically as one. When I stress the s·econd word--in context-as mu ch as I do the first 1vord or more than I do the first
word, I have the words appear graphically as two words. I do
find that the two rules work. Therefore, for the time being,
at least, I abandon my third speculation--that having to do
with the "free morpheme +"-- as not significant.
Since I have restricted my observations to compound words
where the words must be at least of free morpheme status
or stature• I am not concerned with .what I. need to._, do when I
have a bound morpheme as a prefix before free morphemes or
greater-than-free morphemes. I now look at the hyphenation
prohlem only insofar as it is concerned with compound words.
By way of review and by way of becoming more specific as to
juncture, I consider that there is the juncture between words
where the cut in the speech stream is pronounced because the
second word of a compound word has stress, in context, great
enough to force a graphical cUvision of the two words.
When there is a cut in the speech stream so great as to
to exceed the limits of closed juncture, but not great enough
for open juncture, we have the use of the hyphen. Now, I
restrict the discussion of the use of the hyphen to the use
of compound words, And I further restrict the meaning carried
by ''compound" words not to include the prefix be for,, a free
morpheme. Thus, for the purposes of this paper, I <lo not
discuss such words as
semi-invalid
de-emphasize
ex-president

pro-American
anti-imperialism
self-employed.

In order to ensure that there is no misunderstanding as
to the term "self-employed," let me point out that while
0
selfn is a word on occasion, on other occasions there is
"self-'; which is not a word, but an affix--here , an affix of
the "suffix" variety. I remind that reader that there are
other affixes which are words on occasions where they are not
affixes. In this list, I find such terms as/-let/, /-ship/, and
/-wise./ Of course, these three affixes are suffixes. It is
good form and good judgment to indicate the difference between
a word and an affix by some convention, The difference between
the word "self" and the affix /self-/ is indicated by the use
of the dash for the affix.
I take the words used by Drake in his hyphenation section.
Such words as"top-heavy," "baby-sitter,"" well-digger,"
face-lifting, " and "apple-polishing" are hyphenated, I am
certain that they are hyphenated because, in context, their
articulation indicates a position between closed juncture and
open juncture. It is of little value to assert as Drake
asserts that "many .'such compounds are hyphenated," Man/ 1
simply is not good enough , The language is left far too
formless for what we really kno~rn about the language.
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If the same words are hyphenated on one occasion and not on
another occasion,the explanation is clear and logical. If
the sentence is given normal intonation, then the same two
words hyphenated on one occasion but separate on another
occasion carry different meanings. The fact that the cut between
the two words is entirely open indicates that the compound words
differ functionally __ which would not be true where· the compounding
requires the hyphen.
This point can be made clear through the following examples
or illustrations. Consider the following sentences:
The power dive was a movement of beauty and skill.
There is no question that he will power-dive his
way to glory.
Assuming, again, that I am JJ,sin!3 normal intonation patterning
and that I am not engag:l.ng in oral interpretation, there is
open juncture in the "power dive" and a restricted open juncture
in "power-dive." The same observations will hold in the
following illustrations or instances:
The double space left room for written observations.
You would do well to double-space.
The following sentences should illustrate the point made about
hyphenation:
The black-white confrontation proved of doubtful significance.
The husband-wife team manages the core program well.
The purple-gold sunset was unusual for this part of Kentucky.
I am not aware of the technical neme for that cotton-nylon
fabric. **********
In reading the sentences with normal rhythm and intonation,I find
there ce.n be no question that the compound terms are too
much for closed juncture and far from enough for open juncture.
It would not appear possible to fuse the two words as one, or
possible to keep them separate as words with the normal open
juncture.
It-is certain that Drake's book is an excellent one of itskind,
but it is equally certain that the inability to define the
compound words in a few classes with any degree of assurance is
a drawback to any system that avoids the phonology of the language.
While there are areas where it would appear difficult to equate
the phonolo3y and the graphics of a sy.stem on a one-to-one basis,
such a difficulty does not exist with respP.ct to describing
compound words. Sta:gebeI'g' s.
patterning tends to breal' down
because he compiles nis number of patterns in terms of compound
words not in sentence context. Again, he has a real problem in
setting up distinctions between his
pririllar.y gnd•. ae~ondary
stresses and between his
secondary.rand tertiary stresses.

* Drake,
** **
Op.
lfl!Tl,'lf

Cit., pp.88-89,
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In our use of language on its true or oral level, we take care
of many of our noverbal
levels of meaning through the syntax
and phonology of the language.
When our nonverbal levels postulate a view toward experience that
we call ''poetic,'' we have phonology, morphology, and syntax
or1ering the grammar of the verbalization. For example, when we
state '' I do not care for the stars that shine,'' we are certainly
not in the poetic mode on either the nonverbal or verbal levels.
When we utter ''I care not for the stars that shine,'' it would
appear that our neural apparatus is functioning so as to indicate
some poet-ic·
leyel of nonverbalization. From the verbal point of
view, there must be some correspondence. The correspondence is not
in terms of the specific word, but in terms of a total syntactical,
morphological, and phonological ordering, one that seems a faculty
of the mind itself. When the poetic impulse or mode is one that
is lyrical, and thus universal, there would appear to be within the
thinking processes themselves some inner way of distinguishing
the lyricism essential to indicate the timelessness so universal
to the lyrical statement.
Specifically, for nearly all languages, this lyrical poetic mode
intuited to .the lyrical syntax
of the language
demands the
universal ''is.'' Thus, we have, in the lyric such lines as
"This is the one and only love"

,,

''Heard melodies are heard, but those
unheard are sweeter;"
"My mistress' eyes are nothing like.the sun,''
''Whatever is begotten~ born~ and dies.;t

Then, too, we have the language of fiction, that of the so-called
''past'' or past tenses. Then we have such complex nonverbal levels
as the mythopoeic, the psychological, the philosophical, the
sociological, the historical, the anthropological, and many other
''ical'' levels. These have to be verbalized.
While we need not verbalize these levels in oral conversation, we
can, should we so desire, provide semantic markers for the different
kinds and degree of forms and levels of meaning-- up to the very
point where the ''s!mantic traffic Might be congested.
We can indicate a level of primery assertion of fact, as in ''Two
plus two ~an be considered as "four.'' We can mark the nonverbal
source of ''Jones will win.'' Here we have an opinion about an
event which has not yet occurred. 'Such a verbalization could
occur as ''Jones will win 0 . ' ' The subscripted ''o" could stand for
a decision based on some kind of expectancy where the physical
realizatim has not yet taken place-- or may not take place.
We could have a sentence such as "Jones is a skumkt!l"
The'
subscripted ''m'' would indicate that the sentence is metaphorical.

·-.
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Volume.. ~lI f./umbe.Jz.§.l:and 'f
VJz. • LawJz.e.nc.e. Rame..!i·e.n" TJz.a.n.6faJz.ma..t-<.on, .Ge.ne.Jz.a::t-<.an, and Language.
T e.ac.h.lng"
" TJz.an.6{iaJz.ma:t.lon" and "Ge.ne.Jz.a.t-lon" aJz.e. 6am.ll.laJz. .te.Jz.m.6 bu.t al.60 muc.h
m.l..6uride.Jz..6;taad .te.Jz.m.6. Fall. e.xamp.f.e., .6ame. pe.aple. be.l.le.ve. :tha.t
.tJz.an.66aJz.ma:t.lona.l gJz.a.mmaJz. de.mand.6 , by .l..t.6· Li:tJz.uc..tuJz.e., tha:t :the.
:te.ac.h.lng 06 language. .6hauld c.an.6.l.1.>.t of, dJz..l.e.f..6 .thJz.augh wh.lc.h
.tJz.an.1.fiaJz.ma.t.lonal dJz..lll.>,1.>uc.h a.6 c.hang.lng ;the. a.6.6e.Jz.:t.lon .ta .the.
qu.e.1.>.t.lon, .the. a1.>.6e.Jz.:t.lon .to :the. c.ommand, and .the. ac.:t.l.ve. u.t.te.Jz.anc.e.
:to :the. pa.1.1.>.luu. u.t.te.Jz.anc.e. , handle. .the. pll.able.m , I be..l.le.ve. ;t;ha.t
An.l:ta P.lnc.a.1. * .l.6 c.oJz.Jz.e.c..t .ln be..l.le.v.lng .tha.t Lie.nte.nc.e. :tJz.an".6{ioJz.m1.>
:aJz.e. a paJz..t ofi the. the.oJz..y .ln TJz.an1.>60Jz.mat.lanal GJz.ammaJz., hu.t only a
Mnal.l pa.Jz.:t o{i :tha..t .the.aJz.y. The. e.nt.lJz.e. c.amp.le..te. all. ge.ne.Jz.al appJz.aac.h
.ta language. .l.1. the. .lmpaJz.tan:t 6ac.u.1.> 0oJz. both .l'..lngu.l.1..t.6 and te.ac.he.Jz.1.>.
The.Jz.i I aJz.e. 1.>e.ve.Jz.al po.ln.t.1. .ln th.l1.> :the.aJz.y a~ TJz.an.6{iaJz.ma.t.lonal .
GJz.amma.Jz.,
Tll.an~-6aJz.niat.l.ona.l

GJz.amma.Jz. c.on.6.l..6.tl.> 06 .6e.:t.6 and .6u.li.6e..t.6 06 .langu.age.-

g e.ne.Jz.a:t.l.ng Jz.u./.e.6 wh..l.c.h c.a.n he. .6u.mmaJz..lze.d all. c.a.tegaJz..lze.d .6 ymbal.lc.allfJ.

ThJz.augh the. .6et.6 a.nd .1.u.b.6?.t.6 wh.lc.h v.l.e.w the. e.anqu.age. all.
de.J..c.Jz..lbe. .the. language. .ln ha.th log.le.al o.nd oJz.de.Jz..f.IJ Jla.6h.la n, :th.l.6
gJz.amma.Jz. handle.6 bath de.e.p and .6u.Jz.~ac.e ;.1:t;Jz.uc..tuJz.e.1.>, lla.pp.llq,
:the. Jz.ule..6 oi) .th.l1.> gJz.amma.Jz. .61ww .the. c..l'.u.6.te.Jz. 06 c.ha.l.c.r..6 :tha:t aJz.r.
ava..l.f.a.b.ee.· ·a.t e.ac.h 1.>:tage. .ln :the. r!eve.lopme.n.t all. gene.Jz.a.t.lan 06 .the.
u.t.te.Jz.a.nc.e..
T he.n, fi.lna.tly, .t1ta11.o 6oJz.ma:t.i.o nal gJz.a.mmaJz. Jz.u.t.e.6 .6 hau.e.d
Jz.e.ve.a.e. a 1 CJr.e.a.t.lve. pltac.e..6.6 :tha:t c.anna.t he. e.n:t.l1te.f..y-ac.c.aun.te.d6qJz. hy any hab.l.t-6oJz.mat.lan .6y1.>.te.m." '*
The. ;, .tJz.adLt.lo na.e.i; g1tammaJz. and .the. made.Jz.n .6:t.Jz.u.c..tuJz.ai. gJz.amma.Jz.
d el.lb e.Jz. a..t e.l y a.l.m all e. 6 6o Jz.:t.6 a.:t d e.6 c.Jz..l. b.l ng alt Eng .t.l.6 h, TJz.an.6 6aJz.ma.t.l.ana.e. G!tammaJz. .6e..t.6 au.t .ta pll.aduc.e. a Lie.:t OJz. Liy.6.te.m 06 Jz.ule..6
oJz. Li.te.p.6.
.the.Lie Jz.ule..6 all. Li;f;e.p.6 be. fia.t.tawe.d, .the.1te. would
Jz.e..6ul.t a.et we.ll-{iaJz.me.d u.t.te.Jz.anc.e..6 .ln Eng.t.l.6h, Th.a:t .l..6, .th.l.6 1.>yL>:te.m
would p!taduc.e. e.v e.Jz.y we.l.t.-6 oJz.me.d u.tte.Jz.anc.e .l.n Eng.t.l..6 h w.l:thou:i: pll.oduc..lng any unac:c.e.p.tab.e.e. olt "nan-we.ll-6oJz.me.d" u.t.te.Jz.a.nc.e. ·oJz.
Lie.n.te.nc.e. .ln Engl.l.6h, I:t .l.1.> .ln .th.l.6 1.>e.n.6e. ;that I u.1.e. ;the. .te.Jtm
"Ge.ne.Jz.a.t.l.an" fiaJz. glt:ammaJz.,
A ":tJz.an.660Jz.ma.t.lon.i.1.>:t"--.ln Ame.Jz..lc.a, a
".t1ta11.6 1 all.mat.lo na.l.l.6:t" - - c.o n.6.ld elt.6 :tlia.t .the. human m.l.nd c.a.11 be. u.6 e.d
u
a.6 a gene.Jz.a.ta1e.
06 language. ut.te.Jtanc.e..6.

Io

""'

*

PlL. An.lta P.lnc.a1.>, 1l.lJz.e.c.:taJz., V.lv,

Language.

Tea.c.h.l.ng,
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**

VJz., An.l.ta P.lnc.a.6," Mode.Jz.n Gll.a.mmaJz. and .the. FFL,"
a1e.t.l.c.le. .in Un. Ke.n.t Ce.n.ta.u1e.. 1. 2, Movr.mhe.Jz.," 1.969,
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I ftely a.t .thi.o poin.t on
alipee.t 06 gftamma1t:

Wing6ietd'.o li.ta.temen.tli on

2

.the genetr.a.tive

The :tftan.o6oftma.tionilit.O ftegaftd .the bftain 1u ·a
.tanguage-genetr.a.totr.. They .tfty .to di.oeoveft what
ftu.f.·e.o ouft bftain o bey.o in g enefta.ting u.t.tetr.anc_eh.
Inli.tead 06 wotr.king 6ftom :the language back .to
i.t.o analylii.O, :they woftk 6ftom an ana..ty.oili 6oftwaJtd
:to o. liyn.the.Oili 06 .the language.
Ali 6oft a veftifiic_a.tion 06 .the gftammaft, :they hay
:th.a.t i6 by a be.ying :the ftu.f.e.o you ~ind you
pftoduc_e a.e..e. .the only ac_c_ep:ta.hte Eng.ti.oh
lien.tenc_eli, .thili i.o pftoo6 :tha.t :the tr.tde.o a.fte
.the tr.igh.t one.o.

*'**

l!ow, I c_eft.ta.inly hope :that na one ivvtor.pftrA:li my ulie:.,a.nd"ulia.qe 06
"ftu.f.eli" .to mean :tlia.t .l!.ingui.o:t.o ;,i:t down. a.nd .l!.eo.i.-01.a.:te ftu.f.e.o
oft dic_;t;a.,
When T ob.oetr.ve .tha:t i:t ill a fttd'.e al. Fngli.6h gfta.mmatr.
:tha.:t I have a. veftb tha..t aa.n /ta.ve·a ci.eft:tain numheft a~ .o.f..o.t-0 .to
i.t;, le6.t and .tha.t .the.oe -0lo.t-0 wf1',[c_h do not (Jave .to he 6il.ted c_an
be 6Uled by c_eft.ta.in auxilia.tr.ie-0, 1 am no.t mab.ini) :the ftule-0 06
.the langua.g e. Sine_ e .th e.o e lilo.t-0 a.ft e invatr.iab.l!.y .the.tr. e a.l.thoug h
.they may be optionally 6illed, .thi.o de.oc_ftip.tio.n 06 liudt a c_ondi.tion
i.o a. ftul e •
•
Howeveft, i.t i-0 .ttr.ue .that
nd individual .f..ea.ftn.6 all 06 .the ftule-0
06 g.1tamma.ft in .the way .they afte given J..n gfta.mma.I!. in.o.tftuc_.tion.
The
.1!.uleli a.fte a.lway.o· given in £.ogic_a.l oftdeft. I.t i-0 po.o;,ible .to appftoac_h
c_h.1tonologic_al o.1r.de.1r.. I.t .i.;, even po-1>.oibte .to a.pp.l!.oac_h. an ope.1!.a..tiona.£.
o.1r.de.1r.. In 601tma.l .i.n-1>.tftuc_.tion.i.t i;, a.dvi-0able .to u-Oe wha..teve.I!.
6oJtma..I'. oJr.d e.I!. we c_a.n p.1!.ov id e. All :that .t!te :t.1r.a.n-0 6o.1r.maUo nili:t c_laim-1>
in hill gene.l!.a.tion :theo.1r.y i.o .tha..t a. human being i-1>
nec_e-0-1>a.1r.i.e.y a
language-gene.1r.a:to.1r.--.thftough hi!> c_e.1r.eb.1tal pftoc_e-1>-0e.o--and :tha.t :the
ftule.6 06 language and ofi a paft:tic_ulaft language have .to be built.in.
Thu.o, any modeftn g.1r.ammaft a.nd any
c_on.te.m;po.l!.a.Jty
gene.l!.a.:tive a.pp.1!.oaeh, a.nd a.ny mode.l!.n .teac_he.Jt 06
.ta.b.e .the .ta..ok. in language .to be .th.a.t ofi having
any bu.t only a.ec_ep.tab.f..e--we..tl-601tmed-- Eng.til>li

.tJtan-060.it.ma.tio1m.t
modeftn gfta.mma.ft
-0.tuden.t-0 p.l!.oduc_e.

li.ta.:temen.t-0.

I believe .that :the ma.jo.1r..i.:ty of, lingu.i..o.:t J.i .and

.t.1r.a.n.0601tma..tioni-1>:t l.i.ngui-0.t~;lip11ei6.i.e.a.t.e.y,wou.ld open w.i..th
:th.e Jtule :that (.,a.I!. Eng.ti-Oh
.the lien.tenc_e .i.;, .the minimal 6une:tiona.l lln.i..t 06 di-0c_ou.1r.-0e. 16 .t/.ey
have .oo a.g.l!.eed , :thr..l!.e i.o .the .i.nva't.i.a.ble opening tr.ale.:
S

~MP + VP

(.the .6en.tenc_e c_on.oi-01::-1> 06 a noun t:ih.1!.al>e and a.
veft!i ph.1ta.-0e)

VP ---)~ Aux + MV ( he.1te we a.o;, e.1r..t .th.at in Eng.t.i.-0h, a.t lea.o.t,
a.e..e. .that iJ.i not :the -0ubjec_.t i.6 .the veftb
ph.1r.a..oe, and all :tha..t J..;, no:t :to ··;the .1r.igh:t ofi
.---~t"'*la""';""*.raai..111T.u..~1L.b....m.uid;d:fe.to n'g: io the a:wx.i:LJ..a.fty J.i fiJ.i.tem_ • l : :
R.~l.Win6ie..f.d 1 "Gene.1ta:ting llf,tQ.~.anee1'," Engli.bh Toda.y ,

79 6 9' He6fie.1t, p. 3~3.
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·MV

----=,

V

3

(Adv)

(:the ma..ln velLb ea.n eonli.l1.>;f; on one 06 the
velLb.o, ol!. oi) one ofi .the ve.11_h.6 plu.6 a.n
o rt.lona.l adv e"-b. Ti, e adv e"-b
opt.lo na.l
heea.u.6e. a.l;though the .6lot a.'te."- :the
.
ma.in ve11_b eal'I. be ~.l.t.ted, the .6£.o;f; doe.6 no;(;
· .ave :to be {JLl!.led.
vbe ::_PJte.d.
V.l + r/!
(at :th.l.6 YJO.lnJ: :t.lie"-e. .l.6 a eho.lee among
llt + NP 2
fioul!. b.lnd.6 06 ve11_b.6, and ;the.l"V~ +Comp
ve!Lh eomple;f;e!L.6,)

.u,

[

Mow, ;th.l.6 .60-'t:t 06 ph!La..6 e.-.6J:Jtue.tu11_e WJ1..l.t-lng eould go on un;f;.lJ!.
1 managed to :ta.he ea."-e 06 all .th.e b..lnd.6 o 6 dete"-m-lne.IL.6 .tha:t
ean go be.fio!Le noun.6, un:t-ll all :the h-lnd.6 06 aux-l!-la.4-le.6 have been
men.t-loned, un;t-ll all :the po.6.6-lble blLeafidown.6 06 ve.Jtb eomple.;f;eJt.6
have be.en aeeompl-llihed.
The. p!LoeeduJz.e., a..t 6-lJz..6.t, -l.6 qu-l;f;e de;ta.-lled, bu:t ;the whole
.6:tep-by-.6:te.p pl!.oeedul!.e ga.-ln.6 and Jz.equ-l!Le.6 aeeul!.a.ey a.11.d pl!.eeili-lon.
When all 06 :the .tiymbol.6 have. been u.tied -ln de6-ln-lng .the .6!fn:tax
06 .the. gJz.a.mmaJz., the po-lnt -lli Jz.eaehed whe.Jz.e we. eome. ;(:a .the l.lli:t.6
06 wol!.d.6 6oJz. any -1!.a.nguage., !Ve ea.LI'. the. :to:ta.J!. l-l.6:t :the -1!.ex.leal
i)o!L the. language.
de6-lni.t-lon1.>
Pa.Jz.:t oi) a -1!.e.x-leon m-lgh.t be 1.iomewha..t l-lb.e. ;the. 6ollow.lng:

N --""'? b o !f, J e.ILl!.lf, eha.Di., 011_ang e. ••
Adv.-"5> qu-lek.ly, hor:Jefiutly,
.ln,
happ-l-1!.y ••
A.dj .-'.>'!Led, .6qua.Jz.e, la!Lg e., ••
Al!.:t. "'? a, a.n, :the ••
Aux.--'"7may, ean, eould, have.+e.n.,
s;> k.leh, ILU.6 It, .6 r.ll, •
V:t .
II-<. ----""'.:> .6 lee p, Jz. e.6 .t, dlL ea.m • • p e:t , .6 e.lf.
11 e ----=:;. Jz. r.m a-l n , .t a..6 :t e. , a. pp e.a.11_ , ,

f.fow, . l ea.n .ta.In .6ueh .6:tl!.-lng.6 a.6 w-lll Jz.e.pl!.e.6en.t :the .6e.n:te.nee.
ex-l.6 .t -ln En9.t-i..6h. I ea.n hav·e the. fiollow-lng
.t !1 p e..6 .t h a.:J:
.6:tJz..lng.6, 6ol!. exa.mp-1!.e.:

V e.:t + N + No_ + Aux +
Ve..t +

N + N°

De.t + /.J +

1-1°-

+ Aux +
+ Aux +

v:t

2
+ Vet + N + IJ2_ + (Aclv)

v.
.{.

+ r/! + (Adv)

Ve.t + M+ Ng_ + Aux + !i e + Comp + (Adv)
1 n 6-lll-lng .the..6 e .6.t!L-lng.6 by woJz.d.6 61Lom .the. lex-leon, 1 ean
pl!.oduee. Engl-i..6h li en.tenee.6.
Some a.Jz.e a.eeep.ta.ble, a.nd .60me. a.Jz.e
no.t a.eeep.ta.ble.i
Jel!.l!.!f ma.u ILe..6.t • ( a.eeeptahle )
Tli.e. 01La.ng e. w-l.tl
.6 ell. ( a.eee.p;f;a.h.e.e w-l.th-ln a.
e e.IL:ta.-ln ea n.te.x.t)
The. oJz.a.nge w-lll pe..t. (una.eea.pe..table, exeer.t
-ln .60me k-lnd o~ metarJhOIL
a.IL l-l.te.Jz.a.Jz.y .6e~.6e)
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1 d.l.6.tingui.6h betvJeen .6t11.uc.tu11.e. a.nd £unction, bu;t witl no;(; do
much he11.e. by wa.y 06 example. Fir.om a. .6tJr.uc..tuJr.a.l point 06 view, the
c.onc.e11.n i.6 with bl!. ea.bdown.6 fill.om what the thing i.6 in the gll.0.6.6
.6en.6e to wha.t the thing i.6 in the .6pec.i6ic. .6en.6e. Foll. exa.mpte,
once the noun ha.6 b.e.11,n identi6ied by .6tll.uc..tuJt.e, .the next 11.ule. i.6
to de.6ine. the. .6ub.6tll.uc.tu11.r_.6 06 noun.6. Moun.6 c.a.n be. .6ubc.la..6.6i6ie.d-and .6houtd be.-- a..6 ma..6.6, count, ma..6c.ut.lne., 6e.minine., c.onc.11.ete,
a.b.6tll.a.c.t, animate, inanimate., a.mo ng othe.11. kind.6 o 6 .6CLbe.l'.a.6.6 e..6.

P.ut, a.t e.a.c.h .6te.p a.long the. wa.y, I point out tha.t the e.nti11.e.
ope.tr.a.tion ha..6 onty one ma.in kind 06 c.011.tr.e.c.tne..6.6 in mind 011.
vle.w• do the. tr.ute..6 pll.oduc.e. a.c.c.e.pta.6te. .6e.n.tenc.e.6, 011. well-6011.me.d
.6 e.nte.nc.e..6? I 6 the. a.n.6We.tr. i.6 J..n the. a.6 6i1t.ma.tiv e., .then the. tr.ule..6
a.tr.e. c.011.Jt.e.c.t, and a.11.e. wo11.king c.otr.11.e.c.t.e.y. I 6 they do not pll.oduc.e.
the. a.c.c.e.p:ta.ble. u:t:te.11.anc.e., then a.d_iu.6tme.nt.6 mu.6.t be. made..
Whr_n :the. job i.6 done. p11.ope1t..i'.u, .the. tr.ule..6 will ge.ne.11.a.te. a.ll
a.cc. e.p:table .6 e.n:t e.nc. e .6and wiR.l no .t g e.ne.Jt.ate. any una.c.c. e.p.ta bl e
.6 e.nte.nc.e..
In .the_ 11.ule..6 .6e.t ou:t .thu.6 t)a.11., 1 poJ..n:t out tha..t one. main
.6e.ntenc.e type. i.6 thr. .t11.an.6i.tive ve.11.b .type.. uowe.ve.11., we. ne.e.d
:to have a. btr.e.a.kdown in gtr.ea.te.Jt. de.taJ.l.
I c.a.n ha.ve. a. t11.a.n.6i.tive. ve.tr.b which will take. a.n animate. .6uhie.c.t.
I c.a.n ha.ve. a :t.tr.a.n.6Uive. vell.b whic.h will tak.e o.n ina.nima.te. .6uhje.c.t,

To e.n.6utr.e. tha..t .the. pll.opetr. Jt.u.e.e. i.6 .6e.t out, the.11.e. would ne.e.d
to be. a .6ubc.la..6.6i6ic.a.tion ofi the. .6ubje.c.t.6 and ofi .the .tJt.an.6i.tive.
v etr.b.6. I 6 I have the. tr.ule.
A1t.t +Nat

+ N° +Aux+ Vta.n••·

··
I know :that 1 have.
a. t11.a.n.6Ltive. v etr.h - turr• .& e.n.te.nc.e. pa.t.te.tr.n whe.Jt.e. the. .6ubj e.c..t i.6
a.nima..te. a.nd whetr.e. the v e.tr.b u.& e.d will .6uppo11.t .6uc.h a. .&ubf, e.c.:t.
The. .6e.n:te.nc.e. " The. c.ow kicked the. ba.tr.n dooll. 11.e.gula.tr.ly 1 would
be. .&uc.h a .6e.n.te.nc.e. that th.e. tr.u.le would ge.ne.Jt.a..:te..
The.tr.e. Me
c.e.tr.tain kind.6 06 noun.6 that a. ve.Jt.h tr.e.quiJr.e..6. Cla.6.6i6ying wo!r.d.6
.60 .that they a.11.e not .1>e.mantic.a.ll'.y una.c.c.e.ptab:te. i.6 a. pa.Jt.t 06
the. wo11.ll 05 the. .ttr.a.n.66011.ma.tioni.6.t • P.ut, I mu.6.t point out that
noun.6 a.11.e. al.60 c.la..&J..i6ie.d, by ne.c.e..6J..i.ty, on oth.e.Jt than .6e.man.tic.ac.c.ep.tability ba.J..e.6. IJoun.6 a.l1io ha.ve .to be. c.on.6ide.Jte.d with
11.e..&pec.:t to being J..ingula.tr. 011. plu!r.a.i'.. 1 point out a..& a J..pe.c.i~ic.
it e.m o fi inte.11. e..6 .t :that .6 om e..tim e..6 nou n.6 mu.6 .t IJ e
g iv e.n a. It.a.the.It.
!>Ophi.&tic.a.ted c.£.a.6.6i~ic.a.tion f:.O .tab.e. c.a.Jt.e on .6UC.h i.te.m.6 a..6
"ham and e.gg.6" wheJt.e. the ;two item.6 c.onJ..tLt.ute. .the. t>J.ngle. di.6h.

So, on :the .61jn.tax-leve.l and on the .f.e.xic.on-le.ve.l e.vq.Jtu e.fi6otr..t. i.6
made. .to deJ..c.Jt.ibe .the. la.ngua11e.. Fve11.y e.1(6011..t i.6 a.lJ..o made. to ~ave.
:the. c.la.6.6i6ic.a.tion a.nd .6ubc..l'..a.&J..i6iea.t.lan .taf>e. c.aJt.e. ot, all .6e.nte.nc.e.6
:that e.a.n be. ge.ne.Jt.ate.d, a.nd to exc.tude all J..ente.nc.e..& that cannot
be. ge.ne.Jt.a.te.d. 06 c.ou1t..6e. 1 the doc..t11.ine. 06 .&e.ma.ntic. u.nde.Jr..6tanding
be.come..& c.Jtitic.a.l, .6inc.e., e.ve.n.tually, a.ll mut>.t go to meaning.
One. ofi .the 6i1t..6.t a.tr.ea.& 06 c.onc.e.11.11 in the deve.lopme.n.t 06 a.
"t..a.nguage.-a.pplt.oac.h oil. lingui.6.tic..6-arip1t.oac.h .to EngliJ..h a.nd o.the.11.
.i'.nagua.ge..6
wa.6--and .6.tLt.e .£.&-- 0oc.u.6e.d an w!ta..t ,{.J.. c.01t.1t.e.c.t by
ohtr.a-0e.-J..;(;Jtuc.;tu1te, bu..t wha:t .tull.n.6 ou.t .to be "unac.c.e.rita.ble;: a.6 a
:Spe.c.l6ic. example..
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In .th.l.ti bu.ti.lne.ti.ti .the next .lmtioJt.ta.n;t c.omponenf.:. .l.ti .the
moJtphophonem.lc.. In .the moJtphoYlhonem.lc. . c.omponen.t .theJte .l.ti .the
l.J e.t o 6 /Lu.le.ti wh.lc.h
.lnd.lc.a..te .tiueh c.Jt.l.t.lc.a.1'. ma..t.teJtJ.J a..ti
.the
~ o .e..e.o w.l ng :
.the .ti.lngula.Jt noun
.tenJ.Je-~o~ma.:t.lon.ti
.the pJ'.uJta..e. noun
a.dJ e.c.:tlv e. 6oJtml.J
.the po.ti.tie.tiJ.J.lve ( my, qou, h.l.ti 1o hn' .ti)
Th.l.6 c.omponen.t .i.1i c..lo./JeR.y-Jte..ta..ted /;o ;the ./Jrobe.n veJt.ti.i.on o~
.the la.ngua.ge beea.uJ.Je c.eJt.ta..ln it./Jr>e.c..tl.J 6ueh o.6 the Png.l'..l.tih nf.uJta..t
mu6.t be. d.e.a.l.t w.l:th ?u Jte.6 eJtenc.e. :to .the .ti aund.
Thu./! fiaJt .the. pJtoc.eduJtv, a.b..ln :ta .tho.tir. 1ged .ln :tJta.d.l.t.i.ona..e. gJta.mmaJt
have. been employed .ln :th.l.ti d.l6c.u.ti6.lan. I have. .lnd.lc.a..ted a bJte.ak.lng
-06 o. !ie.n:te.nc.e.ln:to paJt:tJ.J, 6ollowed b11 .the labe.£..l.ln~ 06 :the. r.a.Jt:t<i as
in :the pa.Jt!i.lng .ln :tJta.d.l:t.lonal g-Jta.mmaJt a.nd .ln .the. pltoc.e.duJte..ti o 6
woll /Ung w.l:th :the .lmmed.la..te. c.on.ti:t.l:tu.ten.tl.J o{J .ti.tJtuc..tuJta..l l.lngu.l.ti.t.lc.6.
I .tia..ld, e.a.Jtl.le.Jt, :t!ia.:t a. new v.lew nee.d.ti :to be employed.
Le:t u.ti c.o n.O.l!ideJt .two 6 en.tenee6:
Ha.JtJtq .l!i . ha.ltd :to 64:t.l.ti6y.
Ha.JtJty .ll.J Jteluc..ta.n:t .to 6a.:t.l66Y·
1 u6e :the!ie .two example!> beea.u6e .tho!ie u6ua.lly u6ed (John
.l!i ea.!iy .to plea.6e, and Jahn .l.ti ea.gelt :to plea.tie.) a.lte a. b.l:t .t.llt.lng
and .tlty.lng.
Ha.ltlt y I .lJ.J h a.Jt d 1:. o .ti a.:t.l!i 6ff •

Haltlty/ .l.ti lteluc.:ta.n.t to 6a:t.l.ti6Y·
Ea.c.h .tie.nte.nc.e. c.a.n be

bltaben down .ln.to

: Ml-1

+ l!P.

!-~ altlt y I .l.ti I

ha.ltd :ta pl ea.ti "-.
f!altfl.!J I .ll.J I fl. e..tu c..ta.n.t .to pl ea.6 e.

Ea.eh c.an be

.lnd.lc.a.:ted

ctl.J

a !'be .tic.n.te.nc.e 1Ja.:t.te.ltn,

f!ctll.lty/ .l!i/ ha.11.d/ :to plea.tie..
Ha.ltlt(l/.l.6/ 11.0..Pu. c.:tnn.t/ .to r-£.e.a.6e.
Eac.h c.a.n be. c.an.ti.lde.lte.d a. "·~ pa:tte.ltn, at .th.l.ti po.lnt, wl1e.lte. the
plte..d.lc.ate. .l!i lte.wll..l.t.tui .ln ;t~J[m.ti 06 one oj .l.t!i .thlte.e opt.lonh,
The. op.ti.on!> 6olt the pll.ed.lc.a.te. alte :thy- /IP , .the. 1'.dje.c.t.lva.l, a.nd .the.
Loe.at.lo na..t, In th.l.6 .tn.tita.nc.e, .the. /JP , Olt nounal v e.ltb c.omp.£.e..te.lt
ha!> be.en e.mp.toye.d. Then, a. 0te.lt :the. ve.11.b c.omplete.11., {Jolt e.ac.h ea.6e,
we. have. what a.ppe.a.11..ti .to be :the. .ln6.ln.l.t.lve..
The bJta.nc.h.lng .tll.ee. d.la.gltam would not lte.veal .the d.l66e.lte.nc.e.
be.tween e.a.c.h !ien.tenc.e. The. d.l66e.Jtenc.e. .l.ti .ln mea.n.lng, 06 c.oult.tie.
Bu.t we have :to go .to a. dee.pelt .tie..t. 06 !tu.le.ti .to ob ta.tn .the.
d.l66eltenc.e. Log.le. .tell.ti u6 .that .ln one. c.a..tie, Ha.ll.lty .l.ti·a.c..ted
upon by ou.:t!ilde. apenc..le.6 wh.lc.h 6.lnd h.lm ea.6y .to plea.tie.
In .tlie 6eeond ea.tie, Ha.ltltf! .l.ti w.l.t.l.lng .to demon6.tlta..te. h.l!i
eagell.ne6.ti .to do J.Jome.th.lng oil. .to 11.eplte..tien.t 60me. qu.a.l.lty.
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We ei:rn develop a. ./let on 1tule.6 fio!t .te.o.t.lng ./len.teJ!.ee./l ./lueh a.6
.tho./le, 1.t ean be .6hown .that .the .t1tan.6601tma.tion.i..6.t ean dete.e.t
.the die 6e1tenee b e.twee.n .6U1t6ace .6.t1tue;tu1te and deel'.l .6.t1tuctu1te. The
./lultfia.ce .();f;ltuc.tulte 0 n .thr_ a/ n 'd .() e.ntence./l i.6 the ./lame Oft
ea.el• •
How can 1 lrnow that the .tu10 ./len-te11ce./l ctlte not a.libe?

n

1 ean

have .the :t:1ta.n.6!lo1tm
" .to plea./l e Ha.1t1ty i.6 ha1td "
but 1 ea.nnot have

n

the .t1tan.6 01tm
i;

to plea.6 e Ha1t1ty i.6 1teluc:tan;t."

I can ./lay that " :·Ha1t1ty i.6 .1teluc.tant to plea./le ./lOmeone. ''
./lay that "Ha1t1ty i.6 ha.ltd to plea../le ./lomeone."

1 cannot

1 point out, now, that the1te i.6 mo1te .to g1tamma1t than divi.6ion in.to
paltt.6, Dividing the two ./l en.te11ce./l into palt.t./l did not 1tev ea.l .th~
deep .6t1tuctu1te oi; the two ./len.tence./l, The othe!t palt.t 06 g1tamma1t ,(,./l
1tequi1ted--tha..t 06 .t1tan./lfio1tmation.
Th.u.6, g1tamma1t -anal(f'6-l.6 •
con./li.6.t.6 06 divi.6ion into pa.ltt.6 + t1tan.0601tma.tion.
1 ag1tee .th.at the app!toaeh which nilt.6.t .pu.t.6 Fngli.6 h ./l e.ntence./l into
a ./l e.n.tence .6t1tuctu1te o 6 ha./lic ratteltn.6 alt he.ltnel pat.teltn.6 61tom wh.ieh
all a.theft pa;f;,teltn.6 mu.6 .t be de1tiv ed i.6 the. ./l ound appltoaeh.
The t1ta.n.6601tm.o 1te.6ult-ing n1tom .t1tan.6601tma.:tion-1> eome .th1tough
the p1toce.-1>-1>e./l o~ combination, .i.nve1t.6ion, ad.t!i.tion, -6uh-6ti.tution,
1te-a1t1tangement, and dele..:tion.
T he1te alt e two p1tincipal v•riy-6 oft me.tho d-6 ;that account 6alt
t1tan-6~01tma.tion1>. T!telte i-6 that o~ comhining .two oft molte 1>en.tence-6
in.to one "en.tence, T ht>_n .the1te i-6 the :tltan.6 ~ 01tma.:tio n whieh
1te1>ult-6 in ci .t1tan-6fio1im b1tought about by 1te-a.1t1tan9e.men.t, (P.dito1t 1 1>
note: In Ame1tican tex.t./l 01t a.1t.tiele1>, ;i,11.i.6 ./lecond met.hod i.-6
called .the ".6ingle-ba.6e" t1tan.6fio1tma.tion. J
Falt .the 6.i.1t1>.t me.thod, 1 .ta.Ile the example '' She helieve-6 the
lad·.to be a cycli.-6.t. 11 Thi!> 1>en.te11ce come;, fi!tom:
She believe!> the .ta.cl.

Th.e lad i.6 a cycli;,.t.
In my theo1ty, .the ./lecond "lad" i-6 de.l'.e.ted,. and .the "i;," i;, changed.
to ".to be. " The 601tmula 6oIt all .thi.6 would be:
..
A

c.

Sj.

~-

·1p2

+

Sj
whe1te

C=V

A + R + C + .to + F +

F

= She believe-6 .:the lad .to be a eycli.6.t,

Then, we have a cla-6.6 exp1te..6-6e.d hy :the 1te.-6uf.A:an.t ~oltmula , one
.t/ia;f; Will g ene.ltate. a Va.6.t nu.mbe.lt on -6 en.tenee-6 like
"Site believe.-6 .the lad to be a cyeli;,t,"

•
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I 6 I ha.d :to ve1tba.lize. :thi.6 !tu.le, I would wltLte. :tha.t i6 the.1te a.Jte
:two ./ie.n.:tenc.eh, the fiilt.6;(; 06 whieh i.6 :the. Vr ./>ample. a.nd :the. ./lee.and
06 whieh i.6 a. V1, .6a.mple, a.nd i6 :the. rIP2 i'f6 :the. 6.l!t.6:t i.6 :the.
Su.bje.eJ.: 06 :the. >.;frc.ond, I w-Lll obtain wha.t I ob:tained, a.nd will be.
a.ble. :to do ./lo in ea.ch in./i:ta.nce..
In :the ./iecond J.:ype, whe1te. :theJte i.6 a. 1te.-a.lt1tangemen:t ( .6ingle-ba..6e.),
:tll!-1te i.6 :the. :tlta.n./ifioltma.:tion 06 one. ./ien:tence in:to a.no-theft. The.
./ie.n:te.nce ''tie. .6hou.J'.d ha.ve. hee.n 1.ooltking ha.ltd " when c.ha.nged :to a.
qlle.6J.:ion beeome.6 "Should he ha.ve be.en wolth.ing ha.ltdi"
1 hha.ll ./>P,J.: ll1J a ~oltmllla 6olt :thi.6 at)6a.ilt, wi:th :the. 1temindelt :that
anyone c.a.n .6 e.:t llp a. !\oltmllla., i6 :the t 01tmllla. w.l-i'.l .ta.h~ ca.Jte 06
all ./illc.h .6i:tlla.:tionh. The 01tigina.l ./ie.n:tenc.e ( keltnel) i.6

He .6 hollld ha.v e heen wo1tbinp ha.ltd.
1 .6 e,t llp my t)oltmu.la.

A

Sllbj,

P,-

H-2

3

Ha.v-e +en

Modal

P.-1

?-e+ing

B '---

v,

1J

Adv.

.{,

Then, 6olt :the qll e.6 :tio n :tha.:t 1t e.6 u.l.t.6 , I ./lay :tlici:t
A + B-3+ B-2 + 8-,J

B-3

+ B

+ A + 11 -2 + B-.1 + 1l

+

v
+

+ Cl.

lt e.6 lll:t.6 in

v.

1 n vilt:tlla.e.ly ev e1ty linglli.6:tic ca.mp, :the. :titan./> 6oltma.tio11 ind.i.ca.:te.d
hy "lte./illl:t.6 .i.n" wollld be explte.6./ied by :the. ./ifflnbol llnivelt./ia.lly u../ied

601t ./illch a. pu.ltpo./ie,
Now, what do e..6 :th.i..6 ltllle. 1te.a.lly ./lay? The. Jtllle ./ia.y.6 :tha:t whe1te
:the.1te i.6 a.n a.u.xilia1ty be6olte. :the. ve.1tb and whe.ILe. :the.ILe. i.6 a. need
:to llhe the. ./ictme. ./ie.n:te.nee. 601L pllltpo.6e..6 06 a.611.ing a qlle..6:tion, :the.
6ilL.6t a.u.xilia.ILy wa.6 pla.c.ed he.,jolLe. :the. ./illbje.e:t. Fll1t:the.IL e.xpelLime.n:t.6
WOllld ILe./illl:t in :the dehC.ILiJJ:tion (1Lllle) :tha.:t rohelte .the.ILe · a.ILe.
:two olt molte, allxilia.ILie..6 be.601te .:the. velLh, :the. one 6a.1t:the..6:t fi!tam
:the. vetLb (:to J.:he. lefi:t) will l>e :the. one pla.c.ed be601te :the ./illbjec.:t
in a.hring :thi.6 :type qlleh:tion.
1:t will he, 110.tr.d .:tha.:t J rf.ir! u../ie "-" :to inc1iea.:te. ",to th.e let]:t of..."
1 did u../ir. ;'13" to indic.a.:te .the ve1t~, a..6 .6t1.d1. T did u../ie, ''V" :to
indic.a.:te. :the a.dve.1tbial. O~ c.ou.1t.6e, 1 eou.ld havr. u.<1ed othelL
./iymbol.6--Whe:the!t wo1td.6, alL nu.mhe.IL.6. 1 c.olllcl ha.ve. u./ied pie,tlllLr..6,
whieh, on :the whale, wollld !ta.v e been eo n6 ll1>ing.

llow, .e.e.:t me go ba.c.11. -to :the. :two ./ienteneel> " Ha.1L1ty i.6 halLd :to ple.a.6r."
ctn.d "Ha.ILILIJ i.6 ILe.e.u.e:ta.n:t to plea..6e." I have. di.6c.ove1Led, thlLollgh
de.6c.1tiptive 1Le.6ea1teh :that 1 ea.n ll./ie "Some.one" olt ".6ome:thing,"
OIL 0 .6ome.bady 0 601L a.ny noun. 1 know tha.:t ea.eh ad the 1>en:te.nc.e.a
a..6 indic.a.ted i.6 no:t a be1tnel he.ntence.
The 6all1L:th po.6i:tion
ea.n be. nilled on.ey by an a.dve.1tbil;tl; .6inc.e the. fiou.ltth po.6i:tioni·n
:the :two .6 en:te.nee.6 ,V., fiilled hy an in6initiva.l, :then 1 fl.now :tha.:t
the.IL e ctfL e two thollg ht.6 i) ll.6 ed in ea.c. h .6 e.n:t ene e..

11
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"Ha.~lty -l.6 ha.1tc! ta p.lea.<ie;' c.ome<i 61tom

Someone p.f.ea.<ie1.iHa.1t1ty.
(Someone= P1tad + Piton , oil PILod.,n)
Plea.<i.lng Ha.ILIL!f Lo
ha..11,d.

A

c

P,

Pila
d+n

1l

v:t
!Le.Ii ul:t<> .ln

'""
'2

Vt

E

F

G

-.lng

f.wz

.l.6

c

+

G +

I{

+ ta +

B

'

OIL

H
Adj

if a.lt!L CJ .l.6 ha.ILd to plea..6 e •

0 fi c.o u!L.6 e, the c.o ndlt.lo n.6 mu;, :t be <i et a u.t tha..t B = D
a.nd
.tha.t
C= E. Tha.t -l.6, the ve!Lb mu.1>.t be the .6a.me fia!L ea.c.h a.nd :the
pe!L.6011 dL6c.u<i<ied, Ha1t1ty, mu.lit be .the <iame 601L eac.h.
The .6a.me tec.h11.lque would be u.6 ed ta handle "Ha.!LltCJ .l.6 !Leluc.ta.nt
ta ptea.6e, The .two <ientenc.e.o to he developed a.Ile the 66llaw.lng:
John plea.<ie.6 <iomeone.
John i.1i IL e.luc.ta nt.
It c.an ea<i.ll y be .6 een that the 601tmula 6all :the <> ec.o nd .6.ltua.:t.lo n
wilt be qu.lte d.l66e1Len.t 61Lam the 6.l1L.1>t. Onc.e the 601Lmula. -l.6 de!L.lved,
.then .the .t1Lan.1>6aif;ma..t.lan 6olL eac.h :type c.an be ha.ndted. The c.1t.l-t.leal
pa.ln.t .ln the d.l<ic.u.o.6-lon a:t th.l.6 ;,-taae .l.6 :that .lt .l.1> .lmpe!Lat.lve
to ILeal.lze
the
·~eal.l:ty on
.6ulL6a.c.e .o:t1Luc.tu1Le.6 and deep .6t1Luc.tu1Le.6,
Nea.!tly a.ll .6en.tenc.e.1i u.oe.d .ln o!taf. all w!L.lt.te.n eonve!L.oat.lon a.Ile
nan-re!Lnel. Yet ea.eh .l.1> dr.!t.i.ved OIL t!ta.n.1>fia1Lmed ,{!tam .the lia..6.lc.
type.o.
The t!tan.0601Lm.6 ea.11. be known, by .tuYJe, bq de.6e1L.lp-t.lon.
No one .lnd.lv.ldua.t c.an .oe.t dawn evelLy pa.1i.1iih.1'.e .lnd.lv.ldual .oen:tenc.e
:tha.:t .l.o e.l:tfte1t ba.6.lc. olL a t1Lan.66a1Lm. But: fte c.a.11. de!L),ve :the
!Lule.6. When he a.ppl-le.6 the !Lule.6, he ea.11 ob.ta..ln a.tl .oentenc.e.6 tha-t
a.Ile a.ec.ep-tabte .oentenc.e.6.
06 c.ou1L.1ie, .ln :th.l.o b1L.le6 t!Lea.tmen:t, I ha.ve. not d-l.6eu.o.6ed .the 6a.et
:that thelLe alte ma.nu de:te1Lm.lne1t<i wh.lc.h a.Ile a.va..lla.ble fialL c.ho.lee.
In the c.a.<ie a6 <iome de.te1tm.lne1L<i, Lt .l.1> e.6.6ent.la.l tha.t one be c.ha<ien
6alL ea.eh noun. Same de.te1tm.lne1L.6 a.Ile op.t.lonat. Ye.t, !Lule<> c.·rn be
WIL.l:tten 601t the.6 e. Lt .l.6 a. ILu.ee th.a.t :the!Le a.Ile a.1tt.lete.1i,
de.mo n.&t!La.t.lv:e<i, walLd<i u.1> ed l.lke a1tt.Lele.6, a.nd g en.ltbe.s
6olL
dete1Lm.lne1t.6,
One 06 the.6e. mu;,t be c.ho.6en 601t ea.eh -ln.6tanc.e 06 a
nouna.l, but only one 601L ea.eh • Yet, th-l.6 6ac.t ,[;, not the c.1tux. a6
th.l<i pa.pe.IL.
The po.lnt .6t1Le<i<ied ,[;, that 1tule.6 a.lte p1te.6c.1L.lbed fio!L
·· .ea.ngua.g e, not by the wh..lm o 6 the l-i.ngu.l<it, but by the natulte au
la.ngua.g e.
0 ne ea.n l ea.!Ln the 1tu.I'. e<i th.Jtaug h a.tt em pt.lng , .6 y<i .tema.t.lc.ally,
to de..6c.it.lbe·. the language, .6y<itemat.lc.alty, Ce!Lta..lnlv,, the t!tan<ioa!Lma.t.la n.l.6t .ln.6.l.6t<i that ea.eh. .lnd.lv.<.dual doe<> know a.t 1'..e.a.6t .the
log.le.al !Lela.:t.lan.oh.<.p;, between <ientenc.e pa.:tte!Ln<i, and that the
g!La.mma!L 06 the. t1La.n.66a1Lmat.<.oni<it ha.ndle..o the<ie 1te.la.til'tn<>hip.6 molte
e6 6ec.t..i.v e.ly .tftaii .l;, .:tlr.ue. a(; p!Lev-i.ou.o oil o-thelL g1tamma.1t.<1,

•
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//atu!Lally' much mo!Le. !Le..6 e.a!Lc.h .ln.to the. nattl!Le. 0 n langua.g e. ne.e.d.6
to be. done.--a.nd .l.6 be..lng done., Ha.b.lt-601Lma.t.lon c.a.nnot e.xpla.ln
!to.tat.ey how ane le.a.!Ln.6. the !Lule..6 06 li.l.6 la.ngua.ge., Th.l.6 fio!Lma.t.lon
c.a.nno:t a.c.c.oun:t {,o!L :the. fia.c.:t :tha:t .6pe.a/ze.IL.6 a/Le. a.lway.6 u.1i.lng .6e.nte.nc.e..6
.the.y ha.ve. not he.a.!Ld be.fio!Le., .tlia..t they have. not u.6e.d be.fio!Le.. I6
le.ct!Ln.lng la.ngua.ge. we.!Le. but !Le.pe.:t.l:t.lon o-6 the. ll..lnd :tha.:t .6.lmply
!Le.c.a.lli. o!L !Le.-u.6e..6 wo!Ld.6 :tha.:t a.!Le. le.a.JLne.d, :the.!Le. would be. no
.lnve.n:t.lon. It) I u.6e. a .6e.n:te.nc.e. :that I ha.ve. not u.6e.d be.fio!Le., why
a.m I a.ble. :to c.!Le.a.te. :the. .6ta.:te.me.n:t a.nd why do o:the.IL .lnd.lv.ldual.6
unde.JL.6ta.nd wha.:t I have. ju.6t .6ct.ld?
My a.n.6We.IL :to my.6e.l6 .l.6 :that I am u.6.lng :the. .6ame. me.c.ha.n.l.6m tha..t
1 ha.Ve. a.lway.6 U.6e.d, but 1 ctm .6.lmply U.6).ng 011.C. ofi :the. ne.w c.omb.lna.t.lOn.6
-a.va..lla.hle. :to me., a. new c.omb.lna:t.lon ofi f<)ha.t I ha.ve. he.aJLd, home.how.
o!L .6ome.whe.!Le. .ln :the. pa..6.t. The. .lnc.!Lea..6e. .ln J:.a.ngua.qe. a.ncf la.ngua.ge.le.a!Ln.lng c.ome..6 fi!Lom :the. method.6 06 c.omh.ln.lng e.ho.le.e..6 61Lom ha.6.le.
.6 :t!Lue..tu!L e..
The. :t.!La.n.6 "<\ oJr.ma.:t.lo nctl paJL;t o £ man' .6 m.lnd a.f.r•.•cttf.6 a.6 ''" :the. que.!i:t.lo n
"Wha.t doe.~ th.l.6 pelL.60n have. to ~now he.6oJr.e. he. e.an pJr.odue.e. :thi.6
!ie.n.te.nc.e.?'' The. ;(;Jr.a.n.6fio1Lma.t).011.l.6!: hct.6 .6uc.c.e.e.de.'1 .ln ;t!1e. a.Jr.e.a.6
06 .lde.nt.l6y.lng raJr.t.6, de.!ic.IL.lli.lng .the. Jr.e.f'a:t.lon.6h.lp.6 among paJr.f.6,
.lnd.le.at.lng that lanpuage. e.on,t,.l.6.t.6 paJL:tly 06 ope.Jr.at.lon.6 .tha.t a/Le.
p e.Jr.fi oJr.m e.d on .6 e.nt e.ne. e.l>, g IL e.ate.1r.-th an -.6 e.nte.nc.e..6, and l e..6 .6 -tf, ct1• 4·e.nte.l"e.e..6. Th.l.6 gJr.amma.Jr. a.l.60 ha.ndle..6 Jr.ule..6 .lgnaJr.e.d hy e.a!r.l.le.Jr.
gJr.amma.fr...6 and not f?.nown bu e.aJr.l.le.JL glr.amma.fr...6. 8uJr.6ac.e. and de.e.p
.6 .tJr.u c.tufr.. e. pa.tt e.Jr.n.6 a.IL e. u nd e.Jr...6 .to od ,
The. na..t.lve. le.aJr.ne.fr.. 06 h.l.6 own language. c.a.n le.afr..n h.l.6 Jr.ule..6
.ln a. fr..athe.Jr. le..l!iuJr.e.ly fia.,t,h.lon. The. (;oJr.e..lgn-langua.ge. .6.tude.n.t
cannot have. -0uc.h an a.l.to.tme.n.t 06 .t.lme.. FuJL.the.Jr.mofr..e., :the. 6ofr..e..lgn
langua.ge.-.6.tude.n.t ha..~ an .ln.te.Jr.;\e.Jr.e.nc.e. p1Lobte.m. The. mofr..e. that he. .l.6
c.onc.e.Jr.ne.d w.l.th .two language..6, .the. le.6.6 c.ompe..te.n:t he. can be. w.l:th
e.ac.h language.. The. 001ie..lgn-.e.angua.ge. ,t,;tude.n:t and te.a.c.heJL do not
have a.6 much t.lme. :to e.xpe.Jr..lme.n.t ct.6 .l.6 :the. c.a.-0e. 0£ :the. na..t.lve.
le.a.fr..ne.Jr. and .te.ae.he.Jr. 06 la.ngua.ge..
Co11'.te.x.t .l.6 .lmpaJL:ta.n.t 6oJL all la.ngua.g e.-le.a.fr..ne.fr...6 and 6oJL n.ll .te.ae.he.fr...6
o 6 language.. Rut c.o n:te.x:t f, OIL :the. 6ofr.. e..lg 11.-la.nguag e. te.aJr.ne.JL .l.6
ofi e.Jr..l:t.lc.a.l .lmpoJL:tanc.e.. ·I6 :the. pa.t.te.Jr.11<1 a/Le. e.on-0.lde.!Le.d onty .ln
:to.ta.l .l-0ola.t.lon, much on :the..lfr.. .lmpoltt w.lll be. m.l.6.6e.d OIL lo.6.t.
VJL.lll.6 h.a.ve. !:he..iJL va.lue..6, hut dfr...llt.6 £01L the. .tiabe. oi dJi..lll.lng only
.l.6 110.t l.lke.ly .to be. o~ much a.~.6.l.6.ta.nc.e. :ta :the. 6ofr..e..lgn-language.
fe.a.Jr.ne.Jr.. A.pa.Jr..t ofr..om e.on.ti.ldr.Jr..lng t.he. ha.6.lc. ria..tte.Jr.n.6 and :the..lJL
tfr..a.n.66oJr.mat.lon and ge.ne.Jr.a.:t.lon or.Je.fr..a.t.lon.6, 'the. phono!!.ag.lc.al
be.ne.6.lt.6 ~)h.le.h come. 6Jr.om u.6.lng :t.!1e.m .ln c.on.te.xJ:ual .6.lJ:ucr.t.lon.6
.l.6 06 the. u:tmo!i:t value..
Even ~Jhe.Jr.e. .tfH. .te.ac.he.fr.. .l.6 not :tfr..y.lng to .te.ac.h a ~ofr..e..lgn-.6.tu'1Q.n;t
.the. na.:t.lve. language. he. .l.6 .6ee.l .lng .to le.a11.n hu.t .l.6, .ln.6.te.a.d,
.tfr..y.i.ng to .lmpfr..ove. :the. languaqe. .tioph.l.6.t.lc.a.t.lon 06 na:t.lve. .6pe.a!?e.Jr..6,
the. :tfr..a.n.66ofr..ma.t.lon.l.6.t a.prifr..oac.h., .ln c.on.te.x.tua.l .6ila:t.lon.6, .l.6 c.e.Jr..ta.ln
:to he. h..lg l1ly-Jr.e.wa.Jr.d.lng. ·
1
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If we pay attentiun t9 what we hear, a simple set of specifics
makes itself clear to us, Within our total experience, we know
that there are many sounds, and that they are sp2cific sounds. I
can hear the screech of the car, the murmuring of Aunt India, the
jarring note of the telephone, the berking cf the dog, the
yelling of my ten-year old child, the chiming of the clock, and
the tolling of the village church bells. I do not hear all of these
at once. Presumably, if all are going off at the same time, my
total nervous system makes one set of sounds r:iore audible to my
attention than the others.
Iri other words, there is ·"- c0nscious
sorting out of sounds .and an unconscious sorting out of sounds.
Now, let us eet awa~r from pP..rticular sounds, arid let us go to the ·
whole P.rea of sound. T11ere is ::i.lw~ys sound--?.h1.9ys tl-\a+: P11ich is
hP.ard . I c.<>n hear my own systems within mi;,---- the r2at of my
heart, the scund of my rreathing, the cracking or cr'?:i.king
of my joints, the half-whist line_- no:l.ses that I gi ""' out. It would
appear that 11.ny kind of experience I have is never entirely free
from sound.
Thus, it would appear that the fRct that languagP. involv'?s system(s)
of articulated sounds is a useful and inevitable fact, considering .
the nature of man and his auditory nature of experiences, themselves,
We will waive the: question as to whether there· are sounds that are
independent of the listener. Certainly, there is sound, and there
are sounds. Some of the sounds that others hr:~ar. I do not hear,
But sound and sounds force themselves on fle, Some are more welcome
than others; some are more disturbing than others. It is a matttJr
of fact and a matter of concern that the individual is faced
with more sounds and that he is faced with the problem of making
the sounc'!s he desires to hear louder tlvm the other varieties.
It is all'JO true, unfortunately, that he cannot escape some of the
sounds th'lt he does not care to hear. With large numbers of people
closer together and wit9 each indiv~dual desiring to shut out the
others so that he can s,eak, the noise factor enters. The successful spo;>akel" is one who has been able to drown out all the others,
or the) one who is louder than the others stj_ll able to talk. Fowever,
it is true that I can learn to "tune out'· other sounds that I do
not wish to tolerate. I simply build up a resistance tn th,,rn, and
over tifle, it simply takes a higher
thresh--hold to evoke my
attention. I simply do not h""'r cP.rtain sounds that I do not
wish to hea.r .; and much of the tuning out is psychological.
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Sound has location. We can usually tell what direction sounds
come from; we can locate them geographically. But sound is not
static or stationary. However, sound can surround us. When sound
does surround us, we are generally in the aree. of music. Music,
according to Ihde in his "A Philosopher Listens," encompasses
and overwhelms us. That brings us to a consideration of music and
language.
Both language and music are auditory. Further, they are articulated,
It is claimed, with justification, that each can be reduced or
transformed to writing, (We must keep in mind that language is oral
and articulated.)The graphic representation of languA.ii;e is just thata representation. We take what comes in language as expected. We
know roughly what we can expect.
Such is also the same in music; there is an informal conversation
among different musicians. They know what music will fit within
a certain context, and what music will not fit. In both cases,
there is a logic, The player and the listener each must operate
within the logic if each is to be understood,
'Illere are other parallels between music and language. Consider the
process of :Barning a new language. When we hear a new language for the
first time, we are not certain that we have any degree of coherence.
Sometimes, it appears to be just babble. Hewever, through more
exposure and over time, we detect certain recurrent patterns. These
patterns are related to meaning. The very patterning would
appear to be meaning. The beginning confusions, over time, disappear
when the patternings set the limits and when we can opera~e within the
finite number of patterns for each language. Of course, the language
that is easiest to learn is that which is more closely related to
the language that is already known by us.
Then, just as one concentrates on learning a new language, one must
concentrate on learning to appreciate a new kind of music. And not
all music- is the same: for example, oriental music does not divide_
notes but glides them intc each other, Music is a language and
music speaks through many tongues.
Music resembles language in auditory appearances. Not all languages
have been reduced to writing, but we are familiar with many that
have been. Whether all languages have been represented in graphic
form is not relevant to this discussion, because all languages,
whether graphically represented or not, are complex and complete
in themselves, The advantage is that languages which are capable
of being represented graphically can accumulate written records
of the culture in which the language operates, or they can be measured
as a part of the culture or cultures. Of course, we have to realize
that all nuances of tone or gest11re are also left out a: the
written representation. But essentials are preserved that would
not otherwise be preserved, We are not "complaining." We also
reduce, or distil, or simplify, or record through records and
videotaping. Of course, much the same happens with music.

"Sounds, Music, Language"
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Writing affects a culture and becomes a part of that culture.
Such is also true of musical notation. Some sounds have to be
kept out of musical language, and a part of sound is concealed-for it is thought that our notation woulcl. not be able to handle
a twenty-two tone scale series. The attitude of the musicians
is highly influenced by theory--as is true of other disciplines.
Musicology is the metaphysics (philosophy) of music education,
One language is not superior to another. It is doubtful that a
music is superior to another. All living languages are complex,
and all musical languages tend toward complexity.
Ihde ("A Philosopher Listens) indicates that the sitar is no less
complex than the piano, although the piano has eighty-eight
strings and the sitar has seven playing strings.and twenty
sympathetic strings. T he sitar expert has many possibilities
of tension on his playing strings to get micro-tones. Difference
is what results. The sitar. s:•oaks a different lan;:;uage
than the notes spoken bYawhc piano. There are as many world of
music as there are language of music.
Music is not notation, nor is music its theory.
ound is not
the set of qualities of music. A naive listener has the advantage
of letting music speak on its own ground or on its own terms, But we
are not naive listeners. We are already immersed in the thought
formed by our mother tongues. Only by a second for of being
naive can we have a purity of listening. We have to concentrate
and we have to be willing to suspend our own tongues and our own
beliefs.
Meidegger holds that the only way to get to the essential in
things, in this case, music, iS by letting them be or by letting
them show themselves. He holds that our being naive ought to consist
not so much for looking for particular things, but in excluding
as much as possible our preformed notions concerning things. We let
things speak for themselves. What is said here about music and
language relates to this thesis as well. We used to teach languages
in a backward way, a way which all too well emphasized our theoretical "metaphysics." We began· by first painfully teaching grammar
and theory and then applying it to a living language. Clearly,
this is not the way children learn. Today, we have cor~ectly begun
to re-invert the emphasis through our total immersion and other
techniques which begin by using a living or speaking language.
Living language comes before grammar, just as music precedes
musicttilogy. We begin by listening and playing by allowing ourselves
to be immersed in the sounds, to be commanded by them, to allow them
to flow over us and into us no matter how strange they might seem.
Music will speak but it will speak in many tongues and those
tongues will be ruch and give forth strange new sounds as well as
familiar old ones. To me, the best education is one which
emphasizes the multi-lingual, and such is true, whether in the
language, or in musical language. I will be naive and listen
to all voi.ces present.
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Tight, concise writing is usually associated with journalism, but many
literary artists have recognized the value. For example, we have the
nineteenth century romanticist, Robe-rt Southey. Ironically, he was
noted for writing that was more a result of perspiration than inspiration.
Yet, Southey stated " Words are like sunbeams; the more they are
compressed, the. deeper they burn."- Perhaps. in fairness to Southey, he
found himself compared and contrasted with Wo:rdsworth and Coleridge--with
the result that he was in company far too gifted for a fair. evaluation.
Goethe came out with the utterance that "Compression ·is the first sign
of the master."
The first step in learning to make lean and taut.sentences is to.recognize
redundancy. The phrases that follow can cert.ainly be: compressed, in nearly.
every instance:
"dead body"can be reduced to "corpse"
"the city of Boston"
to "Boston"
"start 'cff"
to "begin"
"the year of 1972" to "1972"
"lift up" to "raise"
"in a dying condition" to "dying"
"old adage" to proverb"
"the hour of midnight" to "midnight"
"winter months" to "winter"
"new recruits" to "recruits"
"large sized" to "large"

"made out of iron" to "iron"
" seemed to be" to "seemed"
"actual fact" to "fact"
"complete monopoly-" to "monopoly"
"two twins" to "twins"
"first cf all" to "first"
"in the meantime" to "now"
"Christmas Day" to "Christmas"
"each andevery man" to "each man"
"all men" to "men"
"close proximity" to "near"

Were we to analyze the larger phrases, we would be able.to advance some
reasons why they are longer than the product ~own for .each one·."·., We would
find that the longer phrasing could be more poetic, longer and flattering
in tone, more intellectual in tone, and, in some cas.es, · siinply the {l:arryover from earlier phrasing. Cert~inly, the lang~age tends. to be less
polluted when the verbal elements. are shorter.
The tendency to ·
exaggerate enters the picture. Since our language does not tend to
understatement, as is true of the English-English, we find our utterances
expanded to macrocosmic statements--such as in " first of all" or
"complete monopoly" or "super deluxe." Let us see how we can make
a report taut.
The reporter in the report which follows loaded his first sentence with
far too much loosely-written information.

2

Opener
"Pawtucket, Rhode Island," November 17, (UPI)-Ten Cleveland police patrolmen arrested. today after being accused by
a former policemen in a spree of burlgaries face lie detector tests in an
effort to clear themselves."
Revision
Ten Cleveland policemen were arrrested today and face lie detector tests
on charges of ~burglary.
Opener

The patrolmei. were questioned singly by Inspector Richard Jones·,and at least
three agreed to take the test."
Revision
This sentence had too many small details before the reader was given an
overview.
Therefore, that sentence was deleted.
Opener
Their accuser is William Marlowe, 40, an 11 year veteran
who was caught in a police trap the day before.

of the force

Revision
They were accused by William Marlowe, 40, a policemail wi1hll years service
who was trapped in a burglary and resigned.
(Note the directness of the revised sentence. In the next sentence, "nabbed"
is self-conscious slang. "A safe purposely left open" takes tight writing
to a jerky extreme. "Made Marlowe's hands glow" has less direct impact than
"glowed ·on Marlowe's hands." )
Opener
Marlowe was nabbed as he left a West Side Lumber company with $67 he had
taken from a safe purposely left open. The money had been dusted with
fluorescent_ powder which made Marlowe's hands glow under black light."
Revision
Marlowe was caught as he left a West Side lumber company with $ 67
he had taken from a safe which had been left open. The money had been
dusted with fluorescent powder which glowed on Marlowe's hands under
black light.

'

,,..,
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Opener
Before resigning from the force, Marlowe named ten fellow members of
the third platoon as having received money from the burglaries.
(Deleting the first five words is minor, but important; like "members of
the third platoon," t~ey offer information not essential to the story.)
Revision
Marlowe named
burglaries.

fellow policemen as having received money from several

Opener
_Marlowe said in fwo instances a 28-year old pat-rolman aided him twice
in hauling safes from storesand breaking them open with tools.stolen
from the yard.
Revision
He said a 28-year old patrolman aided him twice in hauling safes from
stores and breaking them open in a coal yard with tools stolen-from the
fuel company.
(In this revision, it was essential to indicate that the yard did not
own the tools).
Opener
Police were put on the patrolman's trail by Marlowe's patrol.car
partner who became suspicious of his activities that led to'entrapment
at the lumber yard where Marlowe admitted he has taken $ 480 in an earlier
burglary.
Revision
I

'

The case was broken when Marlowe's patrol car partner became suspicious;
that led to the trap at the lµmber yard. Marlowe admitted he had taken
$480 in an earlier burglary there.
(In the next sentence, "wholesale" is not only a trite overstatement
but also used long after the reader has evaluated the number for himself.)
'

Opener
The wholesale arrests led Mayor Ralph Lochner to order all available
personnel to be assigned to the case "to check out every lead 1:hproughly
and to handle the ~atter with toughness ~a.that the bad apples are
promptly removed', from the police departme.nt."

i
I

.J_,

4

( Off duty l'm" is awkward and redundant)
The patrolmen were arrested as they came off duty on the night shift.
Revision
The 10 were arrested as they came off the.night shift this morning.
(The· context in the next makes- i.t clear that Chief Story confronted the
10 accused in his' office)
P6lice Chief Frank Story confronted the 10 accused men with their accuser in
his office.
Revision
Police Chief Frank Story confronted them with their accuser in ··his office.
Opener
He read off the charges in a signed statement by Marlowe implicating them
in. 16 burglaries.since 1961 for a total of$ 2,500.
Revision
He read the charges from Marlowe.• s statement implicating them in 16
burAlaries since 1961, for a total of $ 2,500.
( Read off" was redundant)
Opener
Each man denied the charges and one of them shouted, as he was taken upstairs
to be booked," He's a damned liar." At least three agreed to lie detector
tests.
Revision
Each denied Marlowe's charges. One shouted, "He's a damned, liar." At least
three agreed to lie detector tests.
(The sentence beginning "But he said" is dangerous, a clear implication
the men are. guilty, which has not been proved.)

tha~

Opener
Story said," I am skeptical that we have enough evidence to charge these
men." But he said.he believed Marlowe was trying to make a clean breast
of the affair.
Revision
"I am skeptical that we have enough evidence to charge these men," Story said ..
Here, as we go through the statements, can ,be seen the value of a semantic
tautness and starkness in reporting th_e event(s).
I

I
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The question of words and their meanings is indeed a serious
one if we have in mind what is true in a verifiable and
concrete sense. We have language--carried through words-which reports, infers , and judges.
By "report," I take the position that the words stand for
some k~nd of experience which is verifiable at least sensorially.
By "inference," I refer to moving from the fact to the aspect
of·exper'lience not the fact, And, by "judgment," I refer.
to statements emotionally-charged with v:alue words: virtues or
vices; dyslogistic or eulogistic words.
·.
It is to be noted.that I have taken the position held and
stated by Hayakawa in his
"Reports, Inferences, and
Judgments," The problem comes in the case of each individual
listener or reader who must make a decision in terms of
what he hears over television and radio and what he reads
in the newspapers or magazines. Of course, the reader or
viewer of television not only sees but also hears. And, in
doing so, he reads television. For our part, let us look
at some of the language problems as derived from reading
the newspaper.· In this instance, The Lexington Herald, Vol. 102,
No. 207, dated Monday, October 2r,-1972.
Let us look at a first-page news item, with the caption:
"WAR ACTION CONTINUES DESPITE TALKS." We. note the harshness
of "despite." The "sp" tones are generally negative
when not followed by an "l."
The use of the present tense
(timeless tense) suggests a universal and continuing
meaning. Why "WAR" needs to be followed by "ACTION*' ·is
difficult to explain logically. It is true that any nounal
ending in /-ion/ with its (N-1) as a pure noun carries
quite an emotive wallop. 1 The caption of the article
by one Richard Pyle is followed by the following statements.
"The allied commands reported sustained U.S. bombing of
North Vietnam and ground action in the South as toplevel diplomatic consultations continued Sunday· on the subject
1
Where (N-1) is a pure noun to the left of the
subjtlct 1 direct object, or object of a preposition. The (
) =
"optional~"
the "-" = to the left of."

2

of peace."
We note the ha~shness and sharpness of "sustained" which reinforces the title word "CONTINUES." Here
the word appears to be used in the sense of carrying the mea~
ing ;that which is relentless, continuous, or neverceasing.
The phrase "top-level diplomatic consultations" stands in
stark contrast and in deliberate contrast to the phrasing
which indicates an.around-the-clock bombing. Then follows
the statement "continued Sunday." Here the tone
of "CONTINUES" and "sustained" is reinforced by the word
"continued," followed .by "Sunday.'! The use of "Sunday" is
not only factual, but slanted.
Cleverly, the writer has thrown into sharp contrast that
discussion continued"on Sunday on the subject of peace"
with the verbal insistence that we focus on an all-out
bombing while the talks themselves were going on.·
The word "subject" before "of peace" depersonalizes
"of peace" to the extent that one senses that the meanings
are to carry, among other impacts, the concept that our
v~ry high-level diplomats are talking not of something
desirable--peace-- but about it, as though it were some
vague abstraction on ponders.
Then w·e come to the continuing

lines:

"Al~hough fighting slackened S!)mewhat in the recentlyembattled regiQn just north of Saigon, senior commanders
said they saw no indications that the peace maneuverings
are in any way affecting battlefield events, and pre-·
dieted more efforts by elielfty forces at disruptive and
spectacular attacks around the capital. "

We note, when looking carefully, the term "peace maneuverings." The term "maneuver" itself suggests
a deliberative tone that is quite out of.keeping with
the noun "peace" which comes just before the verb used
as a nounal --"maneuverings." Whereas in "WAR ACTION"
we have a powerful redundancy or tautology, we have
what appears a contribution to antithesis in the
"peace maneuverings," for the first word is in opposition
to the second. However, by applying a vigorous word
associated with "war," the term "peace" followed by
"maneuverings" takes on the context which suggests that
the principles of war are being applied to peace, or
that the whole top-level discussion is itself a grand
irony, with "peace" as such but a verbal pawn.

' 3

Taking a little wider semantic view, we are told that
"senior commanders"--presumably ours--see no let up in
the enemy action just because there ·are high-level talks
. going on.
·
On the one hand, we have the top-level diplomats. On the
other hand, we have senior commanders. The language,then,
pushes discussion to· a level above the flesh-and'-blood
"
·concerns of the fighting soldier.
Here, Pyle is abstracting and , thus, depersonalizing.
There is the suggestion· made that it was expected that
the high-level maneuvering on peJlCe talks were not
having any effect on battlefield events/ What were the
maneuvers supposed to affect or to effect?
Would the ma~euvers-result in decrea~ed acti~n to
indicate a good faith in the sincerity of the toplevel discussions? Would the maneuvers, on the o.ther
hand, be such that each side would ·endeavor to gain
some advantage at the peace table by securing a tactical
battlefield victory?
After saying that indications showed that the
peace talks were not affecting battlefield events, Pyle,
then, reverses .himself through his statement:
'
" .•• and predicted more efforts by enemy forces
'at disruptive and spectacular attacks around the capital."
How are we to connect up the abortive peace-level
discussions and predictions of more spoiling
and firework-like attacks?
We then have the statement:. " A heavy rocket barrage
against the pig combined U.S. South Vietnamese air
base at Bien Hoa, JS miles northeast of Saigon, bore
out intelligence reports that had been obtained from
prisoners and other sources, officers said."
'

We are given the opening abrasive phras.ing ·" A heavy
rocket barrage against the big combined· U.S. South
Vietnamese base at Bien Hoa,"· whereby we are
offered the interpretation that not only the U.S. but
the South Vietnamese are the victims of war action
while the talks going on are fruitless. We are not
told what the "intelligence reports are." Here,
uniquely, the reporting is not slanted against one
side with respect to the other, but against both sides,
sides which are continuing, in their own way, hostile
action while depersonalized talks are going on.
From here on in to the end of the report, the facts
are quite concrete and specific. Nevertheless, the
entire report is subsumed against abstractions which
yield the inferences and implications that there is no
se~ious effort to stop the mechanics of war:
" .
. '
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Consider that language can be
lncltlve.

lntormatlve~

evaluatlve, and

The words are so organized as to Inform; they are so orga_nlzed
as to evaluate; and, they are so organized as to lnclte--or
to move to action or away from actlon.
For the purposes of this Issue, "Information" Is that stated
with no Intent other than to describe or relate. The
.
Intent Is to be derived from the words whose tactual nature
rest on some verification, sens~rlally.
Ideally, Information
Involves having In the minds of the readers or listeners that
which was In terms of the words within the scope and scan
of the writer or speaker.
By "evaluation," the mearilng to be carried here Is that some
Judgment.ls made of an appralslve nature. Virtues and vices
or euloglstlc or dysloglstlc terms are normally used In
making evaluations. One would .expect to f.lnd such terms
as the fol !owing In evaluation:
terrlble
brutal
kind
good
generous
·vicious

nasty
lousy
stupid
Idiotic
fr I ghten.I ng
fleecy

notorious
famous
cautious
da r Ing
squeamish
self!sh

Then, too, nouns are also placed In the evaluative class:
''Waterloo," " Hitler," " Jim Brown," ''Queen," among hosts
of .others--and al I because of their associations In the
al!us!ve sense--elther posltlvely or neg~tlvely. Then,
we have the ''lncltlve" statement.
Here, there ls an attempt to move one to action. Some step
ls to be taken, or not to be taken. Someone Is addressed,
exp!lc!tly or Imp! lcltly. The whole range of readers may
be addressed. One specific lndlvldual must be addressed-al I with respect to having some action or Inaction come
Into play,
·
When the writing or speaking Is well-organized, we can
tell where communfcatlon starts and ends, where expresslvene~s endsi and where Judgment begins ~nd ends.

2

A well-written editorial should have elements of each-communication, expression, and communion-- to be effective.
There Is an editorial from the Lexington Herald , Vol. 102,
/
Number 108, dated October 24, 1972--Tuesday.
The editorial entitled "Getting Tough," reads as fol lows:
lhe Kentucky Racln~ Commission demonstrated toughness
In handing out penalties for four persons Involved
In the 10th race at Churchill Downs last Derby Day.
It ls a welcome development and we urge the
commission to .continue In thls-d-1-r.ectlon.
The licenses of two owners and a trainer were revoked
for the rest of the year. And a ten-day suspension
was given the Jockey who rode Postal Mllargo,
winner of the 10th race.
The penalties take on added meaning since Kentucky has
a reciprocity agreement with al I other racing
states.
Two of the men, Including the Jockey, were penalized
for giving conflicting testimony at two public hearings-held July 6 and September 7. The others were penalized
for their curious handling of a lease arrangement
involving Postal Mllar~o.
Maybe this commendable action means that the
commission is now going to tighten' up Its .enforcement
program.· It Is needed~ We have been critical of the
commission In the past for Its lax attitude.
A few suspensions and license revocations ought to get
across the -c·l ea·r --message·· that· the comm I ss I on· means
business, that It will not tolerate questionable
racing practices that reflect on the Integrity of a
sport which means so much to Kentucky.
Unfortunately, the commission did not throw any light
on the unusual betting pattern that e~lsted In the
10th race, however. An overwhelming 69% of the
money wagered on Postal Ml largo to win was through the
$50 -windows. Left unexplained Is whether or not the
race was actua I I y f I xed.

-

Let us consider the gross structure, at least, of the editorial
Insofar as commumlcatlon, expression, and ~ncltlveness are
concerned.

•
3

Let us make columns, one each for the communicative statement,
the expressive sta_tement, and the lncltlve statement.
"
Communicative

Expressive

lncltlve

The Kentucky Racing
Commlssslon •••• ·
handing out penalties
for four persons
•• ;-I Oth race· at
Churchill Downs last
Derby Day.

demonstrated
toughness

we urge the
commission to
continue •••

The licenses.:.
winner of the 10th
race.
Two of the men •••
lnvolvlng Postal
M1111rgo.

welcome development
take on added meaning
curious hand 11.ng
commendable action
lax attitude

It Is needed.

It Is needed.
The commission
did not thrown
any 11 ght
••• 10th race,

Is now going
to tighten· up
Its enforcement
program.

••• ought to get
across the clear message

commission
means business

however,
reflect on the

wl I I not tolerate
questlonable
hactngpractlces

J ntegr-:1

ty--of--ttr~-

s·p=7rT - --

--

-- --

Unfortunately
overwhelmlng 69%
•• race was actually
fixed
It ls clear that there ls much expressive writing, or
quite a few appralsal statements. The lncltlve or action
statements are not as clearly-stated as one would wish. However,
the point Is not that we are going to pass judgment on
this particular edltorlal as to evenness of quality. The point
Is that we have a technique for assessing the weight of total
statements In terms of three elements: the Information, the
expression, and the exhortation to action.
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Some kind of psychology or some kind of literary criticism is
always involved when anyone .talks about passions, emotions,
and attitudes. Eventually and essentially, we come to words when
we want to articulate the problems that are attitudinal
or
volitional. Today, we are more likely to talk about attitudes
and emotions than we are to talk about passion or the passions.
Yet, literary critics have some predisposition toward the term
"passionate" with respect to ascribing it to some attribute(s)
of a literary figure or some literary work.
·
However, let us get rather basic about one point. Whether we talk
about a passion or an emotion, each does not exist in a vacuum,
No emotion or passion ever starts up in the mind without some
good reason or cause.
I do not love; I· love a person, thing, or experience. I do not
resent, but resent something or someone. Generally, I do not
pity, but pity some person or lesser animal. We love what· is
pleasing to us; we hate what is displeasing to us. Somehow, we
have to have an antecedent for this love or for this hate.
While all this may be true, we need to consider that what is
agreeable to me may not be agreeable to you. At the same time,
however, although the singularity of the event may be a
matter
of love for me and one of hate to you, the statement, generally,
is true. For unless we are in the area of indifference, we
either move toward love or toward its antithesis, hate.
We need not stay with "love" as such, for its definiti6n 0 alone,
is a tough·task--and such would also be the case for hate. But
if we desire to say that perception. of external objects will
occasion pleasant or painful emotions, we can concern ourselves
with the meanings carried by "painful" or by "pleasant" and come
up with a reasonable range of agreement. Unless we desi.re to
make out the case for masochism or for sadism, we will .assume that
the majority of those readingthis article will consider pleasant
emotions as those which move us to desire a repetition of
experience with them, and"painful " emotions will be those which
will make us desire no further acquaintance..with them.
When we see a gently-flowing river, a well-kept garden, an act
of kindness, or a brilliantly-colored landscape, we are likely
to have pleasant emotions evoked, A rusted-out automobile,
a dirty lawn, a half-starved lad, or a vicious act are likely
to evoke unpleasant emotions.

., - ..
z
Without going into a philosophical consideration of the matter
as to whether we have built-in categories which make gentlyflowing rivers pleasant and rusted-out cars unpleasant, let us
say that the i::-:iro.:perties or qualities of .the external object
perceived raise the emotions, or evoke the emotions. Now, if the
external properties that we apprehend, for example, as
gentle, towering, and sunny are pleasant , then internal
properties such as wit, mildness, sympathy, courage, or
generosity are likewise pleasant.
Can we go so far as to say that when we perceive these
qwlities in others, we instantaneously feel pleasant emotions,
and do so without the slightest need to consider, reflect, or _
ponder? If so, it is almost unnecessary to add that when we perceive just the opposite qualities--such as dullness, stupidity,
inhumanity, or cowardice-- we register painful emotions.
Living beings affect us by their actions: that which is graceful,
skillful, or dignified seems to evoke the pleasant emotions.
But we now · run into a problem or so. We have a problem with
motive or intent. We cannot, as such, see the intention.We can
not see, immediately, the whyness of the act. ' ·
1.
I see someone patting someone else on the back, but I can make
out nothing significant unless I know why the pat on the back
was given. If it is given to encourage a noble act or a decent
act for an individual, then this action pleases me , arousing the
pleasant emotions. If I find that the pat on the back was given
to encourage a bully, to abet some evil act, or to condone·
some piece of villainy, then I have evoked my unpleasant
emotions. The actions are, then, from this point of view,
qualified by the intention, not by the event. It is said that
if the act is well-intended we should have pleasure, whatever
the event may be, or whatever the result. What I am really
saying, in hewing to a traditional view or statement as to
emotions and pleasure and intent, is that human actions are
seen as right or wrong, and that perception qualifies the
pleasure or pain resulting from them.
Emotions are evoked in
actions of others, but
feeling(s). If I see a
painful emotions. If I
are also ev'oked deeply

us , not only by the qualities and
also by the others' expressions of
man in pain, I am also filled with
see him in pleasure and joy, such emotions
in me.

Then, an agreeable or painful object recalled is also the
time of the evoking of unpleasant or painful emotions.

What has been said thus faT reflects the views of Lord Kames
on Elements of Criticism.
It is interesting to
note that
his book, written in 1873, defines terms in his preliminary
treatment of literary criticism for the emotions and passions,
and does so to the extent of some one hundred pages. Without
commenting on his correctness in terms of what he asserted
as right.or wrong, or as sound literary criticism, or poor
literary criticism, it is vital to note that he made every effort
to indicate the initial position taken. He attempted to
establish a careful frame of reference for his assertions.
Whether his work with "emotions" and'J>'assions" is good work, or
not, he ~ade every effort to highlight his definitive_pattern
with examples and illustrations.
Few writers make such
efforts at this time, but more writers are making more efforts
than was the case some twenty or thirty years ago. While his
dastinctions made with respect to the differences between
"emotions" and "passions" have been attacked, the distinctions
were made. Thus the reader, handlingJ the book, is not faced with
too high a level of abstraction.
In the distinctions between "emotions" and "passions," Kames,
in his book, has an emotion + desire equal to a passion.
When the desire is fulfilled, the passion "is gratified."
If there is no desire, there is no passion.
Kames tried to take care of all cases within the framework
of his thesis on emotions and passions. He realized that
some events-- fortunate or unfortunate-- were· the results of
accident. They were not foreseen. They were not thought of.
Therefore they could not be the object of desire. Then he admitted that these accidents do arouse an emotion not qualitatively
different from the emotions coming when the event is not
accidental. Of course, in the light of modern psychology and
that"there can
modern aesthetics, he had .a problem. He said
be no· gratification where there is no desire ... Then, Kames,
understandably enough, tried to extricate himself from the
position of indifference or accident :
We have not, however, far to seek a
cause: it is involved in the nature
of man, that he cannot be indifferent
to an event that concerns him or any
of his connections; if it be fortunate,
it gives joy; if unfortunate, it gives
him
sorrow.
*
His solution, in the lines of his work, is that events may be
indifferent, but man's view of them cannot be. Following
this passage, Kames tried to account for the pleasure that
attends a gratified desire to be rid of physical pain, itself.
Kames struggled to work around the problem through asserting
that the cessation of pain is not of itself pleasure, only
that the nature of man is so fixed that he is happy when
he has no pain. He is unhappy when he cannot enjoy himself.
The interest here is primarily semantic and methodological. Apart
from an interest in Kames' historic book cited, the attempts to
define and to work within the definition are interesting and
informative.

* Lord Henry Homes of Kanes, Elements of Criticism, Editor,
James R. Boyd, D.D., New York, A.S. Barnes & Co., 1873, 486 pp.,
• 0
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Number 14
When we talk about "usage,'' we have an ahstraction on too high
a ladder for communication. We need to make its meaning carried
more specific.
First, we are going to eliminate, for this time and place /
"US)age" _in an oral sense. We ar e going to talk about usage
as described in its prescriptive written form(s), We will
further limit the term to carry the meaning of "the better
of two forms~ or"the best of two forms £or carrying a more
effective for!!\ of meaning." For example, we would say·.that
using the_ gerund rather than the infinitive is the better usage
when action or dynamism in verbal utterance is preferred.
We would say that good usage demands that we tell the difference
between going into a matter in more detail and indicating going
a greater distance, in the phys~cal sense: for that reason we
do distinguish greater depth of discussion through using
"further• and more distance traveled or considered through
using " ... f.ar.tb-er."
One would su~pose that we could coin the term "standard usage''
to indicate that considered correct by a certain educational
level, arbitrarily set out by some group of people and
"s~hstandard" to indicate a level of 'u'S'.a<fe not up to the
standard form set out, Thus, we can have two interpretations
of "usage" going along: the more or most effective form of
usage--a somewhat rhetorical definition-- for a purpose in mind
as the first, and a second view of usage as that standard
prescribed for- th.e particular educational level at hand.;
An example of "substandard" usage could be the use of
11

if 11 instead of

11

whether 11 and

the

employment of "ain't.

11

Of co~se, the number(s) of errors included under "usage" does
vary with the text(s) used. It is certain, however, that
we do reach a 9ertain educational level where we insist
on discriminating for better meaning carriers, We wish to
know, for example, how to tell the difference between taking
a negative view toward a problem and having no interest at
all in the problem: thus, we force consideration of
•
0
diainterasted · 11 and "unintere'sted."
Now, when we come to

'usage,

1

11

we are in the area of

11

function.

11

The very linking of function with usage does indicate a
certain variation or flexibility. For while we usually have but
one structure, we are faced with several functions. Words, themselves, have the habit of proving thi£ .·The current set of
meanings carried by "meaning" includes some eleven different
meanings.

In defining words and in distinguishing between different
shades of meaning, we sometimes stumble upon a notion that
is not expressed by any single English word. Such notions
have no names and may be called '' anonyms." Differences of
meaning "spring from differences of degree in the same quality•
The authors set up the following table:
Excess
Defect
Rashness
Servility
Fickleness
Loquacity
Ambition

Bravery
Humility
Versatility
Frankness
~roper it.ml:.iti6n

Cowardice
Pride
Obstinacy
Reserve
Unambition

It has been commented upon in nearly every generation's concern
with usage that we tend, as Anglo-Saxons, at least, to deal with
tli.e opposites. Her~. we find that·· the authors made some att·empt
to establish a middle or restraining point. Then 1 the authors
moved to consideration of "Classification of Words,''
For that time, some concern was paid to the usage or use of
the notions such as ''time, 11 11 space, 11 ''action,'' ''quantity,''
''boundary,n 11 motion, 11 11 thought, 11 ''speech,'' ''mind 1 ''
"body, 11 and 0 substance."

Under time,
we want words to apply to occurrences that are
simultaneous, contemporary, tempora+y 1 . momentary, eternal 1
premature, seasonable, ancient, or medieval. T.ihen
there was
a real effort for establishing usage for motion.
There is that which causes motion (force), motion forward (progress),
backward (retrogression) , upward (elevation) , downward (depression) ,
step by step (gradation), the rate of motion (velocity), increased
motion (acceleration), diminished (retardation), the tendency
of anything to cause motion in another thing toward itself
(attraction), the sudden communication of motion (impulse),
motion of destruction (disjunction), motion resulting in impact
(collision), hasty and inconsiderate motion (precipitation), the
tendency to move downward (gravitation), motion increasing the
space occupied (extension), motion diminishing it (compres~ion,
contraction), motion recovering the original bulk (elasticity),
among several other elements of motion. Then there is a treatment ~f
"Think, itself, and prescribed usage;•
Think: How? Deeply (meditate, muse, reflect) 1 sadly (brood, mope),
quickly (quick-thoughted), slowly (dull), rightly (sensible), ·
logically (reasonable), with tact (judicious}.
This classification goes on in the same way with when? where?
Of what? The same technique is employed with such terms as
11

Anger,

11

Surprise,''and other emotions.

The concern of the authors--and the time, presumably-- is
with the usage inferred by the examples given.
It is interesting
to note, however, that where the American tendency is to handle
usage through subdividing the standard, the English view of usage
is more slanted to subdividing the object--asking"for what
purp6se.'' Usage for the 1890's, at least, was a more rhetorical
business than now.

In a rather remarkable ~ook English Lessons for English People,
by The Rev. Edwin Abbott and by J,R Seeley, Boston~ Roberts
Brothers, 1891, xxiv, 304 pp.,,
the authors place the •
content into fou~· divisions, or parts,
Parts II and III
carry the usage statements.
Separate items are called:
~

~·

.

Poetic, ,DJ:e-ti•on
"
The Elevated Style
Grotesqueness
Tameness~, Bathos
Misapplication of Elevated
Style
Pedantry
Deficiency of Grace
The Forcible Style
coarseness

The Want of Force
The Simple Style
Childishness
'!hen

The Diction of Prose
Impassioned Prose
Exceptional Poetic Prose
Speech Guide to Prose
Difference Between Speech and Prose
writing Mor~ exact than speebh
Writing Less Brief Than Speech
Slang
Technical Slang
Fine Writing
Patch-work
Obscurity
Appropriate Rhythm

we have errors in rea·soning, and they are placed

under"usflge~

Sources of Error
I. Prejudice
II Malobservation
III False Induction
IV Confusion
V
False Ratiocination
Each item is included under usage, Several examples of
each kind is given. The rather formidable group of subclasses
under each item in~icates
that smme substantial degree of
memorization was implied. The terseness reminds one of
the marshalling of the evidence for geometrical propositions.
However, it is important to note that every effort was made
to indicate the need for simple, concise prose.
One of the main difficulties is that of trying to give one
specific meaning for one specific statement. The authors
decided that "words should be defined by usage.'' They
proceeded by settling out·.".t:wo. c·olu1Us.: ;".!irouP"."<?>f. Synonyms"
and "Word to Be Defin•d." We find such result as the following:
Group of Synonyms

Word to Be Defined

Total, whole, entire
Bravery, courage, gallantry
Aware
Un-natural, non-natural
Religious, holy
Intelligent, clever, sensible
The list must go on, nearly

Complete
Fortitude
conscious
Super-natural
Pious
Wise
endlessly.
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"The Language of Mathematics

Part I:

15 The word ''door" is not the door.
The word ''John' is
not my friend. The word "six" is not the number. The word
11

angern is not the emotion.

The '1.1/ord

can

never be

t....."le

thing, idea, event, institGtion, or person.
The word is
not the referent.In fact, it is doubtful that such
1
abstractions as
'goodness, 11 'ikindness, 1' 11 anger, 1' ''joy, 11
and other such terms have referents.
Yet, in this society, at least, we are bound with words,
and we are bound by words. What we do is done, and done well
or badly,with words or through words.
What we do with the
mathematics mostd us know as· "mathematics" is done
mainly through words and through graphic representations
of the numbers.
We always have to face the fact that words carry more than
one meaning, and that can be troublesome in science. We can
also digest the fact that we have more than one word to
designate a thing. We are happiest, however, in science
when terms carry as little ambiguity as possible.
It may be that we do much better with the graphic
representations of words, signs, and symbols in mathematics
than we do with the sounds.
The word "one" and
the designation of"Bne" by "l" is easier to handle than the
sound that can be interpreted as

'one'' or

1

11

won.

11

It is true that we do manage our words in mathematics
reasonably well when we state or describe rather than when
we interpret or explain. Once we enter the field(s) of
word problems'' and onoe we start explaining why things .nre
thus and so in the worlds of mathematics, we have trouble.
We really have to define rather carefully, and people do
not like careful definition. When we consider that we can
define ''definition'' but poorly, and when we consider that
the poor definition of "definition'' is best accomplished
through twenty-five usagie_ of showing"definition,'' we
ought to pause and pity the student or other individual
striving to make sense of mathematics.
It is ironical that many of us give up and go to the thorny
if sweet rose garden of literature, with its hopeless mass
--if not mess-- of amibguities, leaving the relatively
more orderly fields of science and mathematics misunderstood.
Without being unkind, it would seem that the flight to
literature might well be based ~n the ground: that no one
really expects order and sense out of literature, or that,
more kindly, when feeling and thinking are mixed, the
aesthetic rewards are greater than the concurrent or attendant
---.L.!-
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On the whole, we do not do well with mathematics. Despite
the fact that the youngsters start out with some clearly
defined ideas of "more'' or

11

less''--as witness their

reactions to candy, applesauce, spinach, or orange juice-the trouble appears to set in when they are finally asked to
deter~ine

11

how much more'' or '~ow much less.''

On an individual basis, we intuit very well, even mathematically
speaking. Either that or our bio-physical makeup, in concord
with our bio-psychical makeup,lets us know when we have enough,
when we have· too much, or when we want more. Even if emotions
in the light of ~like" or ''do not like" are mixed with
the matter of taste and with the further matter of capacity,
individually, we can determine the aspects of "enough,"
11

more,

1
'

and ''less.'

1

It would appear, however, that we need to lapse into
seriousness. Thus, we will admit that with large numbers
of people and with large numbers and with very small numbers,
we need to rely on more than the emotions and on more than
taste and capacity. Thus, we are faced with rather stern
and complicated measurements of trying to find out how much
more or how much less. In a sneaky sort of way--even if a
sound way-- we could say that the number "182" simply
represents how much more !'182'' is than ''l", or any other

number we choose by comparison.
But, somewhere along the route, we have addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division. We have square root. We have
cube roots. We square and cube numbers.
We have ratio
and proportion. We have short division,and we have long
division.

Then we have trigonometry in addition to arithmetic. We
have geometry--solid and plane. We have sets, ind we have
logic--and, strangely enough, some of us understand what
it is all about.
While I do not want to labor the point as to whether we
can in any way represent or teach arithmetic, algebra, or
geometry correctly when we use words, I will suggest that
nearly all of us are, very much involved with words when
we come to teach, to understand, or to use mathematics.
Perhaps some of our problems come when we have to master
the processes or directions in adding, subtra.cting, multiplying,
or dividing. Ask the next ten people you meet ,to explain
precisely what is meant by 11 addition, 1' 'by
''by multiplication,'' and
by '!divisbn.''

''subtraction,'1

Now, I think that I know how to add, how to subtract , how
to multiply, and how to divide. I think so, although the
past has some records of e·rrors or misdirections on my part.
sut it may well be possible that I cannot define these terms.
I know how to do the operations, but I do not understand the
operations. Therefore, it may be that I am doi~g poorly when I
should he doing better.
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I suppose that in talking about the language of mathematics,
I need to point out that we must talk about the language
of the ''New Math." Now, we know, or ought to know, that
we are more likely to chat about the speed of the jet than
about the speed of the old if noble dobbin.
We replace
nags with automobiles in terms of time-rate- and
distance problems. No~ there is .certainlv a generation gap
between the adults and their children when it comes to
concepts in mathematics and when it comes to the Ringuistic
representation of these new concepts.
It so happens that mother and father cannot often help little
Archie with his arithmetic or other kinds of mathematics.
If little Archie happens to be in the far-too-many systems
where the curriculum in mathematics has not changed over
the past ten years, Archie, himself, will be completely lost
when he comes in contact with other students his own age in
systems where the curriculum has necessarily changed.
It is not that mother and father are that dull. In fact, in
many cases their intelligenreapproaches that of their children,
a possibility seldom entertained by today's young geniuses.
But, in all seriousness, .Itlother cannot help her child very
often these days. The concepts are different;
the ranges of
very large numbers and very smaller have increased1 and, then,
there are just too many new terms, completely out of
the range of evenfue most intelligent mothers-- and fath~rs.
More often than not, therefore,mother and father simply do
not understand what their youngster is talking about when
he asks for help in mathematics.
Is i t that this new
mathematics has such entirely different subject matter
than was true of their time? No, not really. Much by the
way of mathematics has been developed within the past
two decades or so,
But there are many, many concepts
which were well known and equally well-mastered by the
parents of today's children. It is strange to the adults
today because of different organization, different
arrangement, different and more precise language, and different
kinds of symbols.
Parents are baffled, however, mainly
by the symbols and by the use of logic.
Many parents, logically-enough, yearn for a return to the
language of rote ~nd drill. They did much of what they had to
do through learning arithmetical processes
and arithmetical
facts by memory. It was drilled in. The parents are being
used hardly and severely by children who cannot understand their
parents' inability to shift from rote mastery to an insight into
what mathematicians today like to call " precise logical
structures of aesthetically-ple~sing patterns," patterns which
can be naiscovered.

11

The next few articles will be direbted along the lines of
the language
coasidered appropriate far the new patterns.
We might state, in conclusion, that the teacher on the
elementary grade, fresh from the ambiguities of social
studies and English language arts finds this language of
mathematics quite a challenge to handle in teaching,

I
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"The Language of Mathematics: Part II"
We cannot undertake to handle every aspect of arithmetic
in one or two articles, We pick certain hiqh spots to
point out processes and their linguistic support or
representation.

We can remember, for example, Masterinq

facts for different numbers, We mav have made up tables for
all numbers up to ten in addition, multiplication, and
subtraction, at
least. Now, the trend is to let students
make their own tables, Through making their own tables,
presumably they engage in a higher order of intellectual
speculation than obtains through memorizing let us say,
11

the facts of addition.;'

Lot us suppose that we have
two rows of objects surrounded
by a circle, or within a circle. Lot us suppose that the
two rows, horizontally ordered, have three bells in the
top line and four bells in the bottom line. This
might suggest that
3 + 4 will be 7. Now, such is the case.
But in modern mathematics, as in the more traditional
mathematics, there is a grave problem.
If the child suggests
that three bells plus 4 bells is equal to 7, he is in bad
shape. It would be sounder to reason as follows and to ensure
that the language is appfopriate to the direction or thrust
of the reasoning.
There are three of those bells in the first line.
There are four of those pells in the second line.
Row, before we can reach the concept that 3 + 4 = 7 1 it
is essential that "there are" and "of those bells'' must
be linguistically eliminated.
The child must understand,
then, that"three bells plus four bells will make seven
bells."Then enough linguistic work should be devoted to
showing that
"of those bells" when eliminated will bring
us to the point where 3 + 4 = 7. Thus, in order to distinguish
between 3+ 4= 7 and''three bells plus four bells as equal
to seven bells,"the two steps should always be taken, moving
to the abstract 3 + 4 = 7 from the p~ior"three bells plus four
bells equal to seven bells.•• After the student works with
stars, coins, pencils, and other objects, he can make a table,
somewhat like the one that follows, However, it is important
that he knows the difference between the table and the
objects in the circle. ·In one he is dealing with .~jects, in
the other with numbers that are not attached to objects.
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Now, let me repeat! It is important not so much that the
teacher understands the difference between 3 + 4 = 7 and
three hells plus four bells e~ual to seven bells as that
the student understands. The t~acber must ensure that the
student does understand. There 'is the greatest difference
possible between counting objects and adding numbers.

+

0

1

2

3

4

5

Evelyn Rosenthal points out,in Understanding New Mathematics
Fawcett, Greenwich, 1965 / that
the class summary from
the inductive additions ·will'lead to· tables that the child
can then use as

the arena for discovering facts,

Of course,

he is guided somewhat in making his discoveries. He forms
his own.
definition$ and, hopefully, he does so in terms
precise enough for him to guide himself accurately on each
.occasion.
Rosenthal does not point out--as perhaps she should
have pointed out~-that discovery is one thing. Formulating
the verbalizations indicating a move from the concrnte to the
abstract level is anothRr matter, and a vital one.
I

But, from such tables, the child can nnd•rstand what is
called the ''commutative

11

nature in or of addit·ion. For example,

the child, if diligent enough, can discover that there are
6 S's. Each must have a name.
we have ''O+S,'' 11 1+4, 1' V2+3, 11

1
'

Thus--and precisely-3 + 2, 11 11 4+1, 11 and 11 5 + 0.

1
'

Each of the 6 S's has• a different graphic representation and
a different linguistic title.
Rosenthal, being more of a
mathematician than a linguist, would make her excellent case
even stronger were she to insist on listening careful to
the different syntax or morphology in entitling each of
tho names

for

11

five

11

or '1 5.' 1

Then, she points out that changing an odd number by l will
result in an even number; changing an odd number by 2 gives
an odd number. All these facts are readily discernible. Then,
however, we are left with the need to arrive at an understanding
of addition through some definition, and we need to ensure that
the child does understnnd what is meant by

iodd 11

1

and

11

even.

11

Now, how would we work through language to represent that
understanding or to point to such an understanding as having
come about?

"The Language
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Language-wise, how does one dcfine 11 even?': 11 odd?

1
'

Let us

suppose that we talk about ''divide!" Then we have to define
''divide~

and we have to define

11

odd'' and

11

even'' in such

a way that nothing is left over for "even.''
Now, let us suppose that we are near despair, but we still would
like to deal with the situation 6~ that which is ''odd" or
11

even.

11

I put two sticks together. I toss one to the left and one to
the right, or I toss one up and the other down. I then say
··even."I take four sticks: I toss one to the left, the second
to the right, the third to the left and the fourth to the
right. I then ~11 "even." I do that with six sticks, eight
sticks, and so forth, each time calling out even.
I then put one stick in the circle. I throw the stick to the
left. I then look, and find there is no stick to put to the
right. I then cry out, in anguish, "odd," I do that with
three sticks, five sticks, seven sticks, and so on.
Apparently,
I will reach a certain conclusion about that which is''odd "
and that which is''even." I conclude that when I separate
the sticks by moving them to the left and to the right
alternately and have one on each occasion for the right hand
to toss

away,

I

come out

11

even.

1
'

BY a

similar form of reasoning

based on finding
a point over time when there is nothing left
for the right hand to throw away, I come out "odd."
Of course,
I say nothing at this point about the fact that some sticks
could be longer or heavier than others. They could be straight,
balanced, or some other condition, However, I seem to have
staggered into some

11

concept about

odd 11 or ''even.''

Suppose, however, that some bright young rascal finds that
he has a stick "for his· 1~£t b~nd and none for his right hand.
He then takes the stick left for his
left hand and breaks
it so that there is a piece left for his ·right hand.
Hopefully, something like lhe following happens. He / the young
rascal, will count what has been tossed aside by the left
hand and that which has been tossed aside by the right hand.
I discover after breaking the final stick in two,that I have
something left for the right hand, that there are on the left
--let us say-- three whole sticks and part of a stick; on the
right,there are three whole sticks and part of a stick.
Thus,
we arc "even.'' But I have not yet verbalized this matter of
even or of ''even-ness.''

Thus,

when

in such a precise

area as mathematics, verhalization is difficult. It may be
easier to go to Social Studies or to Literature. Further, we
have not avoided the problem of separating sticks evenly and
separating the number "6'' into two even parts.
Numerically,
we may ~e"even"when we have three sticks to the left and three
sticks to the right. Now, how do we move to the matter of
determining evenness when we want

to get two ''3's1'' Perhaps

we cancel out , as in 3 sticks + 3 sticks. We then have
3 + 3 ~ 6. Then some bright yaung thing--not this writer-comes along and wants to cancel out the ''3's'' as well!
When we ''divide ''--define that-- and have nothing left over, we
are

''even.'' Otherwise,

over.

11

we are

1

'odd.

11

Now, define

''nothing left

\.
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"Communication and Tommy Wilhelm"

Observations

The pages which follow represent an attempt to use a
sociolinguistical approach to language. If we take the overview that Sociology deals with man and his · associations
with the institutions he has created,·and by which he is
involuntarily"invblved thereafter, then we must also deal
with the language elements involved in his interrelationships
between himself and his institutions.
Institutions, of all kinds, are clothed with linguistical
symbols, as with all other kinds of symbols. As long as these
symbols are operative e.nd relevant to those who 'belong
to the different institutions, the institutions manage to
stay ;;healthy.'' A mere matter of observation will reveal
that those who attempt to alter the course of an institution
change the symbols or kill the symbols supporting the
institutions. No institution can survive in an unaltered form
when its sylbols are markedly altered . Since institutions do
show a strong sense of preservation, while taking different
forms or directions, it would appear that symbols which
are stripped away are replaced by other symbols. If the
symbols stripped away have no mee.ning to a·.continuing
institution, it is possible that the institution may well
thrive without their being replaced. However, on the whole,
institutions losing symbols must have them replaced. Otherwise,
the institution will die,
There is the strong possibility that the same symbols will
remain but they may be given opposite meanings. Giradoux
was quite happy to take plays, for r;xample,
treated with
traditional myt'.:ls and structure the subject matter so that
the recreated plays would have reverse or inverse meanings.
In our own time, taking the colors of the flag and using them
in footwear and as footwear change· the traditional symbolism
inherent in the red, white, and blue to other values, values
more horizontally structured than vertically structured.
Using idiom in such a way as to hand down meanings carried
in contradistinction to those traditionally carried represent
a sociolinguistical phenomenon. Such terms as "busted,"
"stoned," and "cool it" represents some of the modern
alteration of linguistical symbols. To those of us who are
somewhat irked at this asserted "pollution of the language,
those seeking change may well urge that they have little other
recourse than that of changing the meanings of words.
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They are born into a world of language which changes.However,
the changes are more
surface-appearing than deep and
significant. The dictionary pretty well controls the words
carrying ranges of meaning for nearly all indlviduals. Since
creating a whole new set of terms for a philosophy· which is
anti-establishment
is difficult if not impossible on the
spur of the moment, then those seeking to alter the symbols
that are linguistically-oriented must give different meanings
to words already established.
These meanings are already
established permanently through our major institutions,
and they are already pretty much a part of the speaking
lore of nearly all individuals. Thus, the plight of those
seeking to coin a new language to shatter the operation
of existing and dynamic institutions is far from a happy one.
To make any marked effect on the operation.of institutions
through linguistical symbols, those desiring to change the
direction of the institutions would have to effe6t linguistic
change in the public utterances clothing ~he institutions.
They would have to confuse the language field of those
leaders or followers actively engaged in the institutions.
It can be seen, for example, that changing the language of
the law would not be an easy matter. Those ~ttempting to
change the course of the law or those attempting to make
a change in the language of the law are having a very difficult
time.
The more successful thrust of those attl'n;ipting to change
the course of the law comes in attacking the forms of procedure
through which the judges have regulated the operations of
proceedings. The more dramatic, if not successful attacks,
have focused on the law(s) of contempt. These laws have
been operative in two main directions. First, they have operated
to control or to const1•ain physical actions before the law
courts. They have also operated so as to control the use of
language in certain ways before the courts. The alteration
of linguistical symbols have been more successful, perhaps,
in social enginaering
operations outside the law itself.
'.!here have been such chanzes as using "custodian" for
''janitor," "welfare'' for "charity," and '-'exceptional"
for " slow." It· might br' noted that the major changes have
occurred in terms used for welfare and for education
in their various operations.
It will be profitable to the
reader to take any twenty-five or thirty terms used
by major institutions some few years ago and compare and contrast
them with terms used today, or to discover whether the terms
used then carry the same meanings today. Of course, it must
be pointed out that the observations made thus far are not
to be taken as indicating that all fresh terms are used to
distort, undermine, or to make incomprehensible terms that
have been traditionally used. It must be ·understood that
the language needs to be continually refreshed for many
reasons, nearly all of them positive. Again, this article
does not intend to yield a tone that is either plus or minus
as to word alternation for institutions. The ·at:tempt_, primarily,
is that along the lines of description.

"Communication and ToJTu11y Wilhelm''
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In the special case of the , existentialist, th<ere has been
a continual set of frustrations. The' existentialis~,funda
mentally opposed to words carrying meanings of certitude
or absolutism , would like to use words of an essentialistic
nature. He is, according to ;his tenets, fundamentally
in favor of process, rather than of completion. He would like
to use his statements tentatively or relatively,
For example, he favors the use of the /-ing/ form of the
verb in its progressive sense. He would rather B~y
"is choosing? rather than"chooses ."The interested reader
might well profit from reading, from a language point of
view, all of the playsby Albee ,all of the novels of
Henry Green and Saul Bellow, and, specifically, William
Wirtz.' A Passage of Hawks.
Now, Clarkson' s short treatment i;Communication and
Tommy Wilhelm" is an effort directed along socioloinguistical
lines.
Wilhelm is a major character in Saul Bellow's
Seize the Day. Like virtually all of Bellow's works, '·this
novel contains stronF, existential notes.

•**********
"Com.'lluni cations and 'l'ommy Wilhelm "
Tommy Wilhell!l, protagonist in Saul Bellow's novel Seize
the Day, has difficulty in communicating wj_th three major
institutions: his father, the worlds of business, and his
wife. Many of these problems are involved with language
difficulties. Ironically, his communication difficulty
most often arises as he attempts to express to one institution
his communication problems with another institution. Wilhelm
is best understood by his institutions as he confronts them
linguistically and paralinguistically. Ironically, Wilhelm
considers himself quit.:, adroit at concealing any paralinguistic
expressions he might have. His greatest communications success
is with himself, yet "after much thought and hesitation
and debate, he invariably took the course he had rejected
innumerable times."
But he insisted on or enjoyed, or
suffered through agonies of choosing and rejecting all through
his passing moments.
He was totally'being'unable to be communicating with his
father. And that was most disturbing for Tommy Wilhelm. In
desoairing tones ,he proclaimed ';his own son, his one and only
son-, could not speak his mind or ease his heart to him.;• Through
frustration over his ine.bilit:1 to be expressing himself to his
father, Wilhelm often found himself responding in ways he
did not like. "Injustice made him angry, made him beg. But he
wanted an understanding with his father, and he tried to
capitulate to him.H At every try he made agonizing choices
which he considered a long set of language items of "choosing."
The difficulty Wilhelm had in choosing words in order to
relate to his father is evinced in this remark:

"Communic11.tion and Tommy Wilhelm"
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"Well-llsaid Wilhe.lm, struggling to condense his many
resources into a few words, "I had--to .I had to." This
remark is also the ~asis for some of the irony that is
involved in Wilhelm's linguistic problems. The reasons he is
trying to condense come from his difficulty in using
traditional institutional terms to his wife.
Her terms
are those of everyday completion; his terms of those of
each-day-as - different.
Dr Adler, the father,knows that his son has difficulty
in expressing himself in the usual terminology expected
from son to father but has learned that it "is better not to take up Wilhelm's strange challenges." Thus, it
was his habit to merc-ly a.gree pleasantly, "for he was a
master of social behavior." Although the doctor would not
offer,linguistically,to exchange thoughts with his son,
he did offer advice. "It was all he had to give, and he
gave it once more.n But the advice, language-wise, did not ring
the right symbols for Wilhelm. The advice we.s prescriptive
and
essentialistic. The one instance when Wilhelm was
successful in communicating his feelings to his father
came when the doctor was convinced that Wilhelm had given
himself over to his emotions about what he was saying.
And, of course, that was precisely what Wilhelm was trying
to do. He was trying to use language to communicate not
about things but his feeling about things.
Wilhelm, throughout the novP-1, is aware that his father
does not understand the problems he tries to explain. Wilhelm
begins to rationalize early: "Old people and old ideas, and
old ways are changing. It's time I stopped feeling like a kid
toward him." He concludes that -- "Dad nevar was a pal to him."
By changing a c<3rtain traditional distance in the relationship father-son, he finds that he needs to chang'e the
linguistic structure which defines, orally to each, the
status of one another toward the other.
,

Wilhelm's relationship with the world of business is as
incomprehensible to him as his relationships with his father.
The words he chooses to express the effect the business world
has on him are harsh and snarl-like. They strip away a
certain awe and mystery through conferring on the business
world a life, a life vindictive, coarse, dehumanizing, and
decadent. He uses such terms as - "Chicken," "unclean,"
"congestion," "Rat Race, :i ''Phony," "Murder," "P1ay the Game. "
and "Buggers." Wilhelm uses an abundance of harsh-toned
consonant clusters when describing those involved in
business. ''Maddest of all were the businessmen, the
heartless, flaunting, boisterous business dass who ruled
this country with their hard manners and their bold
lies, and their absurd words which nobody could believe. They
were crazier than anyone. They spread the plague." Wilhelm
is trying to alter the linguistic structures of the business
world institutions, as he flays businessmen for their "absurd
words."

1

,_
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When Tommy reveals to a friend the reason why he will
not be returning to work, one sees again, that Tommy's
use of language appears to be his downfall. Tommy
chooses the world's decision in his own terms and through
his linguistic statements reflecting his terms with the
world.
He is so certain that he will be receiving
a promotion that he"
brags and makes himself look big."
Wilhelm takes the statements of the institution "businessa
and
uses then in his own way for his own purposes. It is
as though he is reversing the function of the institution to
give the reward, through u.aurping its awarding power. He,
a member of the institution, rewards himself.
Wilhelm not only fights the world of business but also
takes on the whole idea of "system." He realizes the
power of institutions. He realizes that "a man can't
overthrow the government, or be differently born." He
only has a little scope and maybe a little foreboding, too,
that essentially you can't change." He changes his name in an
attempt to defy the system. Yet, he has to admit that
institution-wise, he is caught. "Wilky," the short form
of my former Christian name, is still my inescapable
self."
Talking and trying to engage in communicating so
preoccupies Wilhelm's mind thll.t though'' when he began
to talk about these things he made himself feel worse; he
became congested with them, and he worked himself into
a clutch." He also realizes that "if he didn't keep
his troubles before him, he risked losing them altogether,
and he knew by experience that that was worse." In short,
Wilhelm realizes that he is caught by the language of
his ins ti tut ions. Without th2.t language, there would be
nothing at all. Thus, without
verbal expression,
those things which mattered slipped away. Although
many of Wilhelm's problems took root because of his
inability to express other problems, the mere act
of verbalizing keeps him abreast of many other problems.
Another language barrier presents itself to Wilhelm
as he finds himself attempting to explain a situation
to a priest. "They don't care about individuals; their
rules come first." Through special words or terms or rules,
institutions
set themselves apart from individuals.
Wilhelm feels isole.ted from the business world as he also
feels isolated from the institution of religio:-i. Language
is the barrier . Wilhelm is forced against the spirit
within him to contend with the institutions. But nne of the
main weapons or adversaries against him is the language
of the institutions, the language of his friends who use
the language of the institutions, and his own stomach-full of
the language of the institutions.

.,
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"The System" seems meric:i.less to Wilhelm in its
stranglehold upon him. He wails "Let me out of this
clutch and into a different lifl:. 11 He feels that he
"cannot rest but Hill be crushed if he stttmbles."
Wilhelm in his own mind divides society into three groups:
the upper group, the middle group, and the lower
group. "The System favors the rich and the poor~ he
laments. The luckless middle, such as Tommy, are
oppressed. "A rich man may be free on an income of
a million net. A poor man may be free because he can
choose and nobody cares what he does or what he chooses
to do or not to do." "But a fellow in my position
has to sweat it out until he drops dead." !'lloney becomes
the scapegoat. The system cannot function without money,
and thus money becomes the hated object.'' Here Tommy
determines to use language-to make a means and object.
Wilhelm does not ·realize that though the system uses money,
it really functions through words--about money.
He assumes that "money makes the. difference. ;i
Wilhelm's confidante as himself refers to the 'system'
as the "society mechanism." He proclaims that ';This
is the main tragedy of human life. You are not free." This
mechanism controls everyone. Those :!.n charge of controlling
everyone Wilhelm Pictures as old businessmen. These
have no needs. " They do1 't nAed; therefore, they have."
Continuing his theses, Wi.LheJ.m adds ';I need; therefore,
I don't have."
But communicating with his wife is
just as difficult.
Many time Wilhelm uses the same tarms to express his
frustration in communicating with his ~rife as he does
in dealing with his father and with the business world.
He again feels that the institut:l.on of marriage is strangling
him. "One of these days I 1 11 be struck down by__ suffocation
or apoplexy because of her. I just can't catch my breath. "
Wilhelm concludes that he will be better off with
his wife
than he will be if he separates himself
from her. He cannot maintain his balance unless he
verbalizes his problems. Even though he h9.s to stay
mainly with essenti~listic terms, he prefers that to
no communication. Yet he desires to control her
through the use of languagE:, but does not desire to be
controlled nor to be possessed through her use o:t:
language on him, language that might force him to
ree.ct. in ways predictable to her.
The reader will be rewarded by going to the novel to
consider these matters in more depth. Wilhelm, existentiallyoriented finds himself battling the language of the
institutions that he ·can twist a little, but only ·a little.
He realizes that he must submit to the langu<>.ge if there
is to be any corr.munication at. a.11. Without the communication,
he can have no sense of identity. To lose the sense of
identity would be to give the institution its triumph.

"I'
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"The Language of Mathematics: Part III''
Let us suppose, in our ever-present optimism, that we finally
have some useful grasp as to the meanings carried by "addition,''
1

''evenness,'' ' oddness,

11

and the difference(s)

between a number

and a number of i terns. ( BY "i terns," we suggest · uni ts of experience
composed of things, ideas, events, institutions, places, and
persons.) Can we define addition a~''counting units of experience
over time,'' or as''putting

together units of experience over time!'?

Now, let us take a look at "subtraction.'' If we take items away
from a collection of items or from a set of items, or from sets
of· items, are we subtracting? If I have ten sticks and from the
ten sticks I take away five sticks, presumably I
subtract. From
the word "subtract• itself, it is difficult to arrive at the
meaning in terms of its componen1· phonemes or from its bound
morphemes /sub~/ and /-tract/.
The closest we can come from a
dictionary difini~ion is ''the process of taking away, as a part
from a whole.'' Certainly "taking away" will indicate the direction
of

11

subtraction 11 as ''putting together 11 or 11 increasing''would indicate

the direction of "addition.
Now, it is rather customary to use the same table as shown in
Part II cf ''The Language of Mathematics" to arrive at the facts
of subtraction,
However, in her TTnderstanding The New Mathematics,
Evelyn Rosenthal--the author-- on her p. 23 makes the following
statement:
The expression

add to

11

7-3 1' =?

11

~eans·

11

find what you must

3 to get 7,"

Now, we know that if we have :three •ticks and

wish to have seven

sticks, we can add stick~ by saying
''four sticks, 11 :'five sticks,''
~'six sticks,
and ''seven sticks.'; We have added the four statements,
11

It would appear, then, that four more sticks added to three sticks.
will yield the seven sticks.
If we cancel out sticks, then we
can say that we will need "four more'' to get 7 from 3,
Now, let us suppose that some bright young thing takes a look at
the expression cited by Evelyn Rosenthal: "7-~ = ?'' He does not
1
agree with -hef_that we would add 11 4 11 to 11 3 11 to
get
'7. 11
Instead, he says that we must add "+3''to the "-3" that he sees
11

in the expression

the two

ter~s

7-3=?''

When he adds the

"+3'' to the

11

-3~

cancel out to be ''O.'' Then, no matter how 0ne works

it out, there is

was left with the

11

7.

11

He added to the' 1 -3

"7" in the

11

term

"7-3=?" exJ.!>ression.

a

11

+3

11

term,

and
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Now, obviously there is a semantic problem, if not a logical one1
there may well be both.
The table will indicate that if one
"adds" 4 to 3, he will obtain
7. '.!?he minus sign·(-) 1 as I have
just shown,is a very tricky thing to ata.teor to explain.
If it
is urged that the (-) sign carries the meaning of''take away,''
that is fine. I take away "3" from ''7" and I have four left,
But I am far from cettain that
"7-3 =?" means, as the modern
mathematics teacher asserts, that I must add 4 to 3 to get
7. Now, it may well mean that,1 however, as I have shown, it
can also mean something else,
But that very ambiguity_ which
comes from showing that I can mean one thing just as well as
another in a
fdndamental process invites
and gets much trouble,
and no little confusion.
Let us suppose that we have a problem which graphically looks
something like the numbers cited below:
9

0

2

6

4

3

I gather that the minus sigh (-) indicates that I am to subtract
6 4 3 from
9 0 2,
Now, if I add + 6 4 3 to - 6 4 3, I will
have as a result' 1 0 O 0.

1
'

The final result will be

However, I am supposed to obtain a result of "
is,

I

11

am supposed to be able to rrdd

11

9 0 2.

11

2 5 9." That

2 5 9 11 to

11

6 4 3."

The amount that I have to add to " 6 4 3" is " 2 5 9" --which
is what I do get when I subtract 6 4 3.
The problem,then, is
the minus sign. The sign simply indicates that I am doinq
subtraction by way of adding to the number hefore which the
minus sign occurs an amount great
enough to total the first
figure--902.
But, I su~~estthat ~e do net face the student with
R6sentha~'s

expression

11

902-643 = ?

11

means

11

find what you

have to add to 643 to get 902." Find another way to get a more
precise single statement about the whole process.
If we stay
with her expression, we will probably have to state that
"902 - 643 = ?" means "find what you have to add to 643 to get
902, keeping in mind that we do not have "-643'' but "643, The
minus sign (-) merely tells us that we are handling subtraction
by addition." There are probably easier ways of verbalizing.
The best way to find out the better methods is to have the students
in a class work together on the problem, and then come up with
more precise ways of handling the matter, verbally--at least.
Now, how about trying to verbalize how to take _ larger numbers
from a smaller numbers! It is reasonably clear that "643" is not
as large a number as 11 943. 11
But, how do we take the 11 3 11 from
11
11
2 ?
How do we take ~number more than 11 0 11 from 11 0. 11 ? How

do we articulate this in words?"
Now, I first learned the thing
by a drill that went something like this:
When the numher one
is
subtracting from the other number is greater in units, tens,
hundreds, and so on, there is a certain set of steps one must
go through , I suppose that I had learned from position what
was represented by 11 units' what hy 1itens,

and so on.

11

and what by :'hundreds,

11

--
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Now, how can we verbalize the solution of subtracting
643 from 902?
0
4

9
6

2
3

subtract

First, the student may say "take 3 from 2."
He cannot do that.
So, somewhere along the line he learns that the ·rightband
column
(define column) takes care of numbers from O to 9. He might
learn that the righthand column is called "units." Since he cannot
take 3 units from 2 units, as they are constituted as wholes and
not fractions, he bogs down, intellectually and verbally. Then
we tell him that in the "tens" column, one place to the left_of
the units column, he can borrow from that column and add what he
gets to the units column, making the "2" a "12''
from
2 + 10,
But, even when we have solved that problem, it is seen that there
is no

ntens'' to borrow from because

there is a

1

i0.' 1 in the

tens column of 902.
Then, to shorten this a bit, we get the
point across that we can take one item from the hundreds column,
so that we have something J.ike this•
8
6

.

•'

10
4

2
3

.

But, we are still not home free: We cannot yet take
the "3''
from the ''2." We now take one cf the available tens, and add
the

11

10'' to the

11

2 11 to.make

11

12,

11

Now, we are better off,

perhaps:
8
6

9
''12
4
3
subtract
Now, we find that we can add 259 to 643 to obtain
902, and
that is what we wanted to discover.
Then we learn, after the
event, that it is not a good idea to have a •o• in the tens
position of the number we are subtracting from until we have
solved this borrowing idea for the units position alone.
We pose,
then, a problem mudh like
asking the student to solve
the prohlem of taking
47 from
63. He then can ask himself,
if he wants to, how much he will have to add to "47" to ,get "63.''

This whole process may be somewhat distorted

if someone gives

him 11 3:• to get 11 50 1 11 another 11 10 1' to get 11 60 1' and another 11 3' 1
to get 11 63.' 1
He can then add his 2 11 3's" and the 11 10 11 to get

''16," This sort of thing

happens

~hen

we get change when shopping,

Now, consiQer the verbalization essential. It is not possible for
the student to discover all the facts by tables in such a way
that he can generalize without some previous verbal definition.
He will probably need some solid definition as to the following:
units, tens, hundreds, thousands, etc. It may well be that the
current inductive method for teaching modern mathematics needs
some additional verbal defining, and that we need to be patient
in our defining. Furthermore, we need to have some concrete
verbal proof that we can move to a higher level of abstraction,
and that we can, verbally, at least, test the move(s).
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''The Language of Mathematics'': Part IV
Now, for those who have already suspected that arithmetic is
quite difficult, there may be some comfort in confirmation.
Arithmetic is quite difficult. We probably start with only the
intuition + some pragmatic ''post" support for the concepts of
"more" and "less."

~;Je

may

agree~.

that we also have some idea

of "sameness,Hr that which is "similar." If not, if it doubtful
that a young child could distinguish shapes sufficiently well
to separate his parents and other known living·forms so as to
name or define or recognize.them. It is equally possible that
the child has some intuitive insight into that which is "different.
We hope, for bis sake in being able to read--among other matters-that he can soon dist~nguish between his parents and photographs
or other likenesses of them.
As we indicated in ~art I, the probln
arising from then on is that of telling how much more or less,
or how much we have by way of that which is the same or different.
We have seen that addition and subtraction have problems, Now,
how do we define, carefully, "multipliaation!" Taking a look
at the dictionary definitions may be helpful, but there are
problems. Consider the following• typical statements:
••• in mathematics, the process of finding the
number or quantity (product) obtained by
repeating a specified number or quantity
(multiplicand) a specified number of times
(multiplier) indicated in arithmetic by
the symbol X: opposed to division.
*
Now, we are not going to get little Joe Metic to absorb this
quickly. The teacher, perhaps, needs to focus on the
11
terms
repeating 11 and ''specified number of times.' 1
Apparently, when we
use the term ''counting'' or ''sum'' 'le
may be t;ad:ling." V'7hen we use nprodu_ct 11 and 11 repeathg 11 we

may be closer to

multiplication, or multiplying.

Without comm:Lting ourselves too . strongly at this point, we leak
at a typical definition (dictionary-definition) of
"mtiltiply'' as a verb form. Tie find that we have 1
", ,,2. in mathematics, to add to itself (any given number)
as many times as there are units in another given number1 ..•

**

* Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary (Unabridged,
Second Edition, 1966, World Publishing cmmpany,•p, 1180,

**

Ibid.

I
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The crux of the matter of multiplication would appear to be
"adding" a number a certain number of times, with the times
indicated by "x." Let us look at the following string:
6 + 6. The child will say that "6" and "6" make "12." Then
we could increase the string to 3,4,5 1 6 •.•• n items, with
each item being "6.'' When we add 6+6+6+6+6 1 we will get
"30." Now, according to multiplication, if we ta~e the same
number as many timas as we find that number mentioned, we
multiply:
6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 • If we say that we have
"6"
1
repeated
''5" times, we can
then say that we have
5
! 6's,
11
or ii5 x 6
or ''5 times 6."
We then have an anwer of :•30.'1

1
'

If I have
"21" mentioned 7 times, I am repeating"21"
7 times,
or / I state " 7 x 21." I then obtain "147." or, I could
put down "21"
7 times, as in
21+21+21+21+21+21+ 21.
Here, it would appear that the important point is to show the
relationship between adding and multiplying, not only as a
numerical process, but also as a verbal exercise. Here we can

learn by

hearing and seeing differences.

Let us suppose that we are taking ''90''
7 times. That would be
carrying the meaning of having 7 90's. We need to ensure
that the child can verbalize his understanding of "times zero."
In "90 x 7,'' it is clear that we will multiply-- or add
"90" a certain number of tirneP, equal here to 7 times.
90
X7
We face the "O" ~ the "7" problem, by having it understood,
thoroughly, that we are taking "O'' 7 times, and that when
we take

11

0 11 any number of times, we have ''O.'' That point

needs to he hammered home until mastered. Whether we let the
student hammer the point home to himself, or whether we needle
him into it through
teacher-hammering, that is a critical
point. (Now, this hammering-home can be done by sensorial
as _weil as by intellectual as well as by rote methods. If I
hand out my hand with fingers shaped like a "zero," that
handing out will stand for •o.• No matter how many times I hand
out my hand in like fashion, there will be nothing there save
11

zero 11 or

1

'0,

11

Thus, any number of times with

11

0

11

will still

be "O.'' That is one way. It is quite a good idea to have
students try to explain the same concept to each other by
means other than making the fingers take the shape of "O,''
Of course, students can take out tnpe measures or yardsticks
and derive the concepts inherent in mathematics. They should
do so, However, it is
important, again, no to confuse
5 x 6 with 5 items each of 6 yards:
5 x 6 is not the same as
5 _X 6 yards. When the student can see that repeiting a number
a certain number of times indicates another way of increasing
numbers 1 and when he can tell that there is a difference
between 21 + 21+ 21 and 21 x 3 bV method or technique of
arriving at''63," he will be able to distinguish addition and
subtraction.
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Let us take a look at "divide.'' An out-and-out defintion
for division is not easy to arrive at, by any means. The
dictionary definitions need not be recounted, for they are
as difficult as the dictionary definitions for multiplication,
addition, and subtraction.
However, there is a key phrase.
The key phrase is that of "separating into equal parts." Now,
through multiplication we find the product by working through
tha number of times a number is repeated.Tb~s,if we have the
number ''21" repeated 10 times, we have a product of "210."
Of course, through addition, as such, we have
21+21+21+21+21
+21+21+21+21+21, or "210."
~ow,

in division, as well as in subtraction, we know the total.
If we have "210 less 21,'' we know that we will have to add"l89 "
to "21'' to obtain "210." Or, we will have to add 9 2l's to
21 to get 210.
Now, let us suppose that we are told to
"divide" 210 by a number.
We wnnt to do so in such a way
that we will have an equal number of parts. If we divide
210 by 21, we want to know how many groups of 21 we will have:
we will have 210/ 21, or 10 groups, each with 21 in a group.
How, a child can work through this sort cf thing with objects.
Let us say that he has 21 pennies. He wants to separate
into equal parts the 21 , while having 7 pennies in each part.
Therefore through 21/7, he gives himself the answer that he will
have 3 groups or piles of pennies, with 7 pennies in a pile
or group.
of course, he can have a problem. He has, let us say, 22 pennies.
He would like to separate the 22 pertnies so that he will have
three (3) piles or groups. He then divides and finds that
22/3 will give an answer with a "remainder.• That is, he finds
that he will have at least 7 pennies in each of three groups.
He has a penny left over. Now, he can throw the penny away;
he can put 8 pennies in one group , and 7 each in the ·other
2 groups--making 22 pennies in all. He can, of course, cut the
remaining penny into three (3) parts. He would then have
3 piles with 7 1/3 pennies in each pile. However, he may learn,
subsequently
that it would be hard. to cut a penny into three
equal parts, or he might find that he was not allowed to do so.
The critical point in division is that of discovering into
how many equal parts, groups, er portions, a number may be
divided by another number.
Then,
in multiplication, we asssrt and show through practicll
manipulations that a number ~epeated a certain number of times
gives a product. Thus, if we repeat the number "25" 12 times,
1

11

we obtain '300.
If we repeat the numher
25"
25 times, we
get '1 625.''
If we repeat the number ''1"
1 time, we get r•1.' 1
11

If we find out into how many parts "625" can be separated
so that we have
"25" in each part we obtain 625/25 = 25.
I.f we want. to find out into how many equal parts
"l" can be
11
separated so that we have
1 11 in each part,' we obtain "l''/ 11 1 11
o~ "l."
Let us verbalize what we have done carefully.

'

. _. '

'

jl

I

'•

I
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''The Language of Mathematics": Part VI
by
C. Cuthbert Webber " Basic Ideas of Sets and Numbers"
It is quite a problem in dealing with language and with its
terms to describe the mathematical situations. And it is
not easy to handle

Probably an

11

Sets.

individual~

11

earliest experience with numbers is

through associating a word,such as

'three 1' with a certain

1

collection, or set of ohjects. Now, I know that we already have
trouble.
We have a word "three" but that is not the three.
For, even without going to other languages, I find that I run into
a term "trio" which will indicate
"three." But I might be on
safer ground were I to_ say
that I came acres~ the word
'!three'' in counting objects.

Well, let me try to go on. This all may have been a set of marbles
or of persons or of houses. You see, what I have done thus
1

'collection 11 with

far is to associate

11

set.' 1 But,

I

agree

that "collection" is a difficult word.
A ''set''

is merely a collection of things';these

11

things

1
'

are

called "elements" of the set. But "elements" is a bit hard on
a third or fourth-grader.
The ''elements• belong to the set,
and the set consists of its elements. In actuality, we are
assuming that we ''know'' what is meant by a ''set~ or by
''a collection,'' or
by the phrase 11 bedong to.''

But, fortunately, all these ideas, represented by the phrases,
are more common than may appear at first sight. We speak of a herd
of cows, by which is meant the collection as a whole, not the
individual cows.
The points on a line form a set. But there
is a problem in showing the meanings carried by "points
on a line.

11

11

Do we mean

placesi' on a

line~

Or do we mean that

each line is made up of a set of points, or that each line is
nothing but points moving from one direction to another?
We refer to a flock of birds, a class of girls, a family of
persons. Sometimes we refer to individual points, or to
members of the set. At other times we refer to the whole
collection, as a collection, and not as individually-named
members. It is important that we tell the difference
between the set and its members, between the herd and individual
cows, between the class and members of the class. But, we do have
to understand

'herd,

1

11

11

family,

1

'

''line,'' and ''class,'1

.'

•
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Let us suppose that a set consists of the hoys Harry, George,
and Mike, This set can be•. denoted by Harry, George 1 Mik~.

l

The members of the set ( or, more precisely, symbols used
to represent these memhers) are enclosed within the braces,
Again, we indicate that words are not the boys1 we further
indicate that the symbols for the words are not the words and
not the boys. But the symbols do stand for that to which we
refer, the boys. One point is that we cannot actually produce
the living bodies each time we desire to refer to them or to
boys; as such.
Capital letters will also be used to denote or to refer to sets1
the above set might be denoted by A. would fGeorge,
Mike,
Harry1 be the same set A? It would. The oraer in which the
elemetits are named is immaterial. We will consider only
sets of distinct elements1 that is, no two elements of a given
set will he the same.
Sets having the same elements are said to be "equal" and the
symbol
"= " is used to denote this. Hence
A

=

[George, Mike, Harry

J =[Harry,

George, Mik1

N0w, the more we try to explain all this, the more chances
we have of getting clarity, but , as well, the more chances we
have of not being so clear.
We have problems with the
"same set A?" Would it be better to
,xplain precisely what we mean by "braces?"
Then, would it he
better to say that we are representing three boys, each of
the boys being names? Then would it be better to say"~o
matter what order we list the boys in, name-wise, from
left to righ t, that we have the same set , or the same collection~
We have the same set or the same collection if the order of
the names makes no difference. Would it be a good idea , then,
to say that a capital letter such as A can be used to represent
a set of any number of names? We have said the last, perhaps.
But would what I said earlier be better said in terms of my
following statements?
If so, we need to work as carefully with
the~ words as with the ideas. Is there communication? That is
what we need to know. We need to work solely toward that end.
Quite often the members of a set will possess a"common property.•
(We need to define "common property.")All too often we do not.
Is there any thing or statement that is true about each
member of the set in relationship to all of the others?
Harry, George, and Mike are the only persons sitting in the front
row of a certain class, then
A =

{

all persons
this class

sitting in the front row of}

This device can save time and space. That is, the notation
{all letters of our alphabet
is much shorter than a,b,c,d,
e,f,g,h,i,j ,lj:,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z} and is equally
descriptive.
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·.
If we have three boys or any number of boys in a set, we seem
to have few problems understanding such a collection, where
each member is, presumably, a boy or man. It is possible that
we could have a set of dogs, with each dog given a different
name. We could have a set of cats with each cat being given
a different name. Although it is not likely, the names of the
cats could be

11

1

Harry~' George~

11

1

and' Mike.

11

fuen, we have sets

or collections of different kinds of things.
It could be that
the set of objects placed on or in the seats of the front
row of each class could be, in order, from left to right, from
the position of the teacher facing the class, a book, a girl,
a boy, a box of chalk, and an overcoat.
Somewhere along the
line, it is necessary to verbalize this situation clearly.
At first glance

the sets
A

=

B

=

c =

[Harry, George,
{

Hike~

x,y,z}

[horse, hook, dogJ

do not seem to have anything in commonn. No two of these sets
are equal. Do they have a common property?
To each element
or item of A a string could be attached or tied.
The other end
of the string could be tied to one and only one element or item
of B
(in diagrams these strings will be represen£ea. by lines.)
Harry

...•............. x

George . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y
:ll-iike ••••••••••••••••••.• z

No,,to each item of B there is

attached or tied

a string

which comes from one, anc:! only one, eler.1ent cf A, anC! conversely.
In these circumstances,
set A is said to match s'etl3. In this
matching, elements
Harry and x are sa:id to
correSpond; liket\"ise,

George and y would be corresponding elements. There are other
ways of matching A to B , for example:
Barry----------'z
George--------- x
Kike------------y

----------y
George----------z
Mike----------- x
~arry

Find other wavs of matching ~ to B. ~ikewise A and C match,
and so do B and c. The sets A,B,and C are matching sets; this
is a common property to A,B, andC.

£

Could sets B and D =
p,g,r,s~be matched? No. There is always
someone real
element of D left over, or not attached. Hence,
B and D do not match. Thus, sets A,B, and c do have a common
property~ the property of matching each other, and this
property is not shared by set D.
1
Now, we can have problems with ''correspond, 11
'conversely, 1'
and "represented by lines,• The point I stress is that while the

4
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ideas are getting across as to the nature and operation
of sets, we must do a better job to see that the words we
use are getting across, that the studants understand the
meanings carried hy the words we are

io

familiar with.

Hake certain that the term "common pr~perty" is understood.
If the student understands the thing properly for the moment,
even then he should be asked to find words to express the same
concept, or his un~erstanding of it in ~ifferent and more
precise ways.

There
1

are many instances where the

whole discussion about

1

' sets ~

bogs down
under such terms as 1' the property
of matching each other. 11 Re need to do much work with

"property." We need to have the students un~erstand the
range of meanings carried by the word. Then if ''property''
will not do the job, what else should we do
than find another
way of handling the aefining situation.

Periodicals Departmen • .
Johnson Camden LIQJ'!!r')
rehead State Un\\illnslW
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In this fifth part of six parts, we look beyond the
language of addition, subttaction_, rnultiplioation, and
division.

ii

There may be some misunderstanding about the verbalizations
of mathematicians themselvws, where the verbalizations
are the results of their own attempts at definition. Let
us take, for example,
a certain law set do11n by
Rosenthal (Evelyn Rosenthal, Understanding the New Mathematics /
Greenwhich, Connecticut, Fawcett, 1965, 240 pp.)
On p.237
of the text cited, the author sets out several laws. We
refer to the one called "The Commutative Law.''
Now, it is not urged that the author, herself, formulated the
law and set it down. We cannot tell from the law's inclution
in the text where the law came from as cited. We quote
directly from p. 237:
2. Commutative Law: One order is as good as the other.
3+5 = 5 + 3

3 "

5 = 5 x 3

Now, it would appear that in support of the statement
•one order is as good as the other• the author tells us
11
that if we add
5 11 to 11 3 11 we will obtain the same result
as we would get from adding •3• to ''5."
If we take "3"
"5'' times,the result will be the same as would obtaii were
we to take ''5''
3 times.
11

11

It is reasonable to believe that were we to try several
thousand more examples of addition and several more of
multiplication, we would obtain confirmation for the law as
cited.
What happens if we say that 6/2 = 2/6? We would then be
saying that if we find out how many groups of "2'' we have
in "6", we will get the same result if we try to find out.
how many groups of "6" we have in "2." But I doubt that,
we would seriously maintain that

11

3 11 is the same as

.666,

2
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We would doubt that were one to assert that 6-2 is equivalent
to 2-6 he would receive much serious support.
Now, you will in wrath tell us that the statements refer to
"addition" .and to "multiplication," but not to "subtraction"-and
not to ~division."
We point out that the law as cited ~akes
no such limitation. That the examples given happen
to be
those for adding and multiplying wiiJ
not in any way
rule out the possibility of inferring that subtracting and
dividin~
will also come under the law.
Now, you then tell me that ~do not know enough about words, If
we did ,w.e would know what is meant by " commutative."
We
look at ycu with respect, but still demur. We have heard
of "cumm~ting" someone's sentence. We believe the meaning carried
there to be that of "cutting off" or "cutting down."
Further, we suggest that such statements are only all too common.
More careful definition needs to be made.
If we need to know
the meaning carried by "Commutative," then tell us. Then, be
more specific in the .use or usage of words.
Just below the treatment of the
"2. Commutative Law," we
find-- p.237-- another statement of a law:
3. Associative Law: Group them
2

+ (

2 x

3

in any way you like:

+ 4) = ( 2 + 3) + 4

x

3x4)=(2x3

4

Now, we look at the
law with more care. We look at the term
11
Associative La\tr."
There are many associations we can make.
We suggest, again, that you tell us what meanings are
carried by •associative" for this time and place. You still
look at us with some irrita1!:ion or pity 1 whatever cones best.
You are polite, however, and suggest that we can tell from
the examples.
The first has to do with addition and the next
with multiplication,
Therefore, we 1 being with some few
grains of sense,
conclude that this third law must be somehow
related to the second law, the one that deals with the ''Commutative."
Of course, we consider that we do know, quite universally
for mathematics, what is meant, for this time and place, by
the parentheses. (In Linguistics 1 for verbalizations, we would
consider that the" (
) "carry the meaning of : optional."
Nevertheless, we do agree that
to

have three terms

11

21

11

11

we could

3," arid. ''4: we

infer that were we
co~id

say at

2 + (3 + 4) = 2 + (7), or "9," Then we would infer that
(2+3) + 4 + (5) + 4, or "9."
It would dawn on us that
we
can collect two of the terms and add them to the third
term, as long as addition is involv.ed• We can·'do that by not
collecting the same two terms on subsequent occasions. By
stretching the insights we have a bit, we would need to infer
that we must keep the same numbers, however.
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We do not desire to be aifficult, If you tell us that we know
what is

meantu by

11

Commutative Law 11 and by

11

Associatiite Law,

11

we understand that you are· really saying that they are matters
of general or universal knowledge, If so, we wonder why it is
necessary to give the examples given. ·.Then you suggest that
they are given as

~'refreshers''

or as ''concretizers,:1 We

are

reasonable, but believe that there was not sufficient care
taken. Finally, you tell us that the whole concept of "law" refers
to that level of high abstraction. But we still do not believe
you did a good job.
The t~tle for p, 237 is as follows:

****

SOME NEW WORDS
and S'J'.'MBOLS

Collected and Simply Defined for Ready Reference
;'

Laws

We would suggest
verbalizations:
We would

"*"

that we could improve sharply on the

make one improvement by asserting:

Law, Mathematical, or Laws in Arithmetic
Then under

"Commutative Law,• we would

law is limited tc

' ~ddition
1

11

nnd to

11

indicate that the
multiplication.

1
'

Then, we would certainly refine " One order is as good as the
other.• What order are we talking about? What meaning is
carried by "good." What is meant by "the other.•
Now, it might be a good idea to have a large number of those
who have to use the law see what they can do with it,
in terms
of graphic representation of the words,
Now, when we come to ''Associative ,• we might suggest that we
have in mind a "bringing together" rather than a "separating."
We might suggest that "Group them any way you like," needs' to
be refined to show:
meaning carried by 11 them 11
meaning carried by "Group"
meaning carried by "any way 11
meaning carried by
any way you

like"

Now, it is certain that Evelyn Rosenthal understood the meanings
set out in the laws cited. It is certain that many other
individuals do so understand. But it is equally certain that
many other individuals do not have the meanings that clearly
derivable from the words and from the word order of the
words.
What we are saying here is that mathematics, by
its very nature, has a precision that needs to be approached
by the verbalizations used to repres·ent the ·conce·pts· of
nathem~tics ,. We .cannot
le<;islate .a prec;:ision · of wor,'s 0 v.,r
equal to mathematical precision, but we can try to be more
precise than we currently are,

Cf lll.2D-5-l8-4
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There is not the slightest claim in this set of statements
made t~at is to be construed as :saying that any manifestation
of nature has one and only one menning.
It is true that a black cloud can have a rather universal
sign to the effect that rain is about to fall. But a blai;:k
cloud is not rain, nor js a black clnud a certainty of
rain. Nor·are the words "black cloud"._to be construed as
"rain" or as a "throat ·of rain."

'·

Among the various trea tncmts of s.ymb0ls, WI" have Cir lot's
A Dictionary of Synbols . (J.E. Cirlnt, .~. Diction;iry of
simbols I N.Y., 1962, Philosophical Library, liv, 365,pp.)
T e majority of the symbols indicated o.re those which
are met in' ideas and in the history of intellectualization ..
As Herbert ?er.id· has uoint 3d out " Man is a synbolizin;:;
animal." This /treatment of man an.;l-his syfabols - -by
Cirlot-- is i comnrehensive concretiz~tion of Read's
quotation. '
0

Cirlot's substantial introduction ( liv. pp.) indicates
his concern with articulating the nature of symbols and .
his belief in their complcxity--es well as their vital force
in man's life. It is not within th A scoue of this purview.·
to justify or deoa.te ·' the various·· kinds of symbols and tlieir
essence or

n~ture.

!'le can see that there a:re ,br·Jadly-speakinr,

two anproaches
to the problem: there is the syrnbolizin11; activity with its
symbols; then, there.is the verbalizfltion of the symbols.
Shortly, when man looks out at his world of expericnce--ideas,
institutions, persons, places, things, and time-- he has
to stabilize his neural reactions to exryericnce. He docs so
by the arts and by lanp-ua?:e. 'fan is a symbolizing animal: if,
as of this hour, he lost his whole array of symbols, he would
create more arrays; His symbols, specifically, may be lost, but
apparently his faculty or propensity for creating symbols is
an integral part of his beinR a man. It is a part of the germ plasm of being a human bein~.
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T~ere

is a rather sisnificant stater.0nt in Cirlot's
introduction, one more than indirectlv connected with
the symbolism of flowers. The ques ti;m that gave rise
to the quotation was whether any legend or myth could
be kept dynamic if each succeeding generation did not
have very pressing reasons for belief. Cirlot points out
a symbolic signifiaance:
The symbolist

meanin~

to exolain these

1

of a phenomenon helps

'intint=1.te reasons 11 since

it li~ks the instrumental with the spiritual,
the human with the cosmic, the casual with
the causal, disorder with order, and since
it j us ti:"ies a word 1 ike "universe'' which,
without these wider implications, would
be meaningless, a dismembered and chaotic
pluralism; and, finally, since it points to
tho transcendental.
(Cirlot, op.cit., xiii).
Symbols order our world; they fix our world; and,
certainly, they give some kind of synthesis to
the world of the material and the ineffable. By '
"ineffable" we refer to that which is known, but
not by ordinary means. We cannot orovide concrete proof
for what we are certain that we understand.
When man talks about justice, kindness, and mercy, he has
to provide concrete exal'lples to make his case specific. The
oroblem with usinrr individual examnles is that thP. very
spocifici ty robs,, the whole abstraction of thr.~ uniV'~rsali ty
we desire in our symbols.
~e look to thn
concrotoness of nature at times to help us.
We ascribe certain qualities to cloud§,ccrtain to the
moon, and cert:>.in to the sun, among otho:r elements of nature.
Rivers becom0 symbols of thE· flow of life, n flow orimarily
one diractional. On thn other hnnd, ponds, as such, have
or carry--a symbolism
of a restrictive passive nature:
for example, th1t of bein~ stagnant.

'Ihc winds carry their various symbols and symbolisms.
Animals have symbolic natures.The bear, for example, carries
the air or ntmosryhen; of that which is hidden, brutish,
dark, and devious. The lion carries the symbolism(s)
of the continual struggle in life, of
the light of
:the sun, of royal mien, and of onentual triumnh. And
recourse to any substantial book of symbols will reveal
symbols carried or roprosontod by other animals. Numbers
carry a substnntial amount of symbolism.
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This recourse to nature or to the external world is one
of the ways we have in linking man and his external
world of exnerience. It is also a wav of linkin~ the inner life
and tho outer li~e. That will bo a ~osition taken in our
discussion of ·thc'sy~bolism :~or, poesy-- of flowers, or
of floral
matters in exnerience--in literature, primarily.
Now·wc·noad to·taka:a look at the kinds of symbols we may.
be talking about.
We will consider that Fromm's . statements of three kinds
of symbols that are different in degree are what may be
called the "conventional," " the private, or the uni versa!.
The conventional siqn has no optical or philosophical
basis for acceptanc~. We refer to signs often used rather
arbitrarily in science and mathematics.
By '"private" we refer to symbols which have meaning for
a very fe1~ people, perhaps one or two. Such symbols may
be the private exnression--or2l or othcrwise•-between lovers.
By •;universal" w.:: refer to some intrinsic relationship
between the symbol and what it represents . We agree
that 'classifying symbols is not that easy to do. However,
let us say that we know somethinr: about "tenacity" as an
idea. We see in an object
sorae ~uality, as physical
attribute, that seems characteristic of "tenacity." We
then try to see whether we have this quality or
attribute as ;ather universallv recop;nized. J•!e then make that
object symbolic-- entirely symholi.e-of "tenacity." Now,
it may be true that this object will also be symbolic of
some other quality. It may also be possible that the object
will not be the only object that givos the quality of
tenacity. There must be some close correlation then between
the abstraction and the concrete object that is supposed
to typify it, something in a whole-part manner, of course.
Now, it is true that we all are moved, today, by some
psychological sophistication, to :j.nsist that the symbol
is entirely within the mind, itself. According to Cirlot:
The symbol is projected--from its being in the
mind-- upon Nature, either :icccpting language
as its being and its form or converting
being and form into dramatic characters.
(Cirlot, op. cit.,

xxxi).

Now, there is no critical difference between this
point of view and the one" which insists the very large
~macrocosm) = the very small (microcosm). In each
instance the minute ele~ent of exp$r.ienc$ for the
individual goes to the great world for its universal
identification, one which links the human mind or soul
with qualities of some experience objectified in nature.
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Now, when we come to apply the principles of symbolism to
the
phenomena in externa I nature ,
we can we I I appreciate
the fact
that man estab Ii shes
whatever view he has of his
experience
through seeing similarities and differences among
the
discrete elements
he must live by. By "discrete'' elements,
I mean that man
has some grasp on reality through being able
to break up the streams of experience into events separated
from other events. That is, his world is not a continual
or
continuous stream of
stimuli which
Impinges
itself on his
nervous system without
being.· separated into smaller elements.
Man's nervous sytem orders his experience. In so doing, the
freedom he gains by this ordering can itself be limited by
the fact that man does condition himself. This condition has to
be within some frames of reference.
We cannot say precisely what
these frames of reference are, other than to note the
common ways
thr;ough wh.i~ch man behaves. We also +earn
by the differences
through which man orders experience.
The ordering Is done to
or through--as you wi I 1-- his thinking, his sensing, and his
emotive responses.
All this ordering leads man to many
abstractions, abstractions which he names: freedom, justice,
mercy, kindness, viciousness, cruelty, beauty, among others.
Then, because of his Intellectual nature, man has to compare
and contrast. Further, he seems obliged to do his ordering of
his experience in
an "as ••••• as •••• when sense, or in a "so .••
that" sense.
In short, once he has decided what is
"bofh~ring'' him, he
has to give i t a tag and
give i t a location.
It would seem
that man, everywhere at
al I times
has certain ways of
looking at his world. Let us say that he finds pleasure. Let
us say that he has a pleasurable sensation or view of some
part of the world he would like to call beautiful. Now, what
happens if
someone walks up to ma and says "She is beautiful."
For the term itself, there would appear to be no
direct
referent. If I say an object is ''heavy,'' I am on quite safe
ground. For I can
measure that which is "heavy." That is, I
can do so in a phys lea I sense.
I wou Id say "how heavy?"
You would say ''150 pounds.'' Then I would know that you mean
that
the pu I I of gravity of a certain mass is oqu.ated at
a certain figure which can be broken down Into ounces,for example.
Of course, if you mean that
she is "heavy•· in a du 11 i nte I I ectua I
sense, or that a burden
not physical is ''heavy,'' then we
have a more difficult problem.
When we come to"the
beautiful," "the wise," and "the unjust,"
we have prob I ems.
Yet, were we to abol lsh such terms and
a I I of the terms that refer to virtues or v I ces--wh i ch ·.have·· no
direct referents, we would find ourselves in a human quandary
Mankind
always insistson these abstractions. Abolish all of
them today; and he would reach them tomorrow, through the same
or through different words or ways.
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But that does not help me when I talk about someone or
something as '.'lovely!'. My comments that "Exelda is lovely,"
will not help too much because I have no standard against which
I can measure "lovely.'' Presumably ''lovely" is a positive
sort of experience, rather than a negative one.
But when I
say that "Exelda" is lovely, I tell you nothing about her, only
my feelings for her. I describe myself, but do not do a very
good job with that. But, if I have a standard of comparison that
is physical, that is objectified, and that can be verified, then
we can do something about the "lovely Exelda.n
So, I tel I you that "Exelda is as lovely as Jessie Sunly,"
a girl I have seen and have a rather intimate acquaintance with,
as to her appearance and behavior.
Now, you have seen
her, as wel I. You know her somewhat, as wel I. Therefore, we
can understand each other--although we may not agree. Now, that
is the way we proceed in our human equations of comparison and
contrast.
Now, you may say to me that .. '.'Exe Ida· i·s· much more by· way of
being lovely than Helatia.''
If I do not know our referent
"Helatia," then I am not much better informed
than I was
before the utterance. Each might be quite unattractive. I
simply have to know one of the two. There must be a boundary,
expressed by my mental image or through my words.
Now, words come about because of this ordering and tagging
intellectual faculty, the part of the nervous-plasm of
each' 'human being. I go a very long way through being
forced to go short distances.My macrocosma·· "of understanding
come about only through sets of microcosma through which,
in their concreteness, I find similarities and differences.
in people, places, things, events, and persons reqistering themselves on my nervous sytem.
Then we are moved to metaphor
o r to s i mi I e .
Now, let us keep in mind that
"simll·e'".is··not the same as
metaphor, except for the "Ii ke" or "as" in simile.
In
simile we separate the twp elements of experience. For example,
we say that "He is as cunning as a fox." Vie do not ,,., identify
I!

He" and "fox" except in "ounni ng. Each remains for us a separate
entity. In metaphor, we are asserting an indirect self-contradiction.
It is indirect for the comparison is not
through
recourse to diametrically opposed elements as is true in
oxymoron. (In ''oxymoron'' the contradiction is directly opposable:
''nasty-nice,'' ''bitter-sweet,'' ''husband-wife," among others.''
When I say that "Jones is a skunk." Jones is not the opposite
of a skunk. ) Then, in metaphor, although the elements are
indirectly opposable, they are for that time and place made ''one.''
When I say that "Jones is ci skunk," I do not separate the twp as
in simile. I make one identifiable or congruous with the other.
Now, through simile and metaphor," as wel I as through other
elements of figures of speech and ornaments of poetry, I reach
the comparisons and contrast I need in ordering my world.
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Now, when we have reference to such works as Cirlot's
Dictionary of Symbols , we can see, at a sustained glance, how
man has developed Intricate sets of symbols that enable him to
compare and to contrast. In so doing, man has enabled himself
to keep a grasp on his comparisons and contrasts so as to
establish some sort of a tradition through the generations
of local and wider cultures. His use of :···numbers and
animals, for example,
Indicates how he views his world, in
ineffable as wel I as In concrete senses.
It is true that
each symbol .carrios mo.re than one meaning. It is also true that
an idea is representod by more than one symto!.Yet, it is also true
that there is a rango of meanings that can be carried by any
single symbol. Further, there would appear to be some I imit to
the number of things that one symbol can represent.
The same
is true when we consider the "Language of Floral Poesy."
First, let us stress, again, that no one word carries just
one meaning. No one flower can stand for any single term to the
utter exclusion of other terms. Further, not every individual
may have any intensive or extensive famll iarlty with
flowers, or other forms of nature, in representing human qua I ities.
It would be a rather good guess to believe that nearly al I
persons have had some familiarity with associating good luck
with a four-leaf ·· clover. Other forms of nature have loss wel 1known meanings. Nevertheless, there is a comprehensive I ist
of virtues and vices associated with individual flowers. Further,
individuaf flowers do carry more than one association expressed
in terms of sucn words as ''hope,'' ''defiance,'' ''thwartcdlove," or "courage," among others. Vlhatcvcr man feels or
senses about his condition and about the condition of other
aspects of experience seems to
·demand·· some kind of phrasing.
Now, if I say that the African Marigold reminds ·:'me"of
minds or persons that seem vulgar, there must be something about
that flower. that evokes such associations. I. may have
been the first to make such an association. Now, if through use and
usage, my ~7ew ·of the'association is one that appeals to
other indlvlduals, such a stable symbolic relationship may
endure, as distinct from accidental symbol ism.Or, as the case
usually turns out to be, if other individuals have !independently
come to the same conclusion, the relationship African Marigold-Vulgarity may gain some support and persistence. We need
not be surprised at what comes out of this sort of thing because
there is I ittle question that man, by his very nature, insists
on thinking through Images and symbols. Therefore, out of a
wide but I imited range of external phenomena
we do select
concrete elements which represent· some of our emotional or
Intellectual qua I ities or faculties.
Now,· as far as I can
discover, , no other flower is widely-associated with vulgarity.
So I have to make one of two conclusion$:first, no other flower
seems to impress too many people as being vulgar, or, second,
"vulgarity'' is not an abstraction that occupies the attention
of those who most frequently use symbola.

,.
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Specifically, I refer throughout the rest of this paper
to the symbols and poems indicated in
C.M. Kirtland's Poetry
of the Flowers, N.Y., Lovell,
1'872, 542 pp.
I enclos_e__ ··
the complete I ist of flowers as
used by Kirtland. This source
ind Jcated is one of the most extensive Ii stings of the
symbo Ii c
treatment of
flowers in terms of value abstractions.

Let us

look at the selection from Shakespeare's Hamlet
There is a wi I I ow grows as I ant the brook,
That shows his hoar leaves in the glassy stream;
There with fantastic garlands did she come,
Of crow-flowers, nettles, daisies, and Jong purples,
That Ii bera I shepherds give a grosser name,
But our cold maids
do dead man's fingers cal I them;
Tosre on pendent bough her coronet weeds
Clambering to hang, an envious sliver broke;
When down her weedy trophies and herself
Fel I in the weeping brook.

The "she" in the third line cited refers, of course, to Ophelia
who drowned herself.
It is interesting to consider the range
of meanings indicated bv the different kinds of wi I lows. Careful
consideration
should show that
every meaning
cited could be
appropriate to :· the various aspects of
Ophelia and her
condition.
Now, if the reader will go to the symbolism of
daisies, nettles, and crow-flowers, he will perceive that
the choice ~f flowers by the poet is not accidental or even
incidental.
They symbolize a far from simple nature. The
variant meanings carried by the assortment of flowers and weeds
indicate the good, the bad, and the ugly.
Some poets
are
far more overt
and uncomp J lcated.
There is Hood's rather exp! icit set of comparisons:·
reflected In
"The Sunflower."

as

"The Sunf I ower"
wll I not have the mad Clytie,
Whose head's turned by the sun;
The tulip ls a courtly queen,
Whom therefore I wi 11 shun;
The cows I Ip is a country wench,
The violet is a nun;But
I wi 11 woo the dainty rose,
The queen of everyone.
The poem, in a substantial
way, fails. For
the
"dainty rose"
he cited rarries many meanings, and some of them are opposable.
The degree of rsxpllcitness'carried by the first flowers cited
is wasted for the
f i na I f I owers--ca 11 ed
"queen of everyone"
is not sufficiently demanded or expected by the reader. It is
true, of course, that a queen carries a multitude of facets,
but
Hood's I ine
do not resolve any problemr.
The·:·rose, ·as
such, has the capacity to have its own set of qualities and also
those of
the sunflower, tu! Ip, cows! Ip, and violet, but
Hood defeats himself by "dainty." Then, Hood's art .as a .poet is
not considered "firstrate.''
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wrote a few lines on the rose:
"The Rose"

Of al I flowers,
Meth Ink a Rose is best .•.
It is the very· emblem of a maid;
For when the west wind courts her gently,
How modestly she blows, and paints the sun
Wtth her chaste ··~l~sheA!.
When the north wind comes near her,
Rude and impatient, then, I ike chastity,
She locks her beauties in her bud again,
And leaves him to base briers.
by the rose
There is a hint at the various meanings carried
and by different roses. There Is mor"e than just a physical
set of comparisons and contrasts.
However, the greater depth of feel ln9 and the greater sensitivity
to the various emotions evoked or symbolized
by different
flowers· come from such·r'.signiflcant poems as Goethe's "The
Captive and the F·lowerA" ahd from such ~oems ns Milton's ....
"Lycidas!' and "L'AI Jegro."· The reader· is in.vited to look
at these poems quite.closely .and to do so within the context
of floral
symbol Ism.

.,

Now, many poets have addressed their poems to certain flowers
with respect to two different approaches: first, they have looked
at the symbolism of a stnglc flower by itself; otherwise, they
have compared and contrasted one rose with another.
There is another approach. In this other approach, there is no
address to a flower itself, as such. The use and usage of certain
flowers or trees, or shrubs, or weeds is within a greater framework
Yet, within this framework, the key symbols are at the
heart of the story itself.
This more subtle approach is evident, particularly, In
A.E. Housman's ''The Chestnut Casts His Flambeaux." Here
the symbol ism of the chestnut moves to a complete philosophy
that we need to do man justice, but that It is a cal I that
wi 11 probably never be real izad.
Some of the poetry of Amy Lowe I I has flower sy~bol Ism
which
when attended to by the reader or critic givG her perspective
an added i nte I I ectu;i I dimension. I ca I I attention to
J
her exce I I ent ooem "Patterns." Her treatment of the Ii I ac in
the poem "Lila~s;; reveals a mind and will capable of seeing
the lilac within the context of itself as a flower and of itself
as accommodating the variant responses of the human heart, itself.

•
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For the most part, American male poets·
have not relied
heavily upon floral svmbolism. In the twentieth century, there
has been '·fawer
reliances upon floral symbol ism by English
poets.
I would believe that many readers are aware of what
was done by the Engl lsh romantic poets and the Victorian poets.
It is certainly we! I worth the effort to go to Francis
Thompson's poetic art
and consider his ''Daisy,, and 11
The Poppy."
It is quite true that few modern poets have moved to flowers
and trees by way of significant symbolism in contemporary
I iterature, An industrial age,
less fami I iarity with flowers
by members of a I I wa I ks of I ife, and a I ack of awareness of
traditional floral symbolism have contributed to
·•the··
meager use'6f· '.'flowers in modern poetic expression.
Suffice i t to say
that
whenever man writes, he is concerned
with power, adventure, security, and personal affection. Al I
of these areas
involve agreement, agitation, anger, audacity,
avarice, prudence,
beauty, bravery, falsehood, charm, change,
time, confidence, disloyalty, treason,
crime, courage,
curiosity, cure, death, delicacy, deceit,
despondency, divinity,
duration,
elegance, esteem, faithfulness, fame, flattery,
friendship, glory, horror, viciousness, grief, and many, many
other qua I ities--some good, some endurable, same horrible.
Since such is the case, man must go to his world of symbols.
He must use birds, animals, fish, stars , and al I other external
and verifiable phenomena.
Included must
be the floral world.
It is important, therefore, to be sensitive. Whether flowers evoke
specific feel ings--quite exp I icit in nature;-whether they bring
about ambiguity and opposability, or whether they
stand
for some complex philsophical speculation about life and
man,
smme of al I the complexities which trouble the human mind must
be I inguistical ly expressed--through words. And we need to
take a look at tho floral world.
Have the symbols changed· from
pages? Are they relevant at al
usefulness? Certainly, one is
some key to aid in unlocking
flora)
language.

those indica "Bd in the fol lowing
I?
That is, how many survive into
rewarded by having at hand
poetic expression sought through
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Absence
Abuse not 1
Acknowledgement
Activity or
Courage
A deadly foe is
near
Admiration
Adoration
Adroitness
Adulation
Advice
Affection
Affection
Affection byeond
the grave
" maternal
Affectation·

"

Affliction
After-thought
II

"

Agreement
Age
Agitation

"

Alas. For my poor
heart
Always Cheerful
Always Delightful
Always lovely
Ambassador of
Love
Amiability
Anger
Animosity
Anticipation
Anxious and
trembling
Ardor, ~eal
Argument
Arts
Artifice
Assiduous to
please
Assignation
Attahcment
Audacity
Avarice

Aversion
Chinese or Indian
Wormwood
Pink
Crocus
Cantebury .. BellBantc~ring
Southernwood
Peony
Bashfulness
Deep Red Rose
Thyme
Bashful Shame
Triptilion Spinosum
Be Prudent
Monkshood
Be warned in
Echites AtropurAmethyst
time
purea
Dwarf Sunflower
Spider Ophyrs
Cacalia
Beautiful eyes Variegated tulip
Rhubarb
Beauty
Parti-colored Daisy
Mossy Saxifrage Beauty,always
Sorrel
China Rose
new
" Capricious Lady's Slipper
Green Locust
Musk Rose
Cinque foil
Flower of an Hour
, " Delicate
Cockscomb
Hibiscus
11
Amarynth
Divine
Cowslip
Morning @lory
Glory-flower
" Glorious
Black Poplar
" Lasting
Stoc'k
" Magnificnet Calla Aethicpica
Michaelmas
Daisy
" Mental
Clematis
Starwort
" Modest
Trillium Pictum
11
China Aster
Neglected
Thrcatwort
Straw
" Pensive
Laburnum
Guelder Rose
French Honeysuckly
" Rustic
11
Moving Plant
Unconscious Burgundy Rose
Sainfoin
Beaut~r is your
only attracJapan Rose
Deep Red Carntion
·Belle
Or chis
atlon
Coreopsis
Be Mine
Four-leaved clover
Cineraria
Beneficence
Marshmallow
Indian Pink
Benevolence
Potato
r" aouble
White Catchfly
Betra.yed
Oleander
Beware
Rosebay
Cabbage Rose
"
Beware
of
a
Jasmine
false friend Francisca Latifolia
Whin, Furze
Aloe
St. John's Wort Bitterness
Ebony Tree
Gooseberries
Blackness
Bo rage
Bluntness
Marjoram
Blushes
Red Columbine
Hydrangea
Boaster
Cuckoo Point
Pink
Arum
Boldness
Bonds·'
Convulvulus
Fig
Bonds·. of
Acanthus
Gillyflower
Clematis
affection
Oak Leaves
Bravery
Sprlg of Ivy,
Bravery and
French Willow
Humanity ·
with tendrils
Bridal Favor Ivy Geranium
Pim13ernel
Watermelon,Gourd
Indian Jasmine Bulk
Quamoclit
Busybody
Larch
Scarlet Auricula
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Bury me amid nature's
beauties
Pers1runon
Call me not
beautiful
Calm Repose
Calumny
Change
Change bale
Disposition
Chairty
Charming
Charms,
cDeceitful
Chei;rfulness
" Old Age
Adversity
Chivalry
Cleanliness
Cold-heartedColdnaess
Color of my
Life
Come Down
Comfort
Comforting
Compassion
Concleaed Love
concert
Concord
. Confession Love
Confidence
" Heaven
Conjugal Love
Consolation
Constancy
Consumed by
Love
Contentment
Could You Bear
Poverty?
Counterfeit
Courage
Crime
Cure
U"ure heartache
Curiosity
Danger
Dangerous
Pleasures

Rose Unique
Buckbean
Hellebore
Madder
Pimpernel

Death
" preferloss virtue
Deceit

Rye Grass
Turnip
Cluster Husk
Roses

Deceitful
charms
Deception
Declaration
Thorn Apple
love
Saffron trocus Decrease Love
American Starwort
Chinese
Chrysanthemum Deformed
Monkshood
Dejection
Delay
Hy
Lettuce
Delicacy
Agnus Castus
·Depart
Honeysuckle
Desire to please
Jacob's Ladder Despair
;: Not
Pear Tree
Scarlet GerDespondency
anium
Pevotion, or I
Allspice
turn to thee
l'-lotherwort

Nettle Tree
Lote Tree
Moss Rosebud
Hepatic a
Liberwort
Flowering Reed
Lime or Linden
Red Popp)i!
Bluebell

Dexterity
Difficulty
Dignity
Dignity
Disappointment
Disdain

Disgust
Distinction
Distrust
Syrian Mallow Divine Beauty
Hoyabella
Docility
C)omestic
Browaalia
Industry
Jamisonii
Domestic Virtue
Mock Orange
Do not despise
Black Poplar
my poverty
Ta'ilarisk
Do not refuse me
Balm of Gilead Doubt
Swallow-wort
Durability
Aycarnore
Duration
Rhododendron
Early attachment
Rosebay
Early friendship
Early youth
jRuberose
Elegance
Elegance & Grace

Cypress
Dr.Ed White Rose
Apocynum
White Flytrap
Dogsbane
Geranium
Thorn Apple
White Cherry tree
Red Tulip
Yellow Rose
Begonia
Lichen
Eupatorium
Cornflower
Bluebottle
Dandeliop. Seeds
Mezereon
Cypress
White Julienne
Humble Plant
Peruvian Helio=
trope
SweAt. William
Blackthorp
Cloves
Laurel-Leaved
Magnolia
Carolina Syringa
Yellow Carnation
Rue

Frog Ophrys
Cardinal Flower
Lavender
American Cowslip
Rush
Flax
Sage
Shepherd's Purse
Carrot Flower
Apricot Blossom
Dogwood
Cornet Tree
Tbornless Rose
Blue Periwinkle
Primrose
Locust Tree
Yellow Jasmine

Floral Poesy
Elevation
Eloquence
Enchantment
Energy
" in adversity
Envy
Error
Esteem
11
not love
Estrangement
Excellence
Expectation
Expected Meeting
Extent
Extinguished Hopes
Facility
Fairies Fire
Faithfulness
Falsehood

False Riches
Fame
Fame speaks for
him
Family Union
Fantastic Extravagance
Farewell
Fascination
Fashion
Fecundity
Felicity
Female
Fidelity
Festivity
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Scotch Fir
Lagerstaemia
Holly Herb
Vervain
Red Salvia
Camomile
Bramble
Bee Orchis
Fly Orchis
Garden Sage
Spiderwort
Strawberry
Tree
Lotus Flower
Camelia
Japonica
Anemone
Zephyr Flower
Nutmeg
Geranium
Gourd
Convolvulus
Major
Germander
Speedwell
Pyrun
Japo11icus
Blue Violet
Heliotrope

Fickleness

Abatina
Pink Larkspur

Filial Love
Fidelity
in Adversity
" in love
Fire
First Emotions
of Love
Falme
Flattery

Virgin's Bower
Ivy Plum Tree
Wallflower
Lemon Blossoms
Fleur-de-luce

Flee away
Fluy with me
Folly
Foppery
Foppery
Foolishness
Foresight
Forgetfulness
Forget me not
For once may
pride help me
Fo1'saken

Purple Lilac
Fleur--delis Iris
Venus' Lookingglass
Pennyroyal
Venus' Car
Columbine
Cockscomb
Amaranth
Pomegranate
Holly
Moonwort
Forget me not

Tiger Flower
Garden Anemone
Laburnum
Dipteracanthus
Fortitude
Spectabilis
Camphire
Fragrance
Osier
Frankness
Bu gloss
Fraternal love Woodbine
Deadly Nightsympathy
Syring a
Water
Willow
shade
Freedom
Yellow Lily
Damask
Rose
Freshness
Manchineal
Acacia
Ivy
Friendship
Blue
Periwinkle
Tree
" early
Tall SunOak--leaved
"true
dlower
Geranium
Tulip
"unchanging Arbor Vitae
. London Pride
Frivolity
Chichory Endive
Apple Blossom Frugality
Pink Verbena
Butterfly orchis
Gayety
Yelloe Lily
Scarlet Poppy
Sweet William
Gallantry
Michaelmas
Orang2 Tree
Daisy
Generosity
Fern
Generous amd
Honesty
devoted affection
French Honeysuckle
ti)'ueen's
Rocket
Genius
Plane Tree
Hollyhock
Gentility
Corn Cockle
Sweet Sultan Girlhood
White Rosebud
Give me your
Speedwell
Sweet Basil
good wishes
Myrrh
Parsley
Gladness
T.>i ure l
Glory
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-. Floral Poesy
Glory
Glory.
Immortality
Glorious beauty
Goodness
Goodness
Good education
Good wishes
Good-nature
Gossip
Grace
Grace and
Elegance
Grandeur
Gratitude
Grief
Grief
Happy love
Hatred
Haughtiness
Haughtiness
Heilllth
Hermitage
Hidden w.~rth
High-bred
Holy wishes
Honesty
Hope
Hope
Hope
Hope in adversity
Hopeless love
Hopeless,
not heartless
Horror
Horror
Horror
Hospit2lity
Humility
Humility
Humility
I am too happy
I am your captive
I am worthy of you

Laurel

I change but
in death
Daphne
I claim at least
Glory Flower
your esteem
Bonus HenricusI dare not
?•rcrcurv

Cherry' tree
I declare
Sweet Basil
a<rainst you
White ~!ullein I declare
Cobo ea
against you
I·Tul ti flora
I declare war
Rose
again~t you
I die if
Yellow
ne['.lected
Jasmine
I desire a return
Ash Tree
of affection
Smi'..ll White
I feel my
Bellflower
oblirrations
Harebell
I feel your
Marirrold
lei ndness
Bridal rose
I have lost all
Basil
I live for thee
Purple
I love
Larkspur
I off er you
Tall
my all
Sunflower
Iceland Moss I off er you my
1'.!ilkwort
fortune, or I
Coriander
offer you pePentstomon
cuniary aid
Azureum
I share your
Plumbago
sentiments
Larpenta
I share your
Honesty
Flowering
sentiments
Almond
I shall die
tomorrow
Hawthorn
I shall not
Snowdrop
Spruce Pine
survive you
Yellow Tulip I surmont
·
difficulties
Love-liesI watch over you
bleedin[',
I weep for you
P!nndrn.ke
I will think
Dn'.gonswort
of it
Snakesfoot
Oak Tree
I will think of
Broom
it, or hope
Smr!ller
J. wound to heal
Bindweed
Field Lilac
If you love me,
you will find
Cane Jiismine
Pef!ch
it out
Blossom
111
hite Rose
Idleness

Bay Leaf
Potentilla
Veronica
Speciosa
Belvedere
Liquorice
Wild Tansy
Laurestina
Jonquil
Lint
Flax
Mourning Bride
Cedar Leaf
Red Chrysanthemum
Shepherd's
Purse

Calceolaria
D.ouble China
Aster
GHrden Daisy
Gum Cistus
Black Mulberry
Mistletoe
Ash
Purple VErbena

~-:Ountain

1

Single China
Aster
Wild Daisy
Ef(lantine.
Sweetbrier.
MHiden Blush
R.ose
Hesembry-..
anthemum
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Floral Poesy
Ill-nature
Ill-natured
beauty
Imagination
Immortality
Impatience
Impatient of
absence
Impatient
resolves
Imperfection
Importunity
Inconstancy
Incorru-ptible
Independence
Independence
Indenendence
Indifference
Indifference
Indifference
Indifference
Indiscretion
Indolence
Industry
Industry,
Domestic
Ingeniousness
Ingenuity
Ingenuous
simplicity
Ingratitude
Innocence
Insincerity
Insinuation
Inspiration
Instability
Intellect
Intoxication
Irony
Jealousy

Crab Blossom
Citron
Lupine
Globe
Amaranth
Yellow
Balsam
Corchorus

,,

Red Be.Isam
Hen bane
Burdock
Evening
Primrose
Cedar of
Lebanon
Common
Thistle
1.•/ild Plum
Tree
llfhi te Oak
Ever-flowering
Candytuf t
Mustard Seed
Pigeon Berry
Senvy
Split Reed
Mi ttr.ari'l
Coccinea
Red Clover
Flax
White Pink
Penciled
Geranium
House-eared
Chickweed
Crowfoot
Daisy
FOX['"lOVe
Great
Bindweed
Ang,.lica
Dahlia
Walnut
Vine
Sardonv
French'
~-larisold

Jealousy
Jest

Yellow Rose
Southernwood

Joy
Joys to come
Justice
Justice shall be
done to you
Keep your
promise
Kindness
Knight-errantry
Lamentation
Lastinr beauty
Lasting
pleasures
Let me p,o
Levity
Liberty
Life
Lightheartedness
Li,17,htness
Live for me
Love
Love
Love, forsaken
Love, returned
Love is danCTerous
Love .. for all
seasons
Luster

Luxury
MaP-nificence
MaP.nificent
· beauty
Majesty
Make haste
f:ial evo 1 ence

'·larriape
!laternal
affection
:.fa ternal love
1.Ja ternal
tenderness
Matrimony
''la tronly grace
Mature charms
Hay you be happy

Wood Sorrel
Lesser Celandine
Rudbeckia
Coltsfoot,or
Sweet-scented
Tussilare
Pf'tunia
Scarlet
Geranium
Helmet Flower
(Monkshood)
Aspen Tree
Stock
Everlasting pea
Butterfly Weed
Larkspur
Live Oak
Lucerne
Shamrock
Larkspur
Arbor Vitae
Myrtle
Rose
Creeoing Willow
Ambrosia
Carolina Rose
Furze
Aconite-leaved
Crowfoot, or
Fair Maid of
Fr::i.nce
Chestnut Tree
Magnolia
Calla AEthiopica
Crown Imperial
DianthusLobelia
Ivy
Cinquefoil
Moss
Wood Sorrel
American Linden
C'a ttleya
Cattleya Pineli
Volkamenia
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Meanness
Meekness
Melancholy
Melancholy
Melancholy
Mental beauty
Mental beauty
Message
Mildness
Mirth
Hisanthropy
Misanthropy
Modest beauty
Modest genius
Modesty
Modesty and
purity
Momentary
happiness
Mourning
Music
My best days
are past
My regrets follow
you to the
grave
Neatness
Neglected beauty
Never-ceasing
remembrance
Never despair

Cuscuta
Birch
Autumnal
Leaves
Dark
Geranium
Dead Leaves
Clematis
Kennedia
Iris
Hi!llow
Saffron
Crocus
Aconite
(Wolfsbane)
Fuller's Teazle
Trillium
Pictum
Creeping
Cereus
Violet
White Lily
Virrinian
Spiderwort
WeevinP"
Willow"
Bundles of Reed
with their
Panicles
Colchicum, or
Meadow Saffron
Asphodel
Broor.1
Throatwort
Evgrlasting
Watcher by·· the
1

.V?~yside

No
Old age
Only deserve
my love
Painful
recollections
Pain tins
Painting the
lily

Snapdrafon
Tree of Life
Rose Campion
Flos Adonis
Auricula
Dc.phne Odora

Passion
Paternal error
Patience
Patriotism
Patriotism
Peace
Perfected
loveliness

White Dittany
Cardamind
Dock. Ox-eye
American Elm
Nasturtium
Olive

White Camellia
Janonica
Coinmon Laurel,
Perfidy
in £lower
Pensive bee.uty Laburnum
Love-in-a-mist
Perplexity
Checkered
Persecution
Fritillary
Swamp
Persevenmce
Magnolia
Althea Frutex
Persuasion
Syri'1n Mallow
Persuasion
Pertinacity
Clotbur
Pine, 2.lso
Pity
Andromeda
Pleasure and
Dog Rose
rain
Pleasure,
Everlasting Pea
last in"
Pleas~res ~f
White Periwinkle
inemory
Pomp
Dahlia
Popular favor Cistus, or
Pock Rose
Poverty
Everrrreen
Clematis
Imperial Montague
Power
Cress
Power
White Verbena
Fray for me
Golden Rod
Precnution
Prophetic
Predic:tion
Marirrold
Spiked Willow
Pretension
Herb
Hundred-leaved
Pride
Bose
Aoaryllis
Pride
Indian Plum
Privation
Myrobalan
Privation
Cabbage
Profit
Privet
Prohibition
Prolific
Fiz Tree
Ten-week Stock
Promvtness
Beech Tree
Prosperity
Bearded Crepis
Protection
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Floral Poesy
Prudence
Pure love

Mountain Ash
Single Red
Pink

Red l'.osebud
Star of
Bethlehem
Broken Corn
Straw

Reward of
virtue
Riches
Riches
p·
.. igor
Rivalry
Rudeness
Rudeness
Rural
happiness
Rustic beauty

Hawkweed
Gladioli
Goat's Rue
Lotus Leaf
Silver-leaved
Geranium
Filbert
Hazel
Gardenia
Strined
Carn?.tion
Daffodil
Pur-rile Ve.rbena
Balm of Gilead

Rustic oracle
Sadness
Snf ety
Satire
Sculpture
Secret love
Sembl'.lnce
Sensitiveness
Sensuality
Sep?. ration
Severity
Shame
Sharpness
Sickness

Pure and ardent
love

Pure and
lovely
Purity
Quarrel
Quicksightedness
Ready-armed
Reason
Recantation
Recall
Reconciliation
Reconciliation
Refinement
Refusal

Double Red Pink

Regard
Regret
Relief
Relieve my
anxiety
Chirstraas Rose
Religious
superstition Aloe
Religious
superstition
or faith
Passion
Flower
Relit;ious
enthusiasm
Sch in us
Remembrance
Rosemary
Remorse
Brr.:nble
Remorse
Raspberry
Rendezvous
Chickweed
!~8.ple
Reserve
Resistance
Tremillo Nestoc
Resolved to
Siphocampylos
be noticed
Restoration ·
Persicaria
Retaliation
Scotch Thistle
Return of
Lily of the
happiness
Valley
li.evenge
Birds foot
Trefoil
Reverie
Flowering
Fern
Reward of merit Bay Wreath

Silent Love

Silliness
Simplicity
Sincerity
Slighted love
Snare
Solitude
Soon
Sorrow
Sourness of
temper
Speak out
Spell
Sule en
Splendid
beauty
Splendor
Sportinf
Steadfast
piety
Stoicisr.i
Strength
Stupidity
Submission
Submission

Garland of Roses
Corn
Buttercups
Lantana
Rocket
Clotbur
Xanthium
Yellow Violet
French
Honeysuckle
D11ndelion
Dead Leaves
Traveler's Joy
Prickly Pear
Hoya
Yellow Acacia
Spiked Speedwell
Mimosa
Spanish Jasmine
Carolina Jasmine
Branch of Thorns
Peony
Barberry Tree
Anemone (Zephyr
Flower)
Evening Primrose
Fool's Parsley
American
Sweetbrier
Garden Chervil
Yellow
Chrysanthemum
Catchfly. Dragon
Plant
Heath
Blackthorn
Yew
Barberry
OxliD
Circoea
Fumitory
Amaryllis
Yellow Auricula
Fox-tail Grass
Wild Geranium
Box Tree
Cedar. Fennel
Horseshoe-leaf
Geranium
Grass

Harebell

,
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Success
everywhere
Success crown
your wishes
Succor
Such worth
is rare
Sun-beaming
eyes
Superstition
Surprise
Susceptibility
Suspicion
Sympathy
Sympathy
Talent
Tardiness
Taste
Tears
Temperance
Temptation
Thankfulness
The color of
my fate
The heart's
mystery
The perfection of
femal loveliness
The witchinR sbul
of musi'c
The variety of
your conversation delights me
Thee only do I
love
There is no unalloyed good
Thou.c;hts
Thoughts of
absent
friends
Thy frown will
kill me
Thy smile I
aspire to
Ties

Ncmophila
Coronel la
Juniper
~.chimenes

Sc::trlet Lychnis
St. John's
Wort
Truffle
Wax Plant
Champip,non
Balm
Thrift
!'ll1i te P iv':<·

Flax-leaved
Golden-locks
Scarlet Fuchsia
Helenium
Azalea
Apple
Agrimony
Coral Honeysuckle
Crimson Polyanthus
Justicia
Oats

Clc>.rkia
Arbutus
Lapagenia
Rose a
Pansy
Zinnia
Currant
Daily Rose
Tendrils of
Clil'lbing Plants

Timidity
Amaryllis
Timidity
Marvel of Peru
Time
White Poplar
Trana_uility
i'udwort
Trr.mquili ty
Stonecrop
Tranquilize ny
Christmas Rose
anxiety
Transient
Night-blooming
beauty
Cereus
Transient
impress~

ions
Transport of
joy
Treachery
True love
True friendship
Truth
Truth
Unanimity
Unbelief
Unceasing
remembrance
UnchanP-in"
friendship
Unconscious
beauty
Unexpected
meeting
Unfortunate
attachment
Unfortunate
love
Union
Unity
Unite against
a common
foe
Unpatronized
rr1eri t

Unrequited
love
uprightness
Uselessness
Utility

Withered White
Rose
Cape Jasmine
Biiberry
Forcr,et-me-not
Oak-leaved
Geranium
Bittersweet
Ni!!htshade
White Chrysanthemum
Phlox
Judas Tree
American Cudweed
Arbor Vitoe
Burgundy Rose
Lemon Geranium
Mourning Bride
Scabious
Whole Straw
White and Red
Rose together
Scarlet Verbena
Red Primrose
Daffodil
Imbricata
Meadowsweet
Grass

•
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Floral Poesy
Variety
Variety
Vice

·.

Victory
Virtue
Virtue, Domestic
Volubility
Voraciousness
Vulgar minds
War
War
Warlike trophy
Warmth of
feeling
Watchfulness
Weakness
Weakness
Welcome, fair
stranger
Welcome to a
stranger
WidowhQod
Will you accor.tpany me to
the East?
Will you dance
with me?
Win me and
wear me
Winning grace
Winter
Wisdom
Wit
Wit, ill-timed
Witchcraft
Hortn beyond
beauty
l'i"'rth sustained
by judicious
and tender
affection

China Aster
Rosa Mundi
Darnel (Ray
Grass}
Pal!TI
>fint
Sage
Abecedary
Lupine
African
:farieold
York and
Lnncaster Rose
Achillea Hillefolia
Indian Cress

You are cold
You c-.re my
divinity
You are
perfect
You are rad'·
"iimt with
charms.
You are rich
in attracti on
You are the
queen of
coquettes
You are
charming

Peppermint
Violet
Mos cha tel
Musk Plant

You have no
clnims
You have ;nany
lovers

Dnne

Wisteria
American
Starwort
Sweet

Scabious
Stephanotis
Viscaria
Ocul:i.ta
Lady's
Slipper
Cowslip
Guelder Rose
Blue Salvia
: 'ep_dow Lychnis
Wild Sorrel
Enchanter's
Nightshade
Sweet Alyssum

Pink Convolvulvus

Worldniess, selfseeking
Clianthus
Worthy of
all praise
Fennel

Hortensia
American Cowslip
Pineapple
Ranunculus
Garden Ranunculus
Queen's Rocket
Leschenaultia
Splendens
Pasque Flower

Chorozer.!a
Vari um
You please nll Branch of r
currants
You are too
bold
Dipladenia
Crassinoda
You will be
my death
Hemolck
Your c~wrms are
enf!.raven on ,
my heart
Spindle Tree
Your looks
freeae me Ice Plant
Your presence
softens my
vain.

~'ilkvetch

Your.Purity
equals
your loveliness
Orange Bloss pm
Your qualities,
like y0ur
charms, are
uneaualed Peach
Your qualities
surpass
your . .
Mignonnette
charms
Your temper
is too
Grammanthes
hasty
Chlor:iflora
Youthful
Cowslip
be fluty

.

-

•
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You •.hftd
innocence
Youthful
love
Your whims are
unbearable

!•·Ion~trda

Zealousness
Zest

Amplexicaulis
Elder
Lemon

White Lilac
P.ed Catchfly
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Dr. Gordon Browning: ''Crayfish, Crawfish, Crawdads
and Crawdabs in the ~entucky Mountal~s''
Nearly all students of language know the history
of the word crayfish, a folk etymology from the Old French
crevisse and Middle English crevise. From crayfish
developed the equally familiar.form crawfish (another
folk etymology), which in turn seems to have inspired
the invented form crawdad. ·Crawdad, although a fairly
recent creation, has become the prevalent usage in
certain parts of America and has apparently spawned an
even more recent development: the pronunciation crawdab: ..
in the Eastern Kentucky mountains.
}
To estab Ii sh the frequency of the usage I undertook a systematic survey of Letcher County, Kentucky,
and surrounding areas by distributing a mimeographed
Webster's New World Dictionary definition: "A small,
fresh-water-crustacean somewhat resembling a I ittle
lobster."
I asked informants to record the word
they would probably use and other terms they might
occas i ona I I y use. Of the two dozen who responded, ha If
were male and half female. Thay ranged in age from
eighteen to eighty-seven and in education from grade
school dropout to MD and PhD.
Of the Letcher County natives responding, only
four failed to acknowledge the existence of the term
crawdab. One of these was from the Fleming-Ne6n area,
a predominately Polish coal-mining area culturally and
geographically isolated from the rest of the county.
Another was an 87-year-old practicing MD, whose response
of crawfish el !cited a vehement reaction from his son,
who maintained that it was the first time he had ever
heard his father say crawflsh and that he had heard
him say crawdab on numerous occasions.
Other responses are equa 11 y en Ii ghten i ng. A
sixty-six-year-old male bank president and a forty-yearol d woman with a grade-school education both listed

o· •• ,:
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crawcab as probable usage and crawfish as occasional,
adding further support to a conclusion suggested by
Informal interviews In Letcher and surrounding
counties: that crawdab and crawdad do not exist In
free variation In the mountain dialect. People appear
fami I lar with one word or the other, seldom both.
Exception to this rule was an eighteen-year-old college
coed from Letcher County who I I sted crawdad as her
only response but also Indicated without prompting
that ''Every time I pronounced It as crawdab, someone
would correct me." A twenty-eight-year-old civil
engineer from Harlan County, married to a Letcher
County natl ve, preferred crawf I sh but Ii sted crawdab
as secondary and added In the margin that he had
been corrected by parents and teachers when he said
crawdab Instead of crawdad and had settled on crawflsh
as a com prom I se. A th I rty-two-year-o id PhD in Eng Ii sh
I !sted crawdab as his primary choice and wrote under
the heading of occasional substitutes "There are none.''
A female MA In Eng! lsh said with a laugh when she read
the definition, "Why that's a crayfish!" pronouncing
the word very meticulously, and then recorded crawdab
as her secondary response.
Two concluslons are suggested. The first Is that
even the ciasslcal ly conservative dialect of Letcher
County, spoken In an area Isolated by some of the
highest mountains in Kentucky and by the Kentucky River
as wel I, nevertheless 111 ustrates the dynamic features
of sound change (i.e., In this case, dlsslmllation).
The se6ond--suggested by the responses of those who
had been corrected In their pronunciations of crawdab-ls that colorful I lngulstlc usages, whether new or
old, wl 11 have decreasing chances of survival In
Appalachia as parents and teachers, sensitive about
the Appalachian Image, steer the younger generation
toward confor~fty of usage.
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Dr. L.W. Barnes, Editor
Dr. Gordon Browning: "How Fair Is Fair?''
The O.E.D. Indicates that use of fair to mean
beautiful is obsolete or archaic except when it precedes
words JI ke weather and means; however, one of the
exceptions also appears to be bordering on obsolescence.
When a television weatherman predicts a fair day, he means
the skies wl 11 be clear and sunny; but investigation
reveals that he Is misunderstood more often than not.
I asked two classes of university juniors, seniors and
graduate students, most of them Eng 11 sh majors and
minors, to record what the phrase "a fair day'' meant to
them. Of 47 questioned, only ten responded that the day
would be clear and sunny. 36 seemed to treat the term
as synonymous with ml Id or moderate; one, unaccountably,
said It meant overcast.
Of the 36 who misunderstood the phrase, none acknow1edged tho poss I b 111 ty that a day mI ght be fair and very
warm or fair and very cold. Their descriptions Included:
"sweater-or I lght coat-wearing weather," "moderate In
temperature," "not extreme," "pleasant," ''in the middle
temperature range,'' "a day when clouds are present but
not In abundance,'' ''nothing traumatic Is going to happen,''
''comfortable," "average temperatore, 11 "sunshine about
·
halfway," etc. Eleven used the term "moderate" In their
definitions; six used "mi Id"; four used "pleasant." Eight
specifically mentioned the poss I bl llty of clouds In a fair
day; one, In fact, acknowledged that there might be
"up to a 20% chance" of rain.
From this sampllng we can conclude that a weatherman
using the phrase "a fair day" will more often than not
be understood to mean ''a falr-to-mlddling'' d~y. Therefor~,
we can anticipate a time not far distant when that ls what
even the forecasters wl I I mean when they use the phrase.
Eastern Kentucky University
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Henry Welhofen in Legal Writing Styl~ * indicates that in L~w,
as in other p~rs~Jts , it is a good idja to strive for simplicity.
In hs worthwhile effort, he agrees that one must avoid
the colloquial or the slangy,yet one should not be stuffy,
pompous, or overly-formal.
He then proceeds to give a substantial number of words which are
formal and stuffy. fie then gives the "Simple'' solution.
In many
instances, his position is well-taken. For example, it is
obviously better to say "Building" rather than 8difice. 11
Likewise, it ls more fruitful to stay with the direct "bring
about" than to stay 1~ith "effectuate." Then, too, there is
merit in substituting" as soon as possible" for" with a minimum
of delay." f-!owever, it is possible that "minimum" might carry a·
more specific meaning than" as soon ... "
Before altering too many of the terms which at'firsf ilanc~.
seem.to be ~attors of Jergen, formality,. anrl stuffiness, it might
be well to consider in ~epth the meanings carried by the terms
we nesire to replace.
The use of the term "apprise" might be significant enough to
keep the term, rather than to substitute for it "inform."
"Apprls<> 11 in a legal sense carries not only the meaning of
passing information clong, but also self-discovery which~
then followed by hoth telling and justifying at th• same time.
If I am "apprised" of my rights, I am not only told but also
told why or how.
It would not be well to substitute "write" or "telephone" for
"communicate" without considering carefully all the meanings
carried by "communicate." "Communicate" may well involve.passing
information along in terms of certain principles or allegations.
Whereas I could "tefl" or 11 telephone" or "write" in any·
kind of an experience where principles of law are not concerned,
"communicate" in law often refers·-.to passing along information
in terms of certain steps or procedures, where these steps or
procedures must be fol lowed or met in order for ncommunlcation"
to be be made legally,
It Is suggested that the Interested reader look at some of the
many terms indicated on the two p§ges where Weihofen develops
his ideas.
*'~

----:;:---·---Henry Veihofen, Legal Writing Style,St.Paul.West,1961,IX,
322 pp.
**Ibid., pp.
59-60.
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B;n1dshaw William.: .... '..'A Commonsens~-. View"_o-f Languac;ell ; .. :
There shoulc:' be little question that Linguistics in ir.'any 11reas,
as a science, has made considerable progress with resnect to hath
theory and practice. And this prog-rPss has been remarkable in
h:;i.ving been achieved in such a s'tort time~ That therf' have heen
problems, that there are problems, and that there will continue
to he problems are truisms which stem from 'the fact of the human
mind and from the fact(s) of human ·experif'nce.
As a scienc.,~-both inductive and deductive •ith the emphases mainly
in the inductive areas,· it is a matter of experience that the
hypotheses can be but tentative, an<l that there must be continual·
examination made in all areas of the science of _Linguistics.
Some of the problems stem from the fact that there is much to know
in this world and 'that all thtore is to know cannot be subsumed
at one time. Therefore, the hypotheses made are t:1ose which attempt
to take into account all that is a matter of conscious material
for that particular time and place, Different people look at the
problems _frcn "' if:fe::A.~:t point!: of view. I'.owPver, any articulation
of the problems not in the areas of art and nusic, or sculp~ure
are somehow articulated in or through, language. It is rlso probably
true that we also talk about art and about music in language.
Now, all of these articulations come from somqwhere and have some
purpose(s). We have literary criticism througli. which critics
or surveyors of critirs look to the nature of literature nnd to
the nature of thosp wli.o comoose literaf"ure. Suc'i. must also be f:he
case, by analogy, Of t)>OSP. v;ho look to the C?.nons of ~.rt, r.msic,
or sculpt.ore, or to 1111y ot.i·1er fon1 lmown 8.s art, It is at least
the position of this linruist thRt there i~ PO linguistic
approach to any arf".1 of human knowlerlgP., opJy th;it nll areas ·
of humcn concern thP.t are hll.:!'!'il.J.e'il' through 1 angu?.ge must somehow
be R part of a lin~uistic survey, ~e can scarcely survey the
t'.rtioulations in language of any cliscipline without touching
on or probing into the nature of that discipline. It would anpear
th.at 2.ny <liscussion of :my branch of humrm interest or concern
t!:rough language must l::e examined to discovr."r whether that
discipline has unique J inguistic features. TJy ''unique" I me~.n
features which distinguish one articulation from another in
resp,, ct to the particular a.red ·of experience, or kind of experience,
Of course, these assertions, quite general, will evoke certain
questions, One of the questions might focus on the matter as to
whether or not language as such is essential to the literary
experience, or the musical experience, or the artistic experience,.
or whatever else. If we could adopt a comfortable theory that
words are simply carriers, or catalysts, o.nd that the words, as such,
·are- ~at a part of the integral or essential experience, then our
concerns misrht be subst.anti ~l lv r11f" rlriwn
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It is true that WP often say, in thP semantic SPnse, that words
do not mean but carry meanings. In sv.ch ~. SPnSI.", words :mil their
orders are simply it.ems which, like rhe rails on th" railrond,
enable meanings to go from hence to thPnce, from author to reader,
perhaps, J\TP. might then inquire- -?.s I UJ!l. certain we must- -1·•hethPr
some worc'ls and their arrangements ore mor• effective than others
in carrying meRnings. We might also look to the~ question es to
whether some kinds of m"'anings are best carried by certain
orders of words, rnther than by other orders of words, Or, perhaps,
we might sv.y that every speaker or writer who has sone view of
experience to articulate has enough linguistic competence to
i:;~rve his purpose.
The proponents of such a theory would also go
on to urge that the readers or listeners would have sufficient
linguistic competence to share the experience of the writer or
speaker.
Of course, those who look only to the sender might sto.te, flatly,
that the question of communication is not essential with respect
to composer-product. If the listener or reader--for literature,
in this case-- reads or listens with p0rfect or imperfect understanding, that is one matter~ However, the most important point
is that the ·author has a vision of life and. that he is able to ..
express it.
Of course, here we woulc'I be taking the position that Rn indivi~uel
has a literary v:Bw of some aspect cf life anc that he finr.s enous"
la11guage at his dis;)OSal to articulate i·~, rJe infer, at J ea.st,
that the experience is follow"'d by the urge to create, to recr.eate,
or irepresAn_t t11e

~Xpt::'ri~ncP.

I..angung~

sPrves Ji is

nurpos~.

I--1e is

then satisfied, Now, if t"ere is the desire to COP'.municate th11t
; vision to someone elsf', t1'.at somPone else has the same kind of
linguistic competE'nce w"-er,.,by he can go to the carri.<>r which will
afford him the opportunity· · 0¥ sliaring the crwative exn,,rience,
Even were the writer or speaker to complain bitterly at his not
being understood or apnreciated, that would be one matter entirely
divorced from his own li teri::ry ;;>xperience anrl achiever•1ent, Of course,,.
he would then place himself hi~self in the position cf asserting
that his linguistic competence served him but failed 2. prospective
audience. Such a point of .:view is not unknown. Certainly some
kind of a comE:.on denonin~tor theory is essential to us in considering the matter of language in any way or degree.
It is only too true thnt the encoding and decoding syste1!1 is
not known, concretely, now i<le'.ls are made nnd kept or forr.-.ed can
be approached but tentatively, Often, the best proof we have must
be a sort of a negative one--in that we adopt a theorv because other
theories do not answer the problem
hnnd: It is di~ficult to obtain
sensorial proof as to w11at happens when "rm idea" is transformed
to writing or to speech in individual "-A" e.nd cecoded so r.s tn
become an idea in t'.1e conscionsne>ss of other . inclivi,1u11ls B:.C ,]),.,,,.
;:z, Nevertheless, such a condition or state !'\USt ])e VP.TY cl'o's'e
to what happens,

n•

It may be a bit comfnr•ing to think that whetevar goes through
the personality of ~!!Y single individual as "' matt<"r of th,.
sense~, nf a mPtter of sense
or as a matter of attituJes cnn be
cor.mmnicr.cted, express<"d, or communed, Unless w,,· ar.~ t!O'Jking
about fa.ce-to-fa.ce oral passages, co!'iplete with noT1-Jiriguistic
accon;panimr-nts, or U'.'.less W<' are talking about comrmnications
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entirely non-verbal, we must be thiriking about a language which
serves to encode human experience, and whic:r., as well, serves
for the purpose of decoding, If we can avoid the thorn;· problem
as to whether language serves to mislead or misdirect "people
with respect to the truth of experience, itself, we can agr0e that
language noes enable us to communicate, express, or commune
to many preclictable cl.egrees, 1'1hPt11er WP sp.,nd most of . life:...-,.
using language to deceive ourselves perhaps is not the critical
question here since we ar e not now tslking about truth-falsity,
It would probably he agree~ that-for ope of the few instances
in human experience-- b)l philosoph0rs, scientist, artists, s.nd
other individuals-that whatever c11ance Wfl have of apuroaching
real truth comes through our language structures, hnwevpr thev
may be viAw0d.
Whnn we consider th• complex sensorial system of ~~n, his complex
cognitive system, anr1 his ro less conpJ•x 2.ttitudinal system,
with each system intar-relating, we s~ould npryreciate the scope
of a linguistic systPm 8.ble to hanrlle rr.ai1 's oral and graphic
representations of experience.
Now, however much the linguist ~~ould apDr,ar to differ in his
apprQach to all of the aspects of langua.g~, h>" is invP-riably
found to consider that we do r.:ova fro;:1 " sound tc sense,·' Each
language has its system of proceeding from sound to sAnse--fr=
phonology to meanings. It is probably true -· and hopefully so- that the SC'unclsunique to each language ~.re sjgr•.ificant in being
able to be fused to meaning through oral or graphic representations.
Unless the whole matter of language is a divine hoax er machination
to keep man from understanding himself, others, and the nature of
his physir:aJ, i"1tellectu1ll, attitudinal, nnd sur,iranatur~.I natures,
then we start with the position that what"ver l'.lan can experj_C'nce
he can represent through language. Of course, if it is desired
to intervene at this point to assert that therA is never enough
linguistic ccmpetence to handle the matter n:F 1:mwan experi7nce,
we face a limi tatiori t'1t:>t arises between wh:;ot is asserted <!.S noter>.ti.al
and what is asserted ri.s actu~l performanc".
··
On the who1P, the linguist heliev,,s--as is nrohal-ilv thf-' casP of thP
"laymi:m"'-th,at f-'ach languag<' which surviv0s is Dbl e to hnniile 1111
of the Tf'Presented <'x.perienC•'S that car <eris!'. The p('ltential is
there. CPrtainly, it w·r·vld not be urged t\:.at every individual in
every language community ~ould ~ave th0 sa~a JinRuistic potential or
achievement, But it is urr;ed that fi!lr m1y t il"lA or nl ace n conpl!"'te
language hes the ability to take care of nll thnt needs to be
communicated, expressecl., or co;nmuned. R:J.c!-: individual has the
ability to work, langu?ge-wise, within each language. It is
probably true that PVery language has s greDter capacity or
potential than any single inrlividual within it. It would certainly
s-.tand investigation to assert categorically that i'.11 languages
do serve the total personality of each individual in a language-•~•--~'~
speaking community and all individuals in S\.!Ch a comr.nmity, It
must be true, in an nPtic" sense, that there is a coi:m10n core cf
phonological items which ·through kind and degree serve as a means
for understanding other individuals not in a like-speaking community.
It will also stand investigation to assert th:i.t there is a common
denominator of human personality, a common (lenominator wi1ich
demands common language i tens ancl structures, In going from" sound
to sense,'· we find that we can handle the re,-,lity of huw.an bel:avio.r
in individual or group contexts,._ whet'"ier. lr.nzunr;e leads to truth
,... ..... + .... ,... . . . .; ...
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Bradshaw William " A Commonsense View of Languaee"
Hopi:ifullv it may be true that the mere one sees in the disc;iplines
in experience, the more he is able to take a c01~monsense view,
with the added dimension of beine; able to see the siznificances in
the view. In the next few issues, or so, we are takine a set of
co:nnonsense views about lanr;uuge, Let us first look to a rather
ccmmon .definition of language ..
The definition has its central focus in the fact that laneuase
is a system and that the system is one of articulated sounds.
Further, through the system of such articuhticns, we can represent
individually or collectively--as through institutions-- what we
think, feel, and sensA about conmwn or uncmr.mcn experiences. In so
doing we can understanC. with one anothi:ir; we can feel with one
r:n0t~11or, and, finally, WE' can anpreciate the spnsorial world
of our senses in conjunction.
Now, more specificnlly, t.'ie Qrticulat.ions are tho sec of sound, and,
because of the articulations, we are move~ in one direct.ion
rather than in others, The directions were arP mnved to or into arP
those of meanin['S. It would appt>ar that a chBn['e in sound sipnals a
change or mort> in i'leaning. Apreeing, quickly, that we can sirnal
changes in meaninf thronsh c·ther than langua~e, we Sll!:'Pest that
langua::;e, on the Khc·le, may rA the mnst ,,fficient way cf si::nallinz
a cl~ang"' in r.teaning, On the . non-verbal 1 f'Vel, it is agreec1. that
a knife in my hand m:i.crht siznal a chan·:e of mi>aning from having
a spoc-n in ::iy ]'and. With lrm['uage, a phonemic chanr~e, 11s in
/bat/ to /kat/ would si~nal that we may not be talking about
bats but about somethins else.
After ponderinf the matter for so~etime, it is likely that nearly
everyone will agree th:c.t the forty-five phon0mes we have in English,
for exrrmple, will, throush articulE:tion, tak•_, care of nost of
the kinds of me~.nine we ]1ave in ninci er in nature to h::mdle, If
we· want •to explain, if we want to debate, if we want to quarrel,
if we want to describe, if we want to feel, or whatever we want to
do that !mnan beings want to d.o--whether thinking, feeling, or
sensinp--the sounds, in combination, can ,artang~. · Now, by
"communication'/ we have in mind that a person can get across to
someone else or to himself fairly well what he thought he thought
about~ felt about, or sens< ·. When th:;>, t takes pl ace, we cons ii.ler that.
communication is effective. Presumably, we c2n even grade the
communication as excellent, gooCI., fair, unsatisfactory, or poor.
Such is a.lso the case with expression, Pr0surrnely, thR linguistic
system can take carA rif the er.otions we feel in t!!e sense of ~~vi.TI"
th.e!n. represented throu::;h lanq;u<>ge, if we think th.at
such t>Xpression
is necessary, inevit11.ble, or desirable. The.soi.ma units, as J?honem<>s,
become morphemes, then lexe~es, and then larfer units of meaninp,

•
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For any specific language-Spl'akino; community the system is able
to handle whatever man believ\5 hC' needs to handle through
these oral articulations, Now, it is true that the cral face cf
languape--its
~enuine one-- is adequate for the face-to-face conversations we have, er fer the mass media representations we have,
It has also beccme quite clear that since we are not ti.h1nY..;>. in actuall
conjunction with each other, the oral face c-,f language is not
sufficient. Therefore, mankind has evolve~ e:raphic systems cf
representint: the sounds of language. The child progresses~?)
from 0ral to silent read.in;:;, Through a set cf prricesses not entirely
understood, the phonolO£Y of the language can be reprE'sented
graphically. There is no piece cf writins as such which cannot
ha.ve at l:east a.<;>ne-to-one representathm crnlly. Further, each
oral representation of language can, fnr !"acl' system, be re"[lres<>nf-Pr'
in writinz.
The whole system for each oral ond ~ranhic reprPsentation of languarre is its"sranmar,"
~

~

Simply stated, the s:ran!"'.a.r C'f any lane:ua~: 0 is the number of ways
anc1. th~ 1-::ind of ll7ays i·,-:at stP.ten~-e-n-t:s CD.fl }:lf' mP-''.le in t11at l~nr.:u11r-i0o,
where the statf'ments nre essentially human. ~he ~rammar r-·f f!
laneuase consists nf its soun~ system ( nh0nnlrsy), of its
morpholoeical systPn ( words and basic uni.t chang·~s), nf its
syntax (word, phrasP, erd cl2use rrdAr), nf its lexPmes ~~cle
word order), an<l of its SP~eRes ( word-cn~-~recter order).
Na reliance on mPanin~ can be effective withrut a movenent in
the whole lanf;ua::e syst<':m of sound to s,.,nse, Nn chan:::0 i.n sound can
be pffectuated without a chan[e er modification in the neanin[S,
Each lanc;:ua,,-e has a systf'r.: , and the syste1:i operates efficient1y,
without excentions. !'.1here a.n ·'exception" is assP.rted there is
simply an unstated confession that the one assertinz the exception
is simply unaware of the total picture. Since language is a system
of articulat.e'd sounds throU!:;h which r.rnn 1:1oves to mean.int:,
the phonology of th·~ lansua::,e exercises its prime and prior
claim, Tj1.at in our verb syste1;i we have; '-rinz," "ran;:;' , and ''rung"
rather than "ring, n"rihged~' .. and "ringea•· is not really a matter
of fatt tkat we ~ave an irregular verb at all. The verb is not
irn~p,ular, for the souncl change is entirf'ly r:>~ular. We might,
nt the best--or 1vorst--s:iy that. the expeCt1'r1 '.'.r:rphic rPpresentation
is not regular--and that is an entirely diff~rent matter,
Now, what do w,,· e-xpect from t11e language syst.eF.? If we hnvf'
differ,mces as to our own experie!'ces, i.n any behavnri f\l way, W'!'
would expect that the systen, if functioning efficiently, woul,:i
provido:- ways of inoicati!'?" wht\t 1·re havf! in r!'in<'I, ir1 thf' heart, :>.'~~
in the wrorld o:'. senses, '·re can tiilk to ot1rselves a1'rmt ourseJvPs,
nlicut the outsi~0 worlr1 , D.rnut othi>rs. rrocl ~h,.,ut wlint WP thin1r
and feel about ethers. It is nC't fOing t<'o fn.r astrry .,.,.. assume
the each indivio:'ual us:>s l~is persanality in the s:otme way,or·;thlri't' ,ea'c!1
personality v1orJ<:s al0nf th.e sane lines r'..s ~"'c11J. d be true r-f C"t~er
perscnnli t.ies, Thus the common eo~ua.tion er '1P.n0minP.tC"r ft"\r J.nnr:u.ng'? !
Now. we are quick, in thf·ory ; n': 1Ac.st, t0- assert that words and
their combinations arP. not thP senses, not the ideas, and not th~
e1"ctions <'r attitudc,s we find they expr"SS r.r represent. The
wor~~ thPn, is n0t the ttinq~ act, iden, ~v~nt> ~r person, or
placf', or ti:ne, Put ·words stand for·· these:'.elements in experience,
'"!,
• point
.
""a t d o we nPe d at t h is
.f or un d erstan_d'1ne ?. •D er h.. aps, we
need to look a.t "experie!1C<~." By '"experienc'", '· this writer has in
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mind how the thing works and what it cons-is ts of. It is often
true that it is difficult to tell what an elenent is, but easier
tc come close to its nature throuR"l:
it
.. speinr; what it does and hnw
.
operates,
~

It would appear to us that "experi<"nCP" is the conscinus r1?action
of a living organism to a world of eJements which can be enumerated:
things, i~eas, events, institutions, persons, plac1?s, and time, We
can, of course, re-arranre this.definition t<'.' supgest that experience
is the conscious response of an organism tn o world of thin~s,
ideas, events, institutions, and persons all in space and timP,
We will net suffer too much tl:!rouph tePtativ<;>ly adcptinr nn"'
or t11e other defini ticms, Further, any defini ti0n that takes care
of ' -. ·."!.co.n-.s.c;.i o,u s r_e s pons e "- and the i terns of PXperience would not
gc too far astray, Now, we would not believe t!':.at we can have an
exnerience without a reaction to the elements we have indicated.
It. will not be too unkina. 0T too doE;natic to sugeest that experience
does not contain any elements not indicated in the list of elements
above, If it is urged that the definition is too narrowly-psychological, it might be useful to counter with the observation that
no other definition does as much or as well.
When we come to "meaning," we have another probler.i. Yet, we must
pause to nake some 0hservation about meaning, for that is what
the human mind comes back to discuss in nearly all instances. N0w,
we could stop and talk about many meanings carried by "meaning,"
And such is a useful semantic exercise to which we can direct the
interested reader er the curious reader. By "meaning," we have
in mind the reaction that foll0ws the T'O'spr:-'1SP to experience,
When the stimuli of thinkinP,, feelinp:, or s.-.nsing are strcn.f'
_enough to cause a living form to resprnd rr attend to -the items
of ideas, events, people, things, and ins ti tntions in s.pace and
time, we believe that experience has takPn place. When the
individual responcls in specific •·mys cf thi'11·inf, feP-ling, or sensing,
we then say t!u1t th" P::qierience has •·meaninq" to him, Wh2.t
an experience m';eans can oP.ly be viewed fruitfully throuo-h whn t
effects the experience has on the total personality of the
individual, If the expPrience effects no personality change, there
has been no meaning for that inclividual. Naturally, it follows
that a like experience cari have meanin,- f0r some individuals and
none for others. It also-follows that the like experience can have
different effects in som" ~dividuols, rather than in others. It also
follows, then, that it is not a zood idea to say "the same experience~'
It is quite likely that "P.xperience" can be defined fer only one
individual. It is in this sense, ns w;:-11 ns in other senses, that
each individual experiences uniquely.
Although there would appear to be a rather wide set of agreements
as to like experiences among different individuals, each individual
must s nvour the common experience uniquely. Thus, the same-laflgu,age:
statement to which many indivic!t:als would react in similar fashion
must have a unique linguistic meaning to each individual respondins
to it, l!'here the difference is not a real matter of kind, it may
well be a matter of degree, at least. It will appear to the
discerning observer that the lan,;mage of n people is so set up as to
handle that which is alike in !?;TOup :fas·hion hut individually
unique as to the single experi,,,ncine; person,
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Dr. L.W. Earnes, Editor: Volume VII, Numters 3()>3iJ '3?-Dorothy L Bray: "The Apache Verb-Complex''
Southern At1oapaskan languages are linguistico.lly related to
the Athapaskan-spealdng people of AlasY.a, Canada, and Northern
California, The Southern Athapaskan. Group ( often called the
Apachean Group~ includes t':e r.hiricahua of Southern Arizona and
New l"exico, the ~foscalero of East-central llew Mexico, the Jicarilla
of llorth- eastern 1·/ew Hexico, the I~iowa Apache of Northern Texas,
the Lipan of E:outhern Texas, the Navajo of the Four Corners
.
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. ~
U ta'.1,
'A.re a o f .,,
"ew "'
. •.exico,
anc• Ar1. zona, an d +h
., e
elestern Anache of BP.stern Arizona. Western Apach<> is suh-.:!iviced
· t o f iv
· .. groui;;>s. ~.an
c
r"ar 1 cs, '''h
· - ;..
·
· ---C'U
" t!-"
in
'"" l· t"_ l"
_.,rn1nta1p,
. l· l-.1cue,
... rn
Tonto, an~ Northern Tnnto. The ~ialects snoken by these five
groups are mutually int<Clligible with. C!ifferences in prnT'unciation
ancl usaee which reflect the gQ0rranhic herjtage n.f each groun,
For ins ta nee, t:J.e p·::iople of f'.yl as, thoufh living much nearer to
San r:arlos than to the White '·loun ta in region, si;>eak e. W!d tP
Mountain dialect b<:>cause they are descendant
from '.'lhite ·
1-fountain brmcls ;,1oved to t~1e Gila river hy th'? United State governrient in 1875, LikewiSf', the peopl0 of Cibicue, though geographically closer to the ~:hite ]1iountain regirm, spea 1c a 'San Carlos
dialect because they are descendent from San Carlos bands. This
study involves information gathered frpm both San Carlos and
Wliite Mountain dialects: since the differences between the two
are primarily in pronunciation--not syntax, spellings may differ,
but the conclusions dt>aling with phrase and sentence structures
are valid for these two dialects, as well as for others within
the Southern AthRpaskan groups,
0

.

•

The verb is the basis of the Apache language; not only are sentence
elements built aroun~ the verb, but most adjective functions and
many nouns are expressed. through verbal forms. In fact, a complete
sentence can be expressed by one Apache verb form- - a verb -complex whicli includes the verb stem. and three or more prefixes which
indicate person, numrer, mode, tensr,, and voice, as well as su!-ject,
h •
• 1·
l . + Dr, i·
. .
h as ,,escr1
~
· b.e.
cl
.
d irect
OuJect,
an••-' 1r~1rect
oJJBC-.
~arry u
.. OlJer
fourteen positions or slots within this VPrb-complex, The following
chart is ac1.apted from Dr. Hoijer's findings U3oijer, 1945),
CHAI~T

4
5
Pest Adv. Theme Iter.
Obj, Pos,
Pre. M0de
1

2

3

6.

7

No, T'ir,

Obj,

A

8
9
10
11
12 13 14
'Jnftl c P\dv. T.r:ns("I 1·'r-·.J.- Sttb, c 8
Pro 1 +

a

e

s

in

.s

Although there are fnurteen basic positions in th~ typical verb-complex,
Edgerton stated that only eight of-these main.verb prefixes appear at
'.

.,
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anv one time since scme of the morphemes can be combined in certain
elements wliich are distributed in two or more p0sitions (Edgerton,
1963), These morphological slots ore shown in Chart B, illustrating
the possible combinations of fillers from Chart A.

II

I

Postpos,
Phrase
111+112

Mode
115/1111

III

IV

Numbt>r
(Pl.)

Dir,
Obj,

116

#7

CF..ART B

v

Subj0ct
118/1112

VI
Future
Tense
llJO+#J 1

VII
Class
1113

VIII
Verb
The111e
1114/
1114+#3,4,9

Combining thi" informati0n ~br,ut pc-ssil,le pC'~iti"n~ nf the bcsic ver1'cornplex in Chnrt A witn ? kncwledpe of the com1'tnetions tndic1ted in
Chart B, one can J:l\'Te er,s i ly unc1erst~n(1 the cons tructirn of the
Apac!1ean v~rb- cnrr1n 1 ex 1.;1-.,i c11 is cor.1pr sPc1 0£ se\r8re.1 n0J. i Q'P.tory anC.
opti0n::-l m0rpr.e'11.es follC'.wjnz n definJ.te p2ttern <'f orr)er.
DetaileCl r!iscussic·:ns of the eiel1t slr:ts
with exaDples n,,r1 lists 0f
p<'ssi'hle fillers ~.re fnmd in the folln~incr ·:'riler:
MorEh'-logicaJ Slct
I
?rstpos1t1<n8l Phra.sP

II
III
IV

\T

Vl
VII
VIII
I,

i-!c de

Nunber
Direct Pbject
St~1:· i ~ c.t
:P v:c L~ ·re ~I.er1s ~
Class
VF-Tb T!1e1:1e

Fill~rs

I! 1 + ( # 2)
115/1111
# 6
# 7
# il ! 1t 1 2
# 10+ # 11
# 13
# 14/1114 +

{u

3,4,9}

Pnstpasitional Phrase = # 1 + ( It 2 )

The first morpheme, reetcing frr;.1 left to ri::;ht, has been refer.red to
by Hijer, Edgerton, nnd '.lthers es the prnn~ninal indirect object;
he>wever, the unir not cnly expresses ta whcr.1. nr for whcr.• sonPthing
is done ( as sn in0i re ct ol:. j ect)
; it ~-cnc'f:es 2 much 1·1ifler variety
of ideas, such as wit'l, about,_ ,'.ID t"D of, arnund, for the benefit of,
etc. For this reason, this unit is best ~~scr1h 0 ? as a postpositionPl
phrase t0mparo.ble tc th:> prepc1si'f"irnr'.l phrase ,,f Englis11, EvPn the
structure can be cc•r,:iR.H•c: there is an c",iect in Fe>si tirn 1 and a
pcstpositicn in Positlrn 2 -- iust n~nnsit~ nf 'f"hP Pn~ljsh C"unter~art~ in the prepositl~nsl ''1r;s0. Th~se two ~r-rn~p~~s-are s~MPtiITAS
written HS one w0rc1, seuarate frrJ!' th·~ r,;st r.f t'fie v'•rh-col".l"lex f..,r
ease in written cc.~:!'.:un i.c~ ti on, o. 1 thr-u:-!'< they nee(l t0 be sunken with
the verb in ~rder to c~mplete its Deaning, Ther~fcre, they ara ·
·-g·.
includerl in this disc11ssir·" as a nart ; f the v~rb-cc!:1Plex
wh.ether "r not rme pr"!f<"rs to s"'plir:>.te them in wri'f"ten fc·T!!',
The pronoun in Positi-,n # 1 rrnx. cccur
without · . the post.pc-.siti!'n,
but this is extrene ly rHrP.. When this cr.~is s i r·n dews occur, ho1·,cver,
the unit is easily c.CJn:pRrAd to tl:e indirect 0bject of English, I.f
Position 2 is filled. P0sition # 1 must be filled in this optional
slot of the verb-comple~:
Exam?le: Yaa

natasidank,~es

=They are thinkint; abcut it.

The
1
Ya
it

Apache
2

a
about

Verb-C0mpl~x
~4

3
na
ar0und

> --6

ts i

7-~

13

12

11

3

~

{ll
{ll
kess
0
(Imper,) 3rd
(class)
# 4 +#14
pers.
to think

daa
(plural)

II, Mode= # 5/# 11
Every verb structure !1lust include nne--hut flnly nne--mr.di>l prefix,
even though it may he {ll, The iterative mdde of Position I 5 en0 thP
medal prefixes r.f Pnsif'.ir.P 11 are m11tunlly <'Xclusive, constituting
this obligatory morpheme nf mo<:'!e with possible distribution in 0ifferent slnts nf the VPrb-c0mplex,
Only one type flf pr,,fix occurs in P~siti0n # 5--thf' prefix irdicating the iterative mode. The rther prefixes eppPar in Position # 11:
progressive, imperfective, perfective, optative, an~ customary.
Modal Prefix: Position # 5

I

Iterative

nP-repell.tedly

: Pc-,s i tion I 11

Modal Prefixes
Progressive
Imperfective

hi/hii
h/hi- h-perfective • disjunctive
n/ni - n-imperfective = completiV"l (0 when preceded by pronominal or deictic prefix)
0 - zero-imperfective= conjunctive

Perfective

Optative

h/hi - h-perfective
n/ni - n-perfective
s/si- s-perfective

ho
rustomPry
c0mlnned fnrms

III Nl.TJ1RER ( Distributive Plurr:l)

= # 6

W'here English verbs have <liffer nt form~ d"nctin.g sinp:uJ ar and
plural, the Apache verrs h~'.V 0 differing f0rms f,-.r sin.~ular, duaJplural, artd distribu+ive plural--dunplural is use~ wlien speakinr
of two people 0r things, while c.istributive pJural is usec'I wh"n
speaking tlf m"re than twn,
0

Position I 6 is filled with the prefix -daa/-da when distributive
plural meaning is intPnded, E~ample: Tsi~aakees= They are thinking,
4 /

tsi

6

11

daa
0
Dist. plural

12

13

0

0

3rd
Persnn

(class)

14

kees
#4 + #,lit'.

(to think)

"
Ts/,i k ees+ ne
is thinkine/ She is thinking.

11
r/J

12
'/J
3rd person

13

0

class

14

kees

14 + 1114

to think
In intransitive verb- complexes, the number prefix combines with
the first person dui;.l subject prefix, the secc-nd person dual prefix,
and the deictic prefixes for the fourth persnn, the indefinite,
and the place-tim-:' subject tc fnrJT1. distrihutive plurals f0r these
subjects. I11 Western Apache, the da:i/<1.a is required for thf' third
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and fourth persons duoplural so that no actual differences
occur in the verb-complex, exact meanings being actualized
elsewhere in the conversation.
In transitive verbs, the distributive plural prefix may modi~y
the subject, direct object, or both, the exact interpretation
being determined by context: (1) When the subject is first or
second person singular and the object is any person but the
first or second person singular, the distributive prefix
qualifies only the direct object. (2) When the subject is
any person but the first or second person singular and the direct
object is either first or second person singular, the distributive prefix qualifies only the subject. (3) When the subject
is any person but the first or second person singular, the
distributive prefix may qualify the subject, the direct object,
or both.
When the distributive plural qualifies the indirect object, the
plural prefix appears before position #1. If no distributive
plural prefix occurs, the subject and/or direct object is assumed
to be third person singular, unless definite information is
given in the specific subject or object prefixes which occur
in positions #1, #2, #8 and #12, as indicated above.
IV. DIRECT OBJECT= #7
The pronominal direct object in position 117 is obligatory with the
transitive verb stems. The prefixes for this slot are the same
as the prefixes for the object slot of Position #1, with the
addition of 0 which is sometimes used in the direct object slot.
Lack of time has prevented formulation of rules governing the use
of particular prefixes: examples--a'.shXe' = I make it/I am making it.

"
a/

7

11

\))

\))

thus

3rd per

~

12
sh
I

(Im;perfect)

13
\))

(class)

14
te>
to make

;

Nkontteeh = You (Sg.) put him (4th person) down.
3
n
na-down

7
ko
him
(4th person)

12
n/
you
(singular)

11

0

14
teeh
(class)
to handle
an animate '
being
13

\))

Yaadaabistii = They turned him over to him.
1
y
him
y (a)

''

7·
6
2 ·'
bi
daa
a
(plural) him
to
6+7=them

14
teeh
(Imper.) (3rd per) (class) to handle
an animate
6+12=they
being
11

12

(il

(il

13'.
\))

5

V SUBJErT ···= # B/I 12
The deictic pr0nnun prefix cf Pr:sitinn 8 ~nd t~s subjact ~r0n0uns
0£ Pnsiticn 12 are NutuPlly ~xclusive pn[I c~~~risP cnP ~~1igrt0ry
rt-:'rp~e:.i~ 1.,,rit]1

tl·.:·~:

-possil":le nc-sitic-ns,,

o.Jthf"'ugh

t!le r."f""st- Cf)rnr'.";'n

pr.s i ti on fr,r t".<" sub,i ect is P:Js i. ti,.n 11 12.

DBI(TIC

SUJJE~T

0

PEFIXES

FOSITIOH

8

#

Tl;.e mr;st cnp:mrn prefix in Pc,si ti,~n # 8 is ch i, indi.cating
f0urt'.1. vPrs~n er Ders:·npl thircl PGrscrn. There P!llV be .-t".er pre-

fixes f~nctiGniPg-i~ t~is pcisiti~n. PresPnt r~smcrch ~as n0~

prr:v0n their existence in the SDeech c-f pr;:,sent -day •qestt:rn
~
~
r.:pacnP.

S;JBJECT P'?.EFIXES

/

i/i

·-

ii (d)

POSITION 12
first p·Jrsc.n singula.r in <'.ll perfective :pt:'.r:::Cl.igns with
0 or l clessifiers
first person duoplurel in all paredigms except cptative
TI"\t c..~c+u~11·
za,l ],.,;efF··'Ct
d" 1° s )
( "~"
,_..
••· •
VU.l·-"'
\~f
--~.

n
(".<.

I; • • ,

:

sec·Jnd

-pe!'St~11

r3.ur,pJur2l in l!.11 perfective nar"ilirrmC'
b L...o

s~cnnd

pers11n

r

J..

1

unolUTQl in oll perfective

(.-. •••

parl!cigms

second perscn singul;;.;· in all perfectivr> pll.radigms
ni

secopd pe-:scn singuhr

first
w"lich
/

v

"!.n h- i ?:-l:)erf:;;ctivc.

perso~ si~puJRr in Rll p~rP~ipms
<;~1pl('"}'S
"r J_ cle>ssifiPr

Qxc~n~ p~r£ectiVP

0

second persr-n si.n.gul ar in :i.11 n?.r::>cl.ip::ns excen+ h.-frmerfdcti \re ?..rid~ ~.11 p~rfect5-ve pRr~i!i.~!!lS

No t'bird . person subj Pct prefix i:> Pctuelize'3 in. t 11e P.p11checn verhC·')ffi:;>J<>x except in th& r1eictic fr·rels noted ?.b:ivr-;; therefcrs, unless
a definite subject pr"'fix .:o:p:;:e<irs, o.11 V'"rbs r. r.:> thircl p~rson

singulnr.
Subj<?ct prefixe>s occur in well-defined sets. Since the first
person duoplurcl (ii(d) ), tla~ third pers•·n singulnr ( 0 ),
anti the deictic pr~tix -f ?ositicn # 8 qre elwr!ys the sa;l!e; the
first end second parscn singular and second pers:m d1wplural subject
prefixes nre the only ones to be concernP.d with c~rnnge:
Set-1 is usAd wit~ future tense, pragressive tense, 0 and n.
f'
.
..
.
imper-ect1ves, 1't:eret1ve, nnd optive moees and inclu~es subject
prefixes es follows:

Fi rs t

P'Ef1·s on

_2n<l pers0n

singular
plus-effect*

--S11

* A plus-9ffect
in-tl1e

Dr"~uces

precedi~g

a nasalized,

prefix,

l~n~t\ened,

2nd Derscn
- ducplurn.l
011

higher-toned vrwel

.'·

Apache
Set 2

Verb-Complex
6
1st Person
2nd Person Sing,
2nd person duopl,
is used nnly with the h-imperfective and includes:
I I

sh

n/n/ni

oh

Set 3 is used with perfectives having

d or 1 classifiers:

sh

n

0

Set 4 is used with perfectives having i2l or

X classifiers:

I

i

VI

=

TENSE

n

0

# 10

The future tense is the only tense pref.ix in the Apachean verbcomplex, The optional morpheme of future tense appears in Position
# 10 and is always fol lowed by and fused with the h-progress i ve
modal of Position# 11: oihi. The di (future prefix), the hi
(progressiVP prefix), and the
subject prefixes combine to form
a single syllable. The results of this fusion, however, are extremely
irregular:
Duoplural

Sineular
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

person--dish
person n'./drt
pt"rson dc·0
person d00

J.st person
2nd person
3rd person
4th pr~rsnn

nn(d)/dnd
dooh/rJoh
doo
doc

These fusions for the distributive plural are exactly as in
ducplural except for the addition of the distributive plural prefix in Position # 6, For ex2mple, note the forms within the following
future tense paradigm of " to make" or '' to do" -le' (ii"/. stem form
for future tense); the fused prefix forms are indicated by the
una.ersccring:
FUTURE
Singular

Duoplural
Distributive
1. ~dndlii"/.
l.act;iadndliit ·
2. acfOfiliit
2, 1Y1aadoh"/.iiJ.
3. ~daidoolii"/.
3, adaidooliii
4. d'daachJ idoolii"/.4, i!daach )idool ii,l

1. il'disl .iii.l
2. ~d:rfl1i.l

3, aiaoolii"/.
4. a'.ch\1dooii"/.
VII

CLASSIFIERS

-

+ #

-

13

The obligatory morpheme of classifiers in Position # 13
can be filled with 0, d/,.l, or 1, depending on the typf, of verh
stem. The distinction between passive, active, or neuter construction:;
is made primarily by a change of classifier. However, this assumption
hes too many exceptinns--perhaps chenges wit~in the language have
sir.1ply disregarded the "rule." From most examples where an
intransitive constructinn is changed t0 8 transitive c0nstruction,
the primary change in form is the change of classifier to l.

Apache Verb -Complex
One might assume, then, that the I classifier would aLtays indicate
a transitive or causative constr-uctlon, but there are instances
where both neuter and active intransitives with the I· classifler~re
Jsent,and there are neuter and active transltives with ¢ classif ler.
A definite ''rule'' for the correlation between classifier and verb
function cannot be finalized at this point of research. Al I
Apache verbs, however, seem to be catagorized by the classifier
which appears in position #13 of the verb-complex; thus, verb
forms or types seem to be divided Into the four classes, although
many of the distinctions are not clear-cut at this stage.
VI I I.

VERB THEME= #14 I #14 = #3 1 #4, #9

The last slot In the basic verb-complex is the verb stem; it fs
comparable to the main verb of an English verb phrase. This stem
in position #14 can stand alone as the verb theme in a verb-complex
or It may require the presence of a prof Ix from position #3, #4,
or #9. When these additional prefixes occur, the verb theme might
be regarded a discontinuous morpheme slmi lar to the disconnected
verb phrase of the Engl lsh question, such as: ~you .9.£.?
The adverbial prefix of position #3 may be subdlv~ded into three
classes, the fi!IE>rs of which must occur in fixed order, indicated
by the class number. Al I three subclasses may appear In sequence,
or two, or one, or none, These prefixes add such Ideas as:
again, back, down, up, etc. Nearly al I adverbial prefixes occur in
this position. The adverbial prefixes or position #3 differ from
the theme prefix of position #4 only In that the prefixes in post-•
tlon #4 must always appear with a particular stem or set of stems,
while the adverbial of position #3 may occur with many stems.
Adverbial Prefixes - Position #3
(partial llstl
Note: Class numbers. indicute the order in which these prefixes
occur when more than one occupy position #3.
Class - I

Class - 2

1: - thus

ga - this way

ha - up/out/after/for
na/naa - here and there/round trip
na - to a position of rest
ni/n - to a fixed point
'o - there/away ·
tsh'ilnah - in view

,

na' - back

na - down
Class - 3

nt..f;n{ - aga In/over

The fillers for position #4 are special prefixes which must occur
with particular stems In position #14. The stem gives the moaning
of the verb In an abstract way, wh 11 e the theme PSef l,x, ad,d;;
meaning in a specific way. For instance, in hasdashiilt'l
(He brought me to safety), the stem -tt't' moans "to hand I~ a I ivo

'~
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or animate being", while the theme prefix, hasda'-, has to do with
safety. Occasionally, no lexical meaning can be discovered for
the stem alone, a~d the themo pref ix is no~ossary for any moaning;
for example, In ya!ti. (Ho/She talks), ya- Is tho theme prefix
of position #4 and -ti' Is the stem of position #14; together they
mean ''to talk'', but neither can bo defined alone.
Thome Prefixes - Position #4
#4

't

#14

di +
pertains to firo
II
II
hasda --:r
safety
II
ii
k) i +
planting
II .
II
%i +
color*
11
II
ya +
talk
The adverbial of position #9 is not used frequently in Western :1 ·
Apache; although there Is, evidently, a position necessary for
this prefix, only three such prefixes wore found in the reasoarch
to date. Perhaps this is a vanishing element of a changing
language. These three pref ixos are subdivided into two classes
which must appear in sequence if both are present; however, one
or none may appear.
Adverbial Prefix - Position #9
Class -

Class - 2

nl/n - completive

di - inceptive (di- is also used
where moaning is unknown)
hi - consecutively

Few stems of position #14 have only one form; there may be as many
as seven or eight - some form changes seem to be governed by
phonetic alternants, but processes regulating those alternations'
are extremely irregut~r. For instance, tho stem 11 - 1 ah'' (to
butcher) appears in each paradigm of its conjugation, but in the
theme "ya.
til" (to talk), tho "-ti'" is found In imperfective,
perfective, and optatlve paradigms, whl le "-tih'' is found in the
progressive and iterative paradigms. Some of these irregular theme
spel I ings become quite complex as in the stem denoting the hand! ing
of a round, sol id object:
-'aah - momentaneous imperfective and continuativo iterative
-)a - contlnuatlvo Imperfective
-~a'- momentaneous and continuatlve perfective
momentanaous progressive and momentaneous optatlve

-"aa'.t -

* Early research Indicated that this theme prof ix pertained only to
color, but later findings of this study indicate that this prefix functions as a special class which denotes qua! it I es, conditions, or relationships that are not essential or Inherent
properties of tho topic discussed.
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- )aa~ - continuative progressive
-'aah - momentaneous iterative
-'a 1 - continuative optative
In Apache, verbs which can be conjugated in seven paradigms
and possess one or more distinctive stem forms are active; while
those which are monosyllabic, have only one stem form, and can be
conjugated in only one paradigm, but the form of that paradigm
may be different for different verb stems; it will be, however,
one of the fol lowing: fll-imperfective, h-perfective, n-perfectivo,
s-perfectivo, or progressive, although use of the progressive is
rare.
The core of the verb-complex in Western Apache shows obi igatory
slots of mode, subject, class, and theme in the intransitive
pattern; and direct object, mode, subject, class, and theme In the
transitive pattern:
Trans. Direct.
Mode:ll5/lll I Subj:llS/1112 Class:ll13 Theme:#l4/
Object· 117
1114+#3,4,9
Intrans.

fll

Mode:#5/#I I Subj:llS/#12 Class:#l3 Theme:#l4/
1114+#3,4,9

The basic verb-complex also contains optional slots for the lndl~
rect object: Ill + (#2), the distributive plural: 116, and future
tense: 1110.i There may be as few as four slots filled for a complete basic verb-complex, or there may be as many as eight slots
fi I led with one or more syl fables. Examples of basic verbcomplexes util !zing those possible slots are as fol lows:
Examples of the Basic Verb-complex
Four slots:

future tense, subject, class, verb-theme

Naad Ii sh bah = I wi 11 ra J.d here and there
Future: #10 + 1111 = dli
Subject: #12 =sh (fl
Class: #13 = fll
Theme: #3 + #14 = naa • • . bah (to raid here a.nd there)
Examples of the verb-theme using only position 1114, position #14 +
#3, position 1114 + 114, and position #14 • #9i
Verb theme = 1114/ #14 + 113, #4, #9
111 4

.

Nsh.rl i
~

=

I am/ I exl st

II

. n

(porfl

12
sh
I

13
¢

(class)

14
..I' i 1
to oxtst
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#14 + #3

'ashA'e 1 =
3
'a
thus

#14 + #4

am making It/I make It
am doing it/I do It
II
12
13
r/;
0'sh
(imperf}
I
Cc lass)

14 ,le
to ma ko or do

/

Ai ga i = It is white/It appears white

4

;t-(

II

12

13

0

0

0

(Imperf}

#14 + #9

14
ga I
(4 + 14)
4 = .l' I
pertains to
co I or"'
14 =gal
to be white

(3rd person) Cclassl
CIt l

Nach 1 idibah =He repeatedly starts to raid
5/

8

na
repeatedly

ch'i
he

9
di

(Incept}

13
0
(class}

14
bah
to ra Id
(9 + 14) to begin
to ra Id

Nach 1 idibah = He repeatedly starts off to raid
Mode: #5 = na (repeatedly>
Subject: #8 = ch 1 I Che}
Class : #13 = 0
Theme: #9 + #14 =di • . • bah (to begin to raid)
Five Slots:

postpositlonal phrase (Indirect object), mode, subject, class, theme

Bich' i 1 ya~htil = I was talking to him/her
Postpositional Phrase: #I+ #2 =bl Chim/her}+ ch'(ctol
Mode: #II= 0 Cperf.)
Subject: #12 =sh Cll
Theme: #4 + #14 = ya;.
tl 1 Ctotalkl

•

Six Slots:

postpositlon (Indirect object), mode, direct object,
subject, class, theme

/
Bich ' I I ch l;l
I nah ) ashtaa
= I showed it to him/her

Postposltlonal Phrase: #I + #2 = bl Chim/her) + ch 1 i) Cto}
~
Mode: #11 = 0 (hi perf}
Direct Object: #7 0 (3rd person singular - it}
Subject: fl I 3 a sh ( I }
Class: #13 = 0
(Jn view
thus
to make or do)
Theme: #4+#4+#14 = ch 1 ( 1 nah • . • 'a . • • .raa

•

THE APACHE VERB-COMPLEX
Seven slots: Postposition, distributive plural, direct object,
mode, subject, class, theme
Nich)i)na"daashidee)a'= They sent me back
(Indirect ObJect)

to you.

Postpositional: #1 + #2 = ni + ch)i) (you to)
Dist Plural: #6 = daa (more than two)
Direct Object: #7 = shi (me)
Mode: #11 = s-perf
Subject: #12 = 0 (3rd person/he/she)
Class: #13 = t (#9 di + #11 si + #13 t = dees)
Theme: #4 + #9 + #14 = na' . . • di • . • '~
(back incept to handle bulky object)
Eight slots:
•

1.1

/

Postposition, distributive plural, direct object,
future tense, mode, subject, class, theme
.

.,.1//.,.

Nich i nadaashidoo~
(Indirect obJect)

aa~

= They will send me back to you.

Postposition: #1 + #2 = ni + c~~ (you to)
Dist. Plural: #6 = daa (more than two)
Direct Object: #7 = shi (me)
Future: #10 + #11 = di + 3rd person + h-prog/doo
Mode: #11 h-prog (obligatory with future)
Subject: #12 = 0 (3rd person/he/she)
Class: #13 = t
,
'\ ,,,,
Theme: #4 + #9 + #14 = na • • • di . • • aa'f.
(back incept to handle bulky object)
-h-prog form

. _,.,·.r---..-
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Esterson " Four Modos of Logic and Tholr Graphic
Ropresontat!ons"

is
a gonoral consensus
of opinion that
there are four
of look!ng atoxperlence: tho modes can be reprosentod In
of the followlng 1tc;liit1onsh!ps,asand, or, if ..• thon, or
false that --negation.

It would soem as though our
philosophers consider that wo can
take any oxporlonco or sot of oxporloncos, ahd·,ti!:drnuglil .as Ing somo or
all of tho modes, wo can
look at.tho oxporlonces as boing
additive, alternative,
causat•vo--rosultlvo, ~or nGgattv9.~1v
Lot us look at a fow examples of each modo:
And
two and two
happy and excited
rod and yo I I ow
running away and
singing along
jumping up and jumping down
being alert and bolng resolved
He Is a student, and ho Is also an excel lent athlete.
Plato was a, -~hJl,osophor, and ho was also a sociologist.

Or

rain or snow
jubl I ant or downcast
being readY''for work, or
lazJ·ng In bod
looking to tho future, or llvlng In tho past
He Is going to pass the examination In Composition I, or
ho Is go Ing to fa 11 • that course.
He must pass that examination In Composition, or he
wlll
just· for
h!!Ving'fallcidt:lthat CJX!lm!natlon fall
that course.
Either Jones ls a bad salesman, or ho has a very poor r ~:
rout o for so I I I n g •

If ••• th Gn
If It rains, wG shal I remain home today,
If Jones wins his match, he can go on to the next
bracket.
If tho course gets by the first committee, it must
stlll pass two other committees higher up.
If you remain angry, you wi 11
pressure •

dove lop high blood

Four Modes ·

2

Negatfon, or
It Is false that .....
The moon Is not made of green cheese.
lt Is false that the moon
Is· made of green cheese.
"Tue plus two"ls a statement that Is not equal to
It Is not true that"Two + two'' Is equal to five.

fl'~~-.

From the examples given, we have, I be! !eve, a useful out I lne
of the use or usage 6ftthe·imddes. At this point tho reader might
wel I look to h!s experiences to see whether they can be handled ·
In terms of and, or, lf .•. then, or ft ls false that. At first
glance, It woUid appear that wo have quite useful dlvlslons. It
would appear as though any further breakdown would result In
subclasses of the tour modes we have set out. But, let us look
closely at one problem center, now. We have the question of
alternation, or of "or.''
How .. does•nha11q uibeit; I cin f:1ff ,. al ternat lo n-:.or:c I I!."' I work? f. t':.et us s ll ppose
that I make the tol lowfng"' statement:-" I will pass, or I w111 tall."
lt would appear that the Issue ls clear.
My "pass!ng" wlll
def1nlte1y exclude my "falf lng 11 --at least tor this one t!me and
place. One or the other! Let us look at another way of hand11ng
dl~Junctlon, or alternation. ''H!s brld ~ b!d was correct, or
Jam!son Is a poor bridge playe.-" Is another example of alternatlon.
However, are we asserting here that one of two things Is the
case? Is It possible that both statements can be true? Can
Jam1son 1 s brldge bid be correct, and can he, at the same time,
be a poor bridge player? It would appear that both statements
could be malnta!ned as true. It Is also possible that one Is
correct. It ls true that lawye1s and nearly everyone else
use the term ''and/or'' to express the condltlon that .:efther of
two sentences or possibly both are True. The symb.ol "V"
stands for alternation.
lius, for mos-tTnd!vfduals, "V" Is used
In the sense of "and/or.' Thus ( A V 8 ) wou Id be a fa I se
compound only when A and 8 are false sentences.
Yet, we are not entirely happy about the matter. We ought to be able
to handle matters as to alterna~lon In a much better fashion. We
should be able to signal clearly when one statement
o~ff··sxclude
another by alternatlon. Let us take another look at the sentence
" His bridge bid was correct, or Jamison Is a poor bridge player."
The problem here Is that, I lngulstlcally-speaklng, we have a
rather poor sentence If we are talking about I lngulstlcal ly-speaklng In terms of a scale, one ~nd of which would have a high
rating for clear and precise statement.
Let us assume that we open with the assertion that any lndlvldual
who makes an Incorrect b!d ls a poor brldge player. Let us further
stress the Jamison's bridge bid can be objectlvely assessed as
"correct" or as "I ncorrec t"

-•·.
•·.

Four
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Even here we have problems. It Is possible that Jamison ls a
p9or bridge 'piayer for other reasons. It ls posslble that he
has the reputation of being a poor· •l1r!dge player because
there are several canons as to dlstlngulsh!ng good players and
poor ones and that our Jamison violates any number of these
canons.
Now, we can say that our sentence excludes al I other qua I lflcatlors
that make for good or poor bridge players other than the canon r·
referring to making a "corroct bid.''
Experience ls against us:
our knowledge of what the world Is I Ike ml I ltatos against such
a statement. The sentence Is bad, from tho beginning. It Is
I lngulstfca! ly-posslble, but not I lngulstfcal ly--elogant.
We could :·99mpl~ln abo~t the shift· from "was'' as equlvalont
to the past narrative to "Is" as equivalent to ''all time."
That Is, we could say that tho sentence as stated could be
restated to say that 11 IF.ib·'made a correct bridge bid, or Jamison
Is a poor bridge player." We would cause tho restatement to be
made so as to show that a single act ls .~s~~~&ed.a5 bajng ·
equat<!1d with a permanent condition. In other words, one ought not
to be cal led a poor bridge player merely because he made one
bad bid. The whole question of''whole- part'' comes Into play.
He ought not to be a wholly-bad bridge player because he made
a bad bl d. On the other hand, he ought not to be ca I I ed a good
bridge player for having made one-correct bid. It Is true that
making correct bids Is one approach to lndlcatlng brldge-playlng
competence.

: t c·...

~

· · + 1!

~

.·• v

· ..,

)t Is probably true that the one making the assertion has known
Jamison for some time. He has known Jamison's penchant for making
bids. He has known, to his own satisfaction, what a "good bridge
player ls." Nevertheless, the writer ls not the reader. The
question of alternatlon Is a tricky one.
A person
makes the assertion: 11 I wl 11 pass Comp. I, or I wll I
fa! I the course." Now, we must establish that ihe course he wl 11
fall ts the "Comp. I" course. Having satisfied ourselves as to
that , we are st! 11 pondering. Now, 11' the speaker obtains a
"60" on the examination, he w111 fall 11
Comp 1.· Let us suppose
that he does not fall the examination! Could he fa! I the course
for any other reason? We would ~ave to admit that as the statement
goes, the words do not exclude his fall Ing for one or more reasons
other than fall Ing the examination.
Can our speaker salvo the problem? In a I lngulstlc sense?
Yes, he can say '' There Is only one way through which I can
fall the course, and that way ls to fall the examination given
for that course." Certalnly, we have to admit thatceri·ltude
ls a problem f6r our experlenc~. But we would agree that from
the meaning carried by the last statement he would fa! I the
course only through having failed !ts examination. When we have
such a situation as exists when one of three lndlvlduals must
perform an act,but only one can ~erform the act, the or Is not
as much a problem. If we have the statement " One of the three
gl.rls must go to the store for an errand, but only one: Lucy,
or Joan, or Lucinda,'' we can understand quite wel I what goes
on through the alternation.
We could even shorten that
statement.
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In the first paper, mention was made cf the four modes for
handling experience as "and," "or," "if, .. then," :md "it is
false that." A few examples <.:f each were given, The problem of
handing the '.'or" a.s inclusive :;r exclusive was discussed. These
matters wer~ given but brief c0nsicleratitm, At this pcdnt, it may
be advisable to take a L'c,k at the "if .•. then" stater.1ent.
We can ha.ve such a stater.:ent as "If it rains, tht' party will be
held in the he.use;'' The c(-ndi tion af "rnin'' 1lrrving been r.!et,
thA uarty will go in~~nrs. In the stnteraent ' If th~ exarrinatinn
is given today, it will be held in Ratliff Building, Rnnm 613,"
it would appenr that the ccnC.itinn fc·r having it given in
a pnrticular buildirig in a specific rnnm wnuld be its being given
tr.day, Of cr-.ur.s e 1 it c<·ul d be given in the some hui ld inf' <1nt1.
in the sar.;e ru:--rr, if given at another ti;~e, !-!rwever, we are bound
by tha ~eanings carried by the statement, and we believe th9t the
~eanings in this state~ent are sufficiently limited to carry the
idea thEt the first questinn for resclution is that about the
giving cf the examinatiLn--nct the taking. Scme~ne is to offer
the exa1'1inaticn tcday in ~rd.er to have the test taken in the
Ratliff Building in Rc,,1,, 613.
We cannrt dr much abGut the "truth-falsity" of "if,,,then"
state1:.ents. When we have such a state1;1ent as " If the sky is
red at night, tc-mc-rrcN will be a sc.ilor's delight," we are in the
area of being f::1rced tl' acc(:;pt the fact that when we see r. .'!lll'
red sky at night thP following day will be a fine one--in this
case, a fine cne fer sail0rs. We are nut absolutely certain
that a red sky at nisht is always followed by a fair day.
But, there is no question that we use n:any, r:.::my "if .. , then"
statements, "We will play in the regionals if we get by Occum
Academy" is one of the kind we are · nccustoned to hearing.
Apparently Occum !Hg'1 raust be defeated in some contest in order
to have the "We" go to some regiongls f()r further C()mpetition,
iii thin our current knc·wledge, the nnly way to get to the regicnals _
is tr1 defeat this acaden;y, It is true, of course, that the :icademy ·
may waive its right tc. go tn the regicnals if it defeat>: us;
the acade1!ly night be caug!1t with ir..elic;:ible players tn eur
advantage, 0r there r.w.y J:.e sone ·•ther cc,ndi tinns that wruld keep
the academy from gr ing were we tc, be defeated, !-!<:'wever, we
assume that the St<'tenent was P.'ade Rbr·ut -'.'Ur -:i:rins; tc- the
regicnals with nn consideration r.r expectati~n that Occur.: wnuld
net gn were it tc win frnr;i us, We nnw take n brief lr:ck at
"it is false that" c·r "nr-, ''
-.

The nev1tir-n ('f "It is simple" is "It is not sir:;ple," er '·It is
false that it is sil'J.:')le," We can lc.:k at Gppr.sition and say
that the
statement "It is not simple" is equq.l toi the opposition·
statement "It is difficult." The negatinn of "It is rainy" is
. "It is n0t rainy.' We can say--should we s0 desire--"It is false
1
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The use cf the. ter.n ,;f.~.lse" may be troubleson:e, "False'' see!1s to
carry the meaning cf"nc.t be in:; true in an i::rr:1cral sense. "If we
identify "false" with bei!l[. "net the c::>.5e," then we may be en
s c·under grr.uP.d, ·

Ona of the prc.b1.ernsccnnected :1it!i. . nne5ati0n:1 is t!1nt the l~ngun.gf'-
in this case, the Enelis~1 lan~uai:::0- - l:ns w,-.r<ls rt her than "Net,"
"nci," c·r 'nrr" carryint tb~ nee.ninz cf the ne'.'"ative. In Enclish
such wr1r:-ls AS nJ1rirCly, n ''scarcPJy," , rr nhutH cnrry the rterrnin::"
of the ne::ativ;;, If I were to say "I cP.n ".Jut t!-o.iiik .... ;' I wrulc1
1

be sayi11~·~ £:-~r t1lis la.n.~;ua[{e, I cr!.nnot di:· C·t!-~er t11nn t11i11k,, .. , ii
If we let rurselves Eet carried away with s.:;:'.!e pr.,,r usn'.':e as
in "I cannr;t help !:>ut thirk,'- we find that we are i:ri effect-wcril-wise - - suefestint: that " I cannc't nc,t think,"

I tliink uerha')s that we underst:ind that 1·re du have the n:cde of
nn.nd,n tf1e ~nr:d.e ~)f "c,r,il tJ1e r.H~de c,f 0 :i.f,, .th~n,•· end the 1n0de
o:;f ';it is net t'i.e case," or t t is "false that such is the case."
I w0uld rather that we do understand these mcdes, intellectuallyspeakinr;. !!cw well cur words serve is
another r.intter.
But, there is a real problem with all c·f the rudes cited. Since
different lin[:uists ::md philcsophers fror.1 different countries
de seem to believe that lnokinH at the modes as cited is a good
way of breakinf up experience into such :r10des and moulds, it
would appear that there is so1~e very substantial asreerr.ent that
the modes c1.0 take care nf classifyin[. experience as additive,
alternative, cnuse-resultive, .or necative --it is false that.
I am seized with the problen' of the .. if,,,. then statement." Ft'r
it wculd apper.r tn me that every st11tement is explicitly r.r
. 1 ic1
- - t 1 y an " l. f • , , , , t h Pn "
~
"' t " "ny
imp
statement, ,,,,_,
·' ,en I say
t11a
nsne is Jones," I am saying, in effect , " if thin?S 1'.ave not
chnnpecl and if I arr, the ;;I" I was Jcnown by in the past, my
nnrne is 11 Jones , 11

''T'
~
Root o' f twenty- f.ive is
. f.
• _,.
' ,1e ,-,,qunr0
.1ve, I' is
an ,.·1r,,,
t I1en-·-·
statament, is .it net? Am I n<''t ssyin(', in effect, "If thin~:s
mathematically are new as they use to be, the square root of
twenty-five is fivA, '' You may;:.tfi.'e.t I am heinr 2- bit for.lisli, anrl
thnt every t11in~; is the snr,1e -now an<l wi 11 be the same tomorrow,
mathemntically-spe('.king, I r.m inclineil to agree wi'th you, substantially.But ID('.themeticians and phvsicists, and ether scientists
nre likely ta nssure me--and you--th~t we hc-ld such knowledge
rmly with a re!!S '~.nnb le desree' cf certitude, not with an absolute
position.
At the best I can note that over such a very lon;:time multiplyinz five by itself will give twenty-five. But I
can do nr~<- better tlrnn to urr:;e :, "if the mathematical elements
c,f today arc_, operating as they were yesterday, ,and on back of that ..
we can ::;:ive reasobale credence to the fnct that squaring five
will result in our cetting twenty-five.
You le-ok at me coldly and say" Old Chap, listen here! Do you claim
that the set of words indicatin:; that the sun will rise tr1morrow
is not a set "f wcr<ls carryins the meanint: in an abs0lute sense 11
I then make you unhappy by indicating that ';if the scientific
world as relates to the sun is the same tmn0rr"w as it was torl.ay,
the sun will rise;" But such a statement is an "If .. ,then" statement,

3
,.;{· ~)-

You are r;ettine smr.ewhat miffed at t.'tis -pnint, YCTu take F.e along
with you f,~r a drive, Finally, yru direct my attention t0 fJ
rnute sirn, one mar!cins--Iet us say-- the dirt>cti~.·n that should leai>.
tt• Clevel11nd f'rcm Pr-·rtsr.1,,uth, I l·~"k at "US 23" and wonder hn"'
much c~mfnrt I can be tn you,
I then
and if
('f the
But,.I

say, " If this sii;n is properly marked and prc·:c'erly placecl,
the route has net chanP:ed since I went over this part
road three weeks azn, the rc1ad will take me to Cleveland,"
am still stuck with the "if,,,,thenness" losic,

I then pcint out to you the fact that I simply cannct think of
any assertion that is free of--or from-- 1'.n "if .•. then" tone.
We are put in the pc-sitL·n r f sayine we knew very well wh::it we
are talkins about when we hnve "and» and we knew no less what we
are talking 2,br·ut when we say Pif ... then." Thus, I can say
that nR,)ses t::re red. 11nd vie lets are blue." "f'nen I nake the
stateDent, I nm not.taJ.ldn::; about ~n "if ... t!ien" situation, The
assertit'n fnllcwin" the first clause nnd that f,..,llc,wi.n,:r the
"and" as the second clause cl-, n:-»!: <lenend ur:.-n er'.ch 0ther, Tlrnt
11
rcJses are red!: 11ns n_o be2rin~-: .-·n t}1e fgct .. tJ:nt nvic.J.cts orG
blue," Further, if we are givin" a sE't nf consecutive directi~ns,
1'.lY takinf cne desifnate'i iteir, as ·-rte:' .41' and mi.xine it with
ancther d<?sisnnted ite:.:, r_s "Iter.1 B" may n.-. S"b•lnccur th:t'f" one
is a c0nditic;n cf the rther, net an "if .. ,then" statement.
When I tentatively mention the fact that I cr.uld say, "If I 'rnve
Itel:' Ant hrnd, then I can nnd shoul(l r.iix it with Item E,; 1 y('u
do net seer.I c·verly-i:nnressec1. If y~u say "It is nine minutes
after ten c.'clocl<," ycu will n0t be hipress.:ld if I say "If
nine minutes hnve ::;one by after ten o'clcck it is 10: 09 a.rn. --er
? , m. r;
If I listen to you say " It is Lulabelle, or it is Habel," then
I might suggest th:lt I cculd say "If it is net Lulnbelle,it
is lv!abel.'~ Of C1Jursa,. I ari1 nc•t intc tfie nc;:sntive, 1Jr intn t11e
"It is fnlse" business.
Ycu then chip in with " He desi::;ned the plans correctly, er he
is a 90cr en5im1er." I suc:cest thnt we can say "If he
desi;;.ned the plans correctly, he can still· be a·p6or enrrineer,"
We try ae-ain, nncl_ ycu say "It is not the case that he is the
rr.an naraed Jones."
I su.,.o-est that we cculd utter "If the truth be
told, thf!t '!!an is not J~nes,"
It would appenr that we have a real need to look at "an<:',"
11
orjn nif ... then," .;i.ntl 11 it is false t11nt," At the ·present m0r.1ent
I do n0t know what other terms I would use for the·- four :!'.odes,
but it wnuld be useful to consider these four modes and the limfUafe which carries thPm or w~ich nsserts thPm.
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Frank 1 Ryan: "Zelig Harris' Discourse Analysis: An Application to Hemingway's~ Farewell to Arms"
The chief advantage to be gained from the application of
linguistic analysis to literary analysis is the possession
of a method which minimizes the subjectivity of the investigator who may otherwise find in a text what he wants to
find and not what is there, something from which concerns
with Hemingway's style have traditionally suffered. The
method of disiourse analysis of Zelig Harris provides such
an advantage.
It is Harris' thesis that ·"discourse analysis
within on discourse at a time Y.ields information about certain
correlations of language with other behavior."2 Hore extensively:
The reason is that each connected discourse occurs within a particular situation whether of a person speaking or of a conversation or someone sitting down occasionally over
a period of months to write a particular kind
of book in a particular literary br scientific
tradition.3
Harris rules out meaning as a vital aspect of the investigation on the grounds that meaning constitutes an examination of the contents of the discourse. The investigator, he warns, should not be interested in elements chosen
in advance for the interest of the investigator should not
be in the fact that certain elements occur ·but in how they
occur. He shouIUlie interested in "which ones occ:ur-next
to which others, or in the same environment as which
others, and so on - that is, in the relativ2 occurrence of
these elements with respect to each other."
The task
is to collect equivalent classes, that is, elements in
equivalent environments. This is simple when two elements
have identical environments. But this rarely occurs in
any discourse and therefore the collecting of equivalent
111Discourse Analysis~" The Structure of t·anguage, eds.

Fodor and Katz (New Jersey, I"ITTJ4), pp.
zp. 357.
3p. 357.
4p. 359.
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Zelig Harris' Discourse Analysis: An Application to Hemingway's
A Farewell to Arms
classes must rely on setting up a chain of equivalences connecting the two environments. "This is done in descriptive
linguistics when we say that the class of adjectives A occurs
before the class of nouns N, even though a particular A (for
example, voluntary) may never occur before a particular N
(say, subjugation). It is done in discourse analysis when we
say that two stretches which have the same environment in one
place are equivalent even in some other placd where their
environment is not the same."5 For example, operating on a
simple advertisement consisting of six sentences, Harris
finds the following equivalence: The title of the advertisement is "Millions Can't Be Wrong." Later in the text he
finds "Four out of five people can't be wrong." Therefore,
"Millions" and "Four out of five people" constitute members
of an equivalent class. The equivalence that exists, it should
be noted again, is not to be taken as an equivalence in meaning
or importance but simply as an equivalence in environment.
(1) I departed from Harris' treatment of meaning. An equivalent class for Harris was based on position alone. To
this was added the notion that meaning need not be separated
from the method under certain circumstances, that the consideration of meaning need not diminish the effectiveness of
the method as an objectively descriptive approach.
(2) There was no attempt made to exhaust the potentialities
of the whole text. It was felt that the survey of a single
element would reveal the existence or non-existence of a
pattern of distribution.
(3) Harris, in his efforts to extend the equivalence classes
quantitatively, urges the use of the text and evidence outside
of the text. In the first instance the investigator could
achieve transformation of a particular element by proving
that a similar construction appears in the text. In the
second instance transformational operations could be justified by the existence of the sought for construction in the
language itself. In this study the latter was not used, simply
because it was felt that a stronger case could be made for the
existence of a pattern by confining the study to the text.
As it turned out, surprisingly few transformations were
needed to enlarge the number of members of the two equivalent
classes examined.
(4) In Harris' method single words are used to establish
classes . . . Harris suggests, however, that·any units of the
sentence may be used. In this study, though single words were
used, the words had to be structured so that they were immediate constituents of larger units. For example, the word
5Harris, p. 360.
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"outside" was discovered to be an important word in the text.
In some instances, however, it occurred as part of a phrase
and in other instances it occurred alone. Compare "outside
the window" to "outside it was getting dark." The cut in
the first instance would produce "outside/the window" which
would produce a meaningless intonation. The second instance
produces"outside/it was getting dark" with an obvious meaningful intonation.
The first step, then, was to discover which word or words
were particularly important to the text. This is a long but
not particularly difficult task, for frequent readings of
any text will soon make the reader aware of these important
words, important not only because of their quantity but their
functions as well. It became a matter of counting to determine
quantitative weight. The ten most often used words were
found to be: out, bed, room, window, rain, road, mountains,
car, girls, war. Of these words, "rain" was found to be the
most important in terms of emotional content.
It requires little effort on the part of a reader to realize
what critics never tire of pointing out, the high connotative value of the word "rain" in A Farewell to Arms.
The
following passages, selected at random from many available
ones, indicate this:
At the end of the first chapter:
At the start of the winter came the permanent rain and with the rain came the cholera.
But it was checked and in the end only seven
thousand died of it in the army.
Part of a dialogue between Frederic and Catherine:
"All right. I'm afraid of the rain because
sometimes I see me dead in it."
nNOe

11

"And sometimes I see you dead in it."
"That's more likely."
"No, it's not, darling. Because I can keep you
safe. I know I can. But nobody can help themselves."
At the death of Aymo:
"Let's go then," Bonello said. We went down the
north side of the embankment. I looked back. Aymo
lay in the mud with the angle of the embankment.
He was quite small and his arms were by his side,
his puttee-wrapped legs and muddy boots together,
his cap over his face. He looked very dead. It
was raining."
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After the death of Catherine:
But after I had got them out and shut the door and
turned off the light it wasn't any good. It
was like saying good-by to a statue. After a .
while I went out and left the hospital and walked
back to the hotel in the rain.
The importance of this connotative strength is increased by
the quantitative weight of the word, and its even distribution throughout the text.
After the word "rain" was chosen because of its association
with emotion and its quantitative distribution the following
steps were taken: (1) The collection of those constructions
which contained the word "rain" and had a relatively frequent occurrence. The constructions eventually chosen: "the
rain," "in the rain," "it was raining," "it was still raining." (2) The collection of those constructions which were
in the immediate environment of those constructions chosen
in (1). These, too, had a relatively frequent occurrence.
The constructions chosen: "outside," "in the dark," "in the
room," "in the hall," "through:.the window." (3) The search
for a pattern throughout the novel, based on these constructions or "equivalent classes." (4) The application of transformational rules to those constructions which had their analogies in the constructions chosen in (1) and (2). For example,
in one of the early sentences the following construction is
found: "In the dark it was like summer lightning . . . "
(Adv. Ph. +N+V+Adj. Ph.).; This is.transformed into "It
was like summer lightning in the dark" (N+V+Adj. Ph. Adv. Ph.)
by analogy with a construction found in the text, "It was
empty in the dark" (N+V+Adj.+Adv. Ph.). By this repositioning
the two constructions can be part of the same class by their
relation to "in the dark." For greater clarification of the
method the first few equivalences can be shown.
(1)

Ai· 1

fl.

A1 : (equivalent to) B1
is "It was like summer lightning" and B1 is "in the dark"
the construction "It was like summer lightning in the dark."

:CZ)

A2 : B1

A2 is "sometimes" and B1 is again "in the dark" from the context "sometimes in the aark." "Sometimes" becomes a member
of the equivalent class A because it appears· in the same context in which "It was like summer lightning" appeared and this
latter construction had, again, appeared in the same context
in which the key construction "in the rain" had appeared.
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: B
1

AZ is again "sometimes" and B1 is again "in the dark."
(4) A : Bl
3

A3 is "the world all unreal in the dark."
Obviously, the procedure can become quite complex, but by
limiting the number of key constructions a fairly simple yet
revealing pattern (though tediously achieved) can be secured.
That a pattern emerges may be seen from citation of a few of
the examples forming equivalences further along in the pattern:
"outside it was getting dark"
"outside the rain was falling"
"outside ··throu"gh the window"
"outside the mist turned to rain"
"outside it was nearly dark"
"outside something was set down"
"outside we ran across the brickyard"
in

turn~

"the breeze came in through the window"
"and I saw the sun coming through the window"
"fresh air came in through the w1naow"
I think that it can be seen here that once the proper constructions are isolated the equivalency classes emerge quite clearly.
The first 52 of the complete pattern which comprised 145 instances proceeding from top to bottom, from row #1 to #Z etc:

#4

#2

#3

Al4:Bll

Azs= Big

A

Az

B1 T*
Bl

Ai5:Bll

Az6: B14

A43

16
B16

AZ

Bl

A16:Bll

AZ7: Bl6

A7

BIZ T

A3

Bl

Ag : BlZ

A43

B16

A3

B

Ag :B

A

B16

A4

Row #1
Al

ZS

B

Bz

7
Ai7:B11

Azg: B7

44
A45

AS

B3

A18:Bll

A30: B16

A46

B17

A
6

B3

Alg:Bll

A31: B17

A47

BZl

A7

B~

Azo: B7

A32: B17

Ag

Bl4 T

1

,)

B14

-<~
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A7

Bl

#2
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#3

h' 4

A21: B7

A33: Bl?

A48: BS

AB

B4

Ag : Bl3

Ag : Bl6

A4g: Bl7

Ag

B5

Azl: B14

A34: Bzo

Ag : B17

Ag

B6

Ag

A35: B11

Asa: B17

B15

*T indicates transformational procedure
It is well to recall at this point that the members of the
classes do not mean the same thing but that because 0£ their
association with particular constructions they have connotative values which are similar. This connotative association emerges originally from the word "rain" which not only
has a high connotative value in the novel but e. quantitative
strength (one of the ten most often repeated words, occurring
105 times) and an even distribution throughout the novel.
Obviously, such analysis does not exhaust the ··full meaning potential .of the work, if·suc!i··a thing can.ever be realized, for
that potential emerges from other sources as well. Further,
other words could also produce patterns of relationship though
because of the connotative and quantitative strength of "rain"
it is doubtful if other words could produce the 148 equivalences
produced by "rain". Possibly such analysis places at least part
of criticism within the realm of computerized research. However grimly this may fall on literary ears, it should be recalled that the chief purpose is not merely the reduction
of a text to a series of equivalence classes but the more accurate explanation of how an author creates effects. A Farewell
to Arms is a novel which has a poignant tone from beginning
to encr:- One of the ways through which Hemingway achieves this
is by endowing a word with gree.t emotional reference and then
distributing it throughout the work. Words are dynamic
elements altering the meanings of other words in the same
context. The method used here reveals to some degree the
extent to which a vital word does function in this dynamic
process and thus helps to explain the continuity of effect
achieved by Hemingway.
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